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Introduction
Do you know the #1 reason why so many photographers never grow their business to be anything more
than a well-curated Instagram feed?
Because they do not have an effective marketing plan in place to help them build a successful, profitturning business.
Too many photographers jump into advertising on social media without knowing the best practices or if
they’re even reaching the right audience. And the truth of the matter is if you don’t know the ins and
outs of marketing in today’s digital world, then you’re just wasting your money on ineffective marketing
endeavors.
With so much noise in today’s content-driven economy, being a talented and creative photographer is
not enough to make it in the business.
Whether you’re a newbie or a seasoned photographer, you need to get to grips with the basics of
marketing to build a successful career.
This book has been written with great photographers like you in mind. You know your photography, you
just need a little help with how to position yourself and your work to define your brand, reach your
audience, and start showcasing your portfolio in a way that sells.
With exclusive tips from some of photography’s biggest names and influencers, including Anne Geddes,
Trey Ratcliff, Lindsay Adler, Jim Richardson, Keith Ladzinski, and Brooke Shaden, you’re sure to gain
some valuable insight as you learn from the best.
You will learn how to think like a marketer, use modern marketing tools, avoid common mistakes, and
set realistic expectations of what is possible.
You will not learn “secret hacks,” cheats, unethical advice, untested techniques, or how to turn your
photography business into a $10M a year behemoth.
We offer up many practical tips to improve the efficiency of your photography marketing efforts. Now
you can take the next step in your professional career, become the photographer you want to be and,
more importantly, make sure everyone knows it!

“I don’t really think any form of promotion is a waste of
time. It’s a very crowded world right now, image wise. But
always bear in mind that the millions of images taken
every day on phones around the world are more just a
fleeting thought. Everyone is not automatically a
“photographer” purely because they have access to a
phone or a camera. It’s even more dependent on
professional photographers today to have a unique
signature… to create timeless works with your own
personal point of view.”
– Anne Geddes

So, you’ve just made the leap from a really, really good
photographer to professional photographer. Or perhaps
you’re just about to. In either case, congratulations are in
order! This is the beginning of a very satisfying and
creative career. And if you’re like most photographers we
know, you got into it because photography itself (the
taking and making of images) calls to you and fills your
soul, and likely not because you wanted to get into
marketing, or even have much of an idea of what that
entails.
This is the purpose of this book; to put marketing your
photography into understandable and executable actions
that work for you, rather than the other way around.
You’re a photographer. If things are going right, you
should be spending most of your time with your camera,
post-production and delivery, and less and less time trying
to figure out your marketing plan. For this, you need a
roadmap. And that’s what we want to design for you here.
We’re going to go over the real truth about how people
discover you and what it takes to break through and get
hired in today’s market. Our approach is a mix of old
school and new school. Most people will tell you that the
landscape of photography has changed drastically over
the last five to 10 years and that marketing yourself today
is about understanding social media, spending money on
promoting your work, and standing out in an evergrowing sea of wannabe photographers.
It’s hard to argue the validity of those points, yet it’s not
our opinion that those ominous-sounding realities are
really what will drive your success. Yes, that is the world
we now live in, but your success is based on the same
basic principles of hiring a photographer that have been
true for many decades, and for which the majority of
people who will hire you still adhere to. Yes, there are a
ton of new tools to embrace – and we’ll go over them –
but the foundation of what makes you hirable is the same
as it ever was.
Also, name recognition is not all that it’s cracked up to be.
We all know photographers who are incredibly adept at
marketing themselves. We seem to hear their names all
the time and their YouTube videos pop up with every
search. But try something… go to the magazines, websites,
newspapers, and projects that you really love and look up
the photographers who are working steadily for them. Do
their names look familiar? Probably not. Our theory is that
the hardest working photographers don’t have time for
the kind of marketing you’re probably looking at, because
they are too busy working. Or, as we’ll get into, someone
else is doing their marketing for them and it’s far more
pinpointed than a general YouTube video to the masses.

So, yes, we want to use marketing to get you out there –
and there are tools that can be extremely helpful in
establishing some name-recognition and a “reason to buy”
your services, when the time comes. However, the major
tenets of your marketing strategy will be how to break
into the industry of your choice. Remember, photography
is a service, not a product. If you reduce your service to
the same things someone reduces a product to in
marketing, you will likely be competing on price, not
quality. That’s how the market works. You need to come
up with a unique selling proposition (USP). So, don’t
market yourself like you’re a thing on a shelf – this is rule
number one. You’re a person with a great creative skill.
What you’re selling is both you and the work. And that’s
what we’re going to focus most of these
recommendations on. In building a proper roadmap, the
first questions to answer are:
• What Is Your Pitch? This is a multi-faceted question
that gets at who you are and what your clients need.
Honing this in terms they will get quickly and that get
them excited is crucial.
• How to Get Meetings? Because you’re a service (and
a human), not a product, most deals will get made in
person, even if that’s on the phone or in a video
meeting. Digital marketing, which we will cover fully,
is a means to an end. We certainly recommend doing
everything you can with media tools at your disposal,
but always with a mind toward establishing
meaningful relationships with clients.
• How to Get a Rep? When things are going really well,
someone else is getting your name out there, finding
PR opportunities for you, and hunting down clients.
What does it take to get someone like that on board?
• How to Use New Tools? Before people bring you on,
they check you out. And before they hire you again,
they evaluate how seamless it was to work with you.
This is where modern tools ensure you’re running
smoothly, efficiently and, most of all, professionally.
In the following chapters, we’ll go over all these questions
and dive much more deeply into each of them so that
you’re really taking the right steps to market yourself in a
way that is true to you and sets you up well for ongoing
work. Each one of these areas requires some hard work,
but that’s also what makes them useful and effective. If it
were easy, everyone would do it. This is exactly the kind of
work that gives you a leg up on everyone else, because
most people won’t put in this kind of effort.

Before we dive into the main sections, we’re going to go
over a bit of a checklist to make sure you’re truly ready to
embark on these key marketing tactics. These are the
parts of your business and work that you want to be in
place and ready to go before you start putting too much
effort into areas that are going to take a bit of time and
thought. So, first things first, let’s cover the essential
needs of being a well-marketed photographer.

If you want to shoot celebrities or artists, they will rarely
be the ones who answer your emails – but their
managers might.
If you’re shooting events, look at who puts on the event.
There are plenty of companies who do event planning, from
weddings to concerts to marathons.

Know Your Genre
This sounds easier than it is. For one thing, most
photographers are capable of shooting a lot of different
genres, so being able to describe your work can
sometimes feel limiting. We encourage you to have a
major and a minor. Your major is the genre you truly want
to market yourself for and the minors are the ones you
could do, if asked.
Another issue with establishing a genre is that genres can
be complicated and overlap each other. Sports
photography and nature photography have a lot in
common. So do documentary and editorial. Or being “an
Instagrammer” and being a travel photographer. So, when
you really get into it, deciding on a genre (or inventing
one) will really help you when it comes time to market
yourself. One of the basic rules of marketing is that
people need a “single most important thing” to hold onto.
This work to establish that singular idea of what you offer
will help it stick in people’s minds.

I like the idea of working towards a
specific genre in your marketing
efforts, while understanding you're
going to say yes to a broad spectrum of
work. Show the world who you are,
and who you want to be, and you'll be
more likely to end up there. But, along
the way shoot weddings, woodwork,
widgets, and whatever you need to
connect the dots. All, while focusing on
your end goal.
– Reuben Krabbe

Know Your Client
Once you know your genre, you can figure out who your
clients are. Let’s say, for example, you want to shoot for
different brands and get paid to post on your Instagram
feed. Who is your ideal client? The brands? Today, nearly
all brands use agencies to find their influencers and
micro-influencers. So, the real clients here are the
agencies that hire photographers for the brands.
If you want to shoot for Vogue, Vanity Fair or Rolling
Stone, then you need to get inside those walls. Those
outlets have Photography Directors and so they are
your clients.

And a lot of people hire photographers individually – people
looking for baby photos, boudoir, and pet photography, for
example.
Look at your genre and start to really get into how
photographers are hired within it. Sometimes it’s
complicated. Headshots, for example. Sometimes actors,
models, or celebrities look it up online and sometimes it’s
set up by their managers. Truly knowing your client and
how they hire is key as you start to market yourself.

Know Yourself
In getting ready to market yourself, you will do yourself a huge favor (and leap past your competition) by thinking about how
you come across and even giving yourself a photography persona. Remember, if things go well, you’re going to actually meet
your client before they decide to hire you. At this point, they assume you can take good photos, what they really want to
know is are you an artist and collaborator?

It doesn't make sense to try and
impress other photographers in
most cases. You'll find success faster
if you focus on impressing the brand
executives. Researching what a
brand classically focuses on as their
product differentiator will garner
much more favorable results to your
career versus making sure your
editing stands up to the scrutiny of
the
horde
of
amateur
and
professional photographers modern
technology connectivity affords. The
best clients I've had normally take
the photos and pay before I even get
a chance to get feed-back from them.
– Nayo Martinez

It sounds like a soft issue, but put yourself into the shoes
of someone looking for a photographer. This isn’t shoe
repair or taxes, where personality is inconsequential to
the job. In photography, the perception (and often the
reality) is that it’s an artform and so, in many cases, your
client wants an artist. Cultivating that persona is an
artform in and of itself and you might be surprised at how
well it works. This applies to both what you’re like in
person and how you come across on your website, which
is an area that we will explore deeply in this book.
So, ask yourself whether you come across like an artist.
Can you talk conceptually? Do you dress the part? Does
your online persona match up with the in-person you? Do
you bring an energy to your meetings and your shoots?
Can you name this energy? These cues help a client feel
that they are getting something special from you and that
you’re not just a technician with a camera. And in many
cases, this is exactly what they are buying.

Know Your Work
At the outset of a career in professional photography,
there is usually one key ingredient missing from your
portfolio: recognizable clients. Sure, you shoot models,
but you haven’t yet shot supermodels. You’ve shot food,
but you haven’t shot for Bon Appétit magazine. You’ve
shot celebrities, but not A-listers. The reality is, clients are
going to be most impressed by a portfolio that already has
a lot of recognizable work in it and no matter how creative
your work is, you can’t compete against someone who’s
already established themselves in the category.

This is offset by having a very distinguished voice. It needs to feel special, coherent, and totally yours. Any work that doesn’t
fit into that voice detracts from it and works against you at this stage.
Your portfolio will really start to find its voice when you’re leaving great shots off of it, in the name of building a story around
your images. Not all of your work can look like it came from the same storyteller, but that is what clients want and that is
what potential management looks for. Stay lean and stay true to give yourself the greatest opportunity for someone to see
you, understand you, and want what you offer. Gearing your portfolio not just for those who’d hire you, but also for those
who might represent you, offers a true sense of what you bring to the table.

Know Your Business
Lastly, prepare yourself for success by being set up for it. There are a myriad of tools to put into place for the daily running of
your business, taking the natural pressure that photography puts on photographers to be all things – bookkeeper, producer,
new business, website designer, and so much more.
It’s important to have your systems in place for everything from doing a concept deck to asset delivery to invoicing because,
in truth, your greatest marketing tool is the experience that your clients have with you. By creating a frictionless experience
with your clients, from start to finish, they are more likely to rehire you and recommend you. And, as you will soon see,
nothing does more for a photographer’s business than great word-of-mouth.

Now, Let’s Go
Hopefully, at this point you’re feeling the roadmap to success start to take form. Sure, it’s some work to do, and there are no
shortcuts, but none of this requires schooling or a large investment. These are mostly conceptual frameworks, decisionmaking, and time with some new tools to set you up for the key areas of marketing that we’re going to get into. Ready to head
down the road? Let’s go.

“Remember that the prize is to be in a situation
when you can continuously grow and be creative –
not to be popular. Make sure that you're creating
the lifestyle and ecosystem that enables you to
continue to be creative – rather than simply trying
to do what's expected of you even if it doesn't
resonate with you. There's nothing worse than
being trapped in your own success.”
– Ben Von Wong

If you just read this chapter title and said to yourself,
“Wait a minute! I’m a photographer, not a marketer,” it’s
time to change that way of thinking. No matter if your
business model is geared towards client sessions, selling
prints or albums, or creating actions and presets, if you
want to be in the driver’s seat to success you need to be a
marketer. Understanding marketing will help you to serve
your clients better because you’ll know who they are and
what they want!
Here, we are going to talk about the foundational
components that you need to know as a marketer. This
will help you build a solid web presence, work with social
media effectively, and help you know if you’re spending
your advertising dollars wisely.
Also, name recognition is not all that it’s cracked up to be.
We all know photographers who are incredibly adept at
marketing themselves. We seem to hear their names all
the time and their YouTube videos pop up with every
search. But try something… go to the magazines, websites,
newspapers, and projects that you really love and look up
the photographers who are working steadily for them. Do
their names look familiar? Probably not. Our theory is that
the hardest working photographers don’t have time for
the kind of marketing you’re probably looking at, because
they are too busy working. Or, as we’ll get into, someone
else is doing their marketing for them and it’s far more
pinpointed than a general YouTube video to the masses.

1. Copywriting
We all wish that our work could just speak for itself. But
no matter how awesome we are or how amazing what we
do is, selling our sessions, prints, albums, or editing
services depends on us writing excellent copy to convince
prospects to convert into buyers.
Good copywriting makes your prospect aware of your
product, educates them, and inspires them to take action.
Everything that you write on your website, your emails,
and your advertisements is a form of copywriting. And
that copy needs to serve one of three purposes:
1. Getting prospects to engage with you and your offers.
2. Giving your prospect something valuable – not just
asking them for the sale.
3. Inspiring people to want to buy from you, because
they feel invested in what you do and feel that they
have already received value from your content!

In his book, Advertising Secrets of the Written Word,
legendary copywriter Joe Sugarman talks about copywriting like a “slippery slope”: The job of the first line is to
get them sucked into the second line. The job of the
second line is to get them sucked into the third line. You
get the picture.
The best way to do this is to tell a story that lets your
potential client know that you understand them and their
problems. And a good narrative uses the “show, don’t tell”
rule. In copywriting, this means that you’re going to need
to do more than just tell your prospects what you do.
You’re going to need to paint a picture of how your
product or service benefits them.
So, how do you write great copy that is both memorable
and persuasive? Here are some psychological hacks that
can help:
1. Let your potential customer know what’s in it for them.
One of the biggest mistakes we can make is getting
hung up on the features of our product or service.
You’ll grab a potential customer’s attention by talking
about the specific benefits to them. For example, if
you make the most of your money on album sales
after a client session, focus on how that album will
make them feel, not just how many pages it will be.
2. Use the sandwich method.
We retain information better – and find it more
trustworthy – when it’s repeated. That doesn’t mean
you need to be redundant. But a popular format to
writing and public speaking is to tell your audience
what you’re going to tell them, say it, and then remind
them of what you just said. Frame the introduction
and conclusion to your content with the important
points, and then sandwich the “meat” of your content
in between.
3. Think about positioning.
We are all notorious scanners and skimmers. In our
busy world, most of us don’t have the time to read indepth blogs and articles. The opening and closing
paragraphs are your most valuable pieces of real
estate, as this is where the eye will scan to.
4. Justify yourself.
“Because I said so” isn’t a great line of copy, but it’s a
pretty impactful psychological hack. OK, you don’t
exactly want to go all mom on your prospects, but the
word “because” can have a powerful impact. Using
“because” and giving a justification can result in
people complying with the request.

5. Use a call to action.
Never underestimate the power of telling your
prospect what the next steps are. At the end of your
copy, tell them what to do. If you want them to
download your lead magnet eBook, tell them to
“Download It Now.” Or if you like to meet potential
clients before in-studio sessions, tell them to “Call
Now for a Free Consultation.”

2. Branding
The next time I hear a photographer say, “I spent a lot of
money on branding and got this great logo,” I might go
mad. Too many photographers conflate branding with a
logo and think that they’re done. But there’s a reason why
lots of us are fuzzy on the term, “brand.” Even the
American Marketing Association’s definition is vague: “A
brand is a name, term, design, symbol, or any other
feature that identifies one seller’s good or service as
distinct from those of other sellers.”
Branding is so much more than a logo, a tagline, fonts on
your website, or even the colors that you use. Branding is
the essence of your business.
Now, that’s a bit of an abstract statement. So let’s make it
a little more concrete. Your brand – the essence of your
business – is defined by these things:
•
•
•
•
•

Your personality
Your mission as a photographer
The benefits you offer over other photographers in
your area
What your customers already think of you
The qualities you want them to associate with you

Here’s a quick assignment: visit the websites of two
competitors from within the photography world. They
could be big ones like Canon and Nikon or smaller
companies that specialize in other photo-related
products. Using the above list, take a look at their
websites and social media and jot down notes about each
company to see if you can find areas in which their
branding differs.
An example might be A Color Story versus The Luxe Lens.
Each sells presets to photographers. But one glance at
their social media tells me that they are going after very
different kinds of clients. On one hand, A Color Story’s
overall website reminds me of a well-curated Instagram feed.

Check out how they have designed their Tutorials page to look
like an Instagram gallery! Even their captions on Facebook
seem more geared towards the language used on Instagram.
Our guess is that they are selling to aspiring Instagram
influencers and the photographers who provide branding
photos to influencers.
The Luxe Lens, on the other hand, fills their site with
portraits – mostly of children. This visual clue on its own is
telling us about who they serve within their brand:

If you were to look deeper at these two competitors, what are some of the other differentiating aspects that you can find
about their brands? How do they speak on their websites and respective social media? What feelings do their colors, fonts,
stylings, and logos evoke?
Now let’s think about this in the context of your work: You need to know who your customer is and what they want, and then
communicate to them how and why your sessions, albums, prints, or plugins are the best solution for them.
How do you do this?
• Decide how you want to infuse your personality into your business. The personality that you want to portray in your
business becomes your brand voice.
• Know who your ideal client is, what their needs are, and how to connect your personality and brand voice.
• Choose colors, fonts, and a logo that communicates your personality, voice, and mission.
• Have a high-quality website. If your website looks unprofessional, then it is representing you as being unprofessional.
• Create content in your brand voice that appeals to your ideal clients and speaks to their needs.
• Keep your social media consistent and optimized. While you might speak differently on LinkedIn than you do on Twitter,
don’t try to be prim and proper on LinkedIn and then snarky on Twitter. Again, this all goes back to your brand voice.
Once you know what the essence of your business is, you know your brand. And once you establish what your brand is and
what it stands for, it becomes a guiding point for every marketing decision that you make: how you look, act, sound, and behave!

3. Patience & Consistency
How many times have you launched a new effort, only
to get frustrated when you don’t see an immediate
return? Hello, every New Year’s Resolution I’ve ever
made. If your goal was to lose 20 pounds, you know
that results like that don’t happen overnight. Instead,
weight loss and overall fitness are about incremental
gains, using applied effort over time.
In fact, it’s worth turning this into a formula so that we
don’t forget it:

To me, the most important thing is consistency.
– Cory Johnson of Kremer/Johnson

Success = (incremental gains + applied effort) x time
Whether it’s a fitness goal or a marketing goal, nothing happens without incremental progress over time. And in order to see
that progress, we need to be both patient and consistent with our efforts.
There are plenty of photographers who create a website and write a few blog posts, but then get frustrated when they don’t
see immediate readership and bookings from it. The fact is that marketing is not a short-term game. If you’re in business for
the long term, then it’s important that you market with the long-term vision in sight as well.
In order to know if your marketing is working, you need to start with a plan and know how you will measure success. And
because we are talking about this being over time, it’s important to think about metrics outside of sales and bookings that
can mean success.

To use our fitness analogy, sales and bookings are like the
20-pound weight loss goal. But what other metrics could
be used to measure success along the way? While you
could measure incremental weight loss, you could also
measure things like steps walked or miles run. An early
goal might be to walk a mile every day and work up to
running a mile every day. Eventually, as you become more
fit, you will increase the goal distance.
Now apply the analogy to your photography business. The
important thing to remember here is that no marketing
campaign is likely going to be an overnight success. We
need to track our results over time, stay consistent with
our efforts, and use failure as a teacher.
That’s right: failure can be a good thing if we are willing to
learn from it. Just as success teaches us something, failing
to resonate with our ideal audience can teach us and
guide our efforts in the right direction. If you abandon
your efforts at the first sign of failure, your marketing
campaigns will never gain traction.
So, as you move forward in your marketing, remember to
be patient and consistent. Track your efforts and don’t be
afraid to try new things. No matter if a campaign is going
well or poorly, everything is information for you to grow
and find ways to better connect with your audience.
Challenge yourself to see how you can improve results
over the long term and you will see the incremental gains
that constitute success!

4. Measurement
We already know that we may not be able to measure
success in sales and bookings right off the bat. So let’s
look at some other metrics that you might be able to
measure to help you track that incremental growth.

Brand Awareness
Whether you’re just getting started with an in-home
studio or launching a new suite of Lightroom presets,
brand awareness is one of the first metrics you’ll need to
pay attention to. At its simplest, brand awareness is just
defining who knows about your business and if that
number is growing.
There are a few different ways to track this. One way is to
track your social media reach over time. For example, if
you’re launching an in-home studio, you might want to
track how many Facebook and Instagram followers you
have and how many of your fans see your posts per week.

Another option is to use Google Analytics to see how
much traffic is coming to your website and where it is
coming from. Keep an eye on the different channels in
your Google Analytics. You can also use tools to monitor
mentions of your brand and understand the conversations
being had about it.

Pipeline Growth
Using the example of the new in-home studio, once you
have people who are aware of your business, you need to
find ways to get them into your studio and in front of your
camera. This is where a pipeline comes in. Many
businesses use their newsletter as the foundation for
their pipeline. When someone signs up for your
newsletter, they can receive a series of automated emails
that takes them from brand aware to interested prospect.
In a studio-based business model, these emails likely
introduce new signups to the photographer and their
mission (this is why having your branding down is so
important!), and then, over time, entices them with the
experience of a session. If you’re selling a service like
retouching, or a product like a preset, the concept is
the same! Tracking the growth of your pipeline by
seeing how many new sign-ups you’re getting to your
newsletter every month is an important part of
growing your business.
In the following chapters, we’ll talk a lot more about
generating leads and creating a pipeline.

Conversion Rate
Once you have a pipeline in place that is generating new
sign-ups, you need to be tracking how people move
through your pipeline and at what rate they convert. Did
your eyes just cross? Don’t worry.
Let’s use another example of a retoucher looking to sell
her culling and editing services to burnt-out wedding
photographers who want to free themselves from the
computer. Our retoucher friend has created a lead
magnet called “10 Ways to Get out of Editing Purgatory
and Supercharge Your Wedding Photography Business.”
She then decides to create a Facebook ads campaign that
sends traffic to the lead magnet.
In order for our friend to track how successful her
campaign is, she will not only want to see how many
signups she got, she will also want to track how many
people clicked on her ad versus how many people
signed up for the lead magnet. This equation is the
conversion rate.

Once someone has signed up for the lead magnet, they are
on her newsletter list. They are sent a series of automated
emails to introduce them to her culling and editing
business and are primed for a consultation. She will want
to track her conversion rate from sign-ups to
consultations, and then consultations to bookings!

To calculate ROI, we have to take into consideration more
than just the cost in terms of dollars. We also need to
consider our time, energy, labor, cost of goods, and
marketing spend. Let’s say you value your time at
$50/hour and spend 10 hours making a new set of
Photoshop actions.

Return on Investment or Return on Ad Spend

You have invested an intangible $500 in this product.
Then you spend another $500 on Facebook ads to sell the
actions. You’ll need to make back at least $1000 to break
even from an ROI perspective.

There are two acronyms that get thrown around a lot in
marketing: ROI (return on investment) and ROAS (return
on ad spend). While these acronyms sound the same, and
lots of us (incorrectly) use them interchangeably, they are
measured differently.
Here are their formulas:
ROI = (Revenue - Costs) / Costs
ROAS = Revenue generated from ads / Cost of ads

ROAS, on the other hand, calculates the direct revenue
results of your advertising efforts. So that same $500 of
ad spend generates $1000 in sales, the picture seems a lot
rosier doesn’t it?
So, what does this actually mean for you and which
measurement should you be using? Well, you can see from
the example above that you need both, as metrics can
help you keep a pulse on the health of your business!

My belief is that marketing is best done organically and over a lot of time. For
me, trust and honesty are the two pillars of my business. I work hard to be
constantly honest with my community, transparent in my process, and
trustworthy in the advice I give in turn. This has allowed me to build a
community of people who do not follow my work because of the photography,
but because of the person behind it.
– Brooke Shaden

5. Ethics
Before we go any further, it’s probably time to address the 10-ton elephant in the room. And that elephant is the ethics of
marketing. Many of us have the image of the unscrupulous advertising executive in our minds when we think of a marketer.
But being a good marketer and being unethical don’t have to go hand in hand. In fact, they shouldn’t!
Sure, sometimes marketing a white lie can achieve you some success in the short term. But with the ability to share
information at the speed of the internet, companies that market unethically are simply a screenshot away from losing all of
their credibility.

Let’s look at a few things that you should absolutely not do when you’re marketing:
1. Don’t create campaigns that mislead.
It’s not uncommon for us to highlight the good things about our photography services and downplay the poorer features
to try to sell a print or book a new client. But this can backfire on you because it can give customers false expectations.
Don’t promise what you can’t deliver and don’t sell yourself on false premises.
2.

Don’t try to trick Google.
In the past, lots of people used something called black hat SEO tactics to try to trick Google and other search engines
into ranking their content. This included spammy techniques like keyword stuffing or leaving spam comments with links
on blogs. Eventually, Google caught on and created an algorithmic penalty for tactics like these.

3.

Never spam people.
Spamming can take many forms: adding people to your email list without consent, adding them to your online group
without asking them, or tagging them in posts aimed at selling your work. Adding people to your email list without their
opting in is actually illegal. Being overly promotional in forums and groups is also spammy. The best way to find new fans
online is to look for ways to be helpful and add your wisdom to conversations without going in for the hard sell.

4.

Don’t try to piggyback onto controversy or tragedy.
There are people out there who will tell you to take a stand on issues. It’s one thing to support issues that are
controversial, but don’t use controversy or tragedy as a way to try to drum up more business for yourself.

By following a code of ethics, you’re setting yourself up for better relationships with prospects and customers down the line.
Do mishaps happen? Of course. Many photographers find themselves in a situation where they have a misunderstanding
with a customer and a little bit of PR work to do. However, if you’ve been operating ethically up until that point, you will be
able to weather the bumps much more easily!

Have something to say. The era when photographers could be just slick technicians
who could make other people’s ideas look good is going fast, if not gone already. The
photographer today and into the future has to be the embodiment of the issue. That’s a
kind of job security. (If your only talent is clever camera knob turning, then your client
can just find another clever knob turner and you are out of work.) But if you embody
the issue, if you are the go-to expert, if you bring the issue to life, it’s much harder for
you to be replaced.
– Jim Richardson

6. Where Marketing Is Going Next
It seems like every day Google, Facebook, and Instagram are rolling out new features or changing the rules. Technology is
also changing at a breathtaking rate, and people are adopting new ways of researching products or experiences before they
buy. As assistant devices like Alexa become more and more ubiquitous in people’s homes, we will have to contend with things
like voice search.
So, here are just a few trends that you should be aware of as you plan your marketing campaigns for 2020 and beyond!

It’s a Mobile World
Smartphones are now the most common way that
people access the internet. Many of your potential
customers have smartphones but don’t actually have
laptops or desktop computers. So, you need to think
of your website and your marketing strategy with a
mobile-first mindset.
This means having fast website load times on mobile
devices and making sure that you’re delivering a good
mobile experience. Google recommends a twosecond load time for mobile.
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My most successful avenue has been my consistency with mobile design.
There were plenty of times I was tested to give up because of my
limitations, but I allowed the limitations to inspire me to think outside of
the box. Now those struggles are the reason I have learned so many
valuable lessons and grown as an artist.

– Elise Swopes

The Age of Voice Search Is Here
If the idea of optimizing for voice search scares you, that’s ok. Most people feel the same way and are still not sure what to do
about it. But it is one of the newer frontiers in digital marketing, and one that all of us would do well to pay attention to.
Adoption of voice search via Siri, Alexa, Cortana, and other AI assistants has come quickly. As more people adopt voice
search, marketers will need to find ways to adapt both their content and their strategies.
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Email Is Here to Stay
The world of marketing is one where we are all tormented by shiny object syndrome. Something new comes along and we’re
excited to adopt it and throw it into our marketing mix like a spice to our gumbo. But some things, like email, are tried and
true as an effective way to get new leads and customers. There have been plenty of marketers over the years who have
declared email to be dead. Don’t listen to them, they’re either the worst shiny object offenders or trying to distract you with
their own shiny stuff.
Unlike social or search engine results, email is an owned channel that you can control. In fact, email might grow in importance
as a marketing channel in the wake of data breaches and scandals with social media. Sailthru found nearly half of all
consumers plan to delete at least one social media account in the next year because they don’t trust the platform with their
personal information.

Marketing is the single most important part of having a successful business. Do
whatever you can, and do it often!
– Inti St. Clair

Your First Steps as a Marketer
Marketing your photography can feel like a daunting prospect. But by knowing these six things, you’re already way ahead of
the pack. Not only do you know the fundamentals of a solid brand and how to write persuasively, but you are also armed with
the incredible tools of patience and consistency! That alone will likely see you outlast your competitors in the long run.
You now also know how to market ethically, and understand the fundamentals of measuring your marketing impact. This will
help you going forward as you build a following, interact with your audience, and find ways to convert them into paying
customers. Now it’s time to put this knowledge into your marketing strategy and figure out where your efforts are best spent.

“I find that having an active internet presence has been by
far the most useful thing to me. Talking to fans and
people, answering emails and interviews, even the small
school newspaper ones… I usually ask clients where they
found out about my work and it's quite often just by
seeing it somewhere online.”
– Erik Johansson

One of the biggest questions that photographers have
when beginning to market themselves online is “What is
SEO?” SEO is an acronym in the digital marketing world
that stands for Search Engine Optimization. It is the
process by which businesses make their content and
websites easy for search engines such as Google and Bing
to understand, thereby making it more likely that these
will deliver their content in a Search Engine Results Page
(SERP).

According to the cloud computing company Salesforce, it
requires six to eight touchpoints with a prospect in order
for them to be a viable sales lead. For some larger
purchases, it can increase to 13 or higher. When we talk
about a touchpoint, we’re referring to any interaction
between your business and a potential customer. So
someone seeing a photo or article of yours on social
media, seeing your content in a SERP, or reading a blog
post could all be considered touch points.

Both Google and Bing are looking to deliver the best
possible experience to the end user. So that means that
when a user is searching for “red women’s high heeled
shoes near me,” the search engines don’t want to deliver
green men’s running sneakers in the results. The same can
be said for your photography business. If a user is looking
for a headshot photographer near them, Google and Bing
are not going to want to deliver results for newborn
photography three states away.

One of those vital touchpoints in the customer’s process is
having your website be visible in search engine results,
delivering valuable content or answers to a prospect’s
questions. The earlier that you’re able to connect with a
prospect in their research and buying cycle, the more
easily you will be able to establish the “know, like, and
trust” factors which are so important to bringing in
customers.

There are very specific ways in which search engines are
able to understand the content of your website and the
value that it provides. We will be delving into those
elements to help you build or improve your site so that
search engines can understand it and humans can enjoy it!

Using Search Engine Optimization
to Your Advantage
People are out there searching for your photography
services. Research says that 93 percent of online activities
begin with a search engine. And those searches are “intent
based” which means that people are out there looking for
solutions and services. Therefore, SEO presents an
opportunity for your business to be found within those
searches and found by qualified traffic.
Traffic that comes in organically through search channels
is also considered to be the traffic that is more likely to
convert. Again, this is because organic traffic tends to
have the highest intent to purchase. This means that if
you’re investing in other channels, such as social networks
or paid traffic, but ignoring your SEO, you could be losing
out on valuable prospects.
For many people, photography is a big investment. When
was the last time that you hired a professional or made a
large purchase without doing some research first? While
some businesses can maintain healthy growth using a
referral system, the fact is that your customer is likely
doing research online before finding you.

I think that for my work as a photographer,
the most important and successful decision
was to focus on specializing in a niche… I
tried to create a solid portfolio on this to try
to be recognized as much as possible as an
expert in this field and so a possible
reference point for any company or
magazine that is looking for a specific
content.

– Francesco Gola

How Does SEO Work?
SEO is essentially a process of proving to search engines
that your website provides the most relevant,
authoritative and trusted content to a searcher’s query.
SEO works to send signals to search engines that your
content is valuable to the community or niche that you
serve. The best way to do this is to create quality content
that your potential customer would find valuable, utilizing
key phrases that they might be searching for. Having
other photography-related websites share your content
on their websites is another way to send positive signals
to search engines.

Once upon a time, people used to employ ‘black hat’
tactics to trick search engines into ranking their website.
There is a lot of bad advice out there on how to optimize
your site for search engine rankings. So, recognizing those
‘black hat’ tactics and making sure you’re only employing
‘white hat’ SEO strategies is very important!
One of those ‘black hat’ tricks was stuffing websites with a
list of keywords instead of writing quality long-form
content. You may have heard of the term ‘keyword
stuffing’ before, which refers to the practice of loading a
website or a web page with keywords in order to try and
manipulate search engine rankings. Usually, when
keyword stuffing, a site owner would put them into a list
or a group, instead of using them naturally in their writing.
One keyword stuffing trick that was employed in the
photography industry was to try to hide a list of keywords
in white font at the bottom of the page. Another is to list
your city and all of the surrounding cities that your
business serves in a paragraph at the bottom of your page
in order to try to rank for those phrases. While this tactic
once worked for ranking high on a search engine, they
aren’t very human friendly. Imagine going to a page that
read like this:

We sell custom photography albums. Our custom
photography albums are handmade. If you’re thinking
of buying a custom photography album, please contact
our custom photography album specialists at
custom.photography.albums@photographysite.com
You’ve probably come across a few websites like this in
the past. Perhaps you’ve even written copy like this
before. Now that you recognize it, make sure to put it on
the list of things not to do!
Keyword stuffing isn’t the only ‘black hat’ tactic that
website owners used to use to manipulate their search
engine rankings. Because having other sites link to your
content is a way to send positive signals to a search
engine, thereby giving the search engine more
information about your trustworthiness, photographers
have tried to game this as well. In the past, the more
websites that linked to your site or content, the better.
Therefore, people would buy links back to their website,
even if those links lived on spammy sites! So no matter
how tempting, don’t buy links to other sites!

The reason that some photographers and other creatives
built sites with these ‘black hat’ tactics is that they used to
work. That is, until Google got wise. Now Google has
established algorithms that detect these, and other, tactics
and actually penalize sites for employing them. Some
businesses have lost huge percentages of their organic
traffic overnight when hit with a Google penalty. These
days it’s about quality over quantity. Whether you’re trying
to write content for specific keywords and phrases, or
trying to find other sites to link to your content, make sure
that you’re keeping your customer in mind!
What Google and other search engines have learned, is
that relevance, context, and value are the most important
things for users. They are looking at various elements of
your site to be able to establish that your context is useful
and relevant to a user, in order to decide to deliver it high
on a SERP. Establishing trust with a search engine is a
process that takes time to yield results. However, if you’re
willing to make that investment, your business can reap
serious returns.

More often than not, we never really
know exactly which marketing efforts
bring a new client our way. Because we
can't pin our wins on one specific
marketing method, we tend to subscribe
to the "be everywhere all the time"
philosophy. We're in source books, we
advertise in ad industry magazines, we
send email and printed mail promos, our
website SEO is dialed-in, and we're active
and prolific across several social media
channels.

– Cory Johnson of Kremer/Johnson

Optimizing Your Digital Presence
Clients are the lifeblood of your photography business
and finding ways to promote your business and reach new
clients is essential. While many photographers will invest
in traditional advertising by taking out ads in magazines, it
becomes difficult to track a print ad’s effectiveness. In
fact, many photography marketing experts will tell you
not to invest in traditional advertising, and that it’s not
worth the money. While we won’t go so far as to say that
traditional ads will never get you clients, it’s important to
understand what goes into a client’s booking your
photography services and where a traditional ad might fall
into the overall customer journey.
We live in a digital and mobile-first world. While a
traditional ad might be useful in creating awareness about
your business, if your digital sphere is not optimized, then
when that traditional ad prompts someone to search for
you they will immediately be turned off. Imagine inviting
someone into a dirty studio! Having an unoptimized
digital presence is the online equivalent of a dirty studio.
So, when a potential client becomes interested in a service
that your photography studio can fulfill, the likelihood is
that they will begin their research online. Being where
your potential client is with the answers that they are
looking for is of the utmost importance! In order for us to
be where our potential clients are, we need to know who
they are, what their concerns are, and where they are in
their journey to booking.

Know Your Customer
If you were to look deeper at these two competitors, what
are some of the other differentiating aspects that you can
find about their brands? How do they speak on their
websites and respective social media? What feelings do
their colors, fonts, stylings, and logos evoke?
Now let’s think about this in the context of your work:
You need to know who your customer is and what they
want, and then communicate to them how and why your
sessions, albums, prints, or plugins are the best solution
The only way to create solid marketing strategies and
campaign plans is to know who you are trying to engage
with and why. This is why we create Customer Avatars in
marketing. It helps us speak to our potential clients and
serve them in a way that feels authentic to their
personalities. For example, if you run a wedding
photography business that produces crisp, minimalist
images, your ideal customer might be “Josephine, a 28year-old creative director at a startup who earns $70,000
a year and aims for chic minimalism in everything that she
cultivates in her work and home.”
The way that you design your website, write your blog and
website copy, and create advertisements will now all go
through a filter of your own Ideal Client Avatar. Will every
single client of yours be a perfect match for this avatar? Of
course not. But the idea is that once you have an avatar, it
works as a north star for your business and marketing. It
helps turn off clients that will not be a good fit for you and
attracts the ones you are meant to serve.

How to Determine Your Ideal Client Avatar
Not everyone is your target audience. In
fact, you should be as specific as possible
with your target audience. When you do
this you can focus all of your marketing
efforts (and budget) on reaching the exact
people that really would be interested in
hiring you. Don’t try to please everyone. If
you try to please everyone, no one will
truly be thrilled and ignited by your work.
– Lindsay Adler

The simplest way is to think back on your favorite
clients that you’ve had in the past. Ask yourself what
their defining characteristics were and what was
similar about them. Why did you enjoy working with
them? Was it their personalities, their value sets, or
the kind of creative freedom that they allowed you?
Write these characteristics down, and eventually you
will begin to home in on an avatar of who you feel you
were meant to serve.
If you haven’t worked with paying clients yet, that’s ok.
You can still begin to drill down into an idea of who you
want to work with. Think back to other career
experiences and use those to help you understand the
kinds of personalities and attributes that you worked well
with and try to extrapolate that into a beginning avatar.

Don’t worry about getting this right the first time. Your
avatar will evolve over time, as will your business. Doing
an annual check-in with you Ideal Client Avatar is a great
way to make sure that you are still serving the right
people, and that your business is in line with your mission.
Here are some starter questions to get you going. If you
have a studio that offers multiple services, do this
exercise for each service that you offer. For example, if
you do wedding, boudoir, and newborn photography,
even if the same woman could be your client for all three
services, her needs and desires will change. Fill out the
following about your ideal client for each service:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Gender
Sexual Preference
Faith/Spiritual Practices
Location
Occupation
Income
Education
Marital Status
Children
What attributes do they possess?
What are their passions?
What are their favorite brands?
What shops or websites do they purchase from?
Where do they like to spend most of their time?
Where do they spend their time online?
Who and what do they spend the most money on?
What is a need, problem, or worry that they have in
their life and what is a solution you offer?
What attracts them to your service specifically?
What is their biggest concern as it relates to booking
your services?
What type of people are you currently attracting to
your business?
If there is a disconnect, how can you begin to attract
more ideal clients?

Now that you know who your ideal client is, it’s time to
do some reverse engineering and figure out how they
make their way to you – and how you can help curate
their journey! The idea is that if we can engage with a
potential client early enough while they are
researching their options, we can help them in their
decision-making process.

Your Own Website
Having a well-optimized website is one of the most
important things you can do in the digital sphere. Too
many photographers believe that having a social media
presence is enough to market their business, and that
they don’t need a website.

However, here are just a few reasons why you absolutely
need a website:
1. It is a space you own and control.
While there are a number of photographers who
have built businesses based on their social media
presences alone, they are at the mercy of those
platforms. Every time Facebook or Instagram
changes their algorithms, it can affect the revenue
of their businesses. Other users have had their
accounts banned or suspended, which has created
huge obstacles for them. And if suddenly those
platforms ceased to exist, so would their
businesses. Because you own your website and
website content, you are in the driver’s seat.
2. You can control the experience on your website.
The experience with your business is unique and
your website can help express that. If your website
is well- designed and thought-out, you can guide a
customer through a path on your site to answer
their questions and excite them about working with
you. On Facebook or other social media platforms, a
client’s experience is dictated by the limitations of
the platform and their attention will be pulled by
other content in their feed.
3. Your website gives you credibility.
If the only place that a prospective client can find
you is on Facebook, it likely says to them that you
are not well-established or serious about your
business. It would be difficult to expect a client to
spend hundreds or thousands of dollars on your
service or product if you are using social media as a
proxy for your website.
4. You can attract your ideal client and keep lessthan-ideal ones at bay.
Once you know who your ideal client is, everything
in your marketing will be curated to appeal to them.
That means that your website’s design and written
content will be specifically created for their type.
There is a saying, “Show what you want to sell.” If
you’re showing boudoir images to appeal to that
30s woman with a rock and roll vibe, you are much
less likely to get inquiries from someone who isn’t a
good fit!
5. You can build your newsletter list.
Having a place on your website to sign up for your
newsletter is a must! Having an email list is a
fantastic way to keep in touch with both
prospective and past clients. By showcasing what is
going on in your business, you can stay top of mind
and encourage people to book with you.

Complementing Your Portfolio
Having a website is important, however, the problem is most photographers don’t fully understand the role that their
website should play in their business, or what they should feature on it.
While many website themes geared towards the photography industry put the focus on featuring the portfolio, having a
website with a portfolio and a contact page is simply not enough to get you hired. Photography is a big investment for most
clients. Whether you sell high-quality albums, a piece of retouching software, or Lightroom presets that can speed up
workflow, once your product crosses a certain price threshold it moves from an impulse buy into something that requires
more nurturing.
Your website acts as a proxy for you and your business in the online sphere, giving customers an idea of what working with
you is like. It also acts as a marketing machine, helping customers find your photography portfolio or studio online and decide
whether your services or style are the right fit for them or not.
Let’s take a quick look at what your website needs:
• A clear vision of who your ideal client is.
• A homepage that shows off your best work to appeal to that ideal client.
o Your template should also have an easy way to get back to your homepage. Most web users have been trained to click
a link on a logo to get to the homepage, so make sure yours is clickable.
• An about page that is client-focused and helps build trust.
• Service pages or galleries that show off your best work.
• A contact page that includes an address, a phone number, and a contact form.
• Quality content geared towards educating your ideal client.
• Calls to action (CTAs) throughout the site to encourage movement through the customer journey towards conversion.
• Social media links in the footer of your site and the ability to share your content on social media.
• Simple navigation and clean aesthetic that is mobile responsive.
o If possible, keep the number of menu items to five or six to keep navigation uncluttered.

I would suggest that you become a good storyteller. People want to know the
stories about the photos and how you have grown and learned as you've been
through the struggle.

– Trey Ratcliff

Telling a Story with Your Website
Think about the “why” of your photography business – this is the story you want to tell on your website. Unfortunately, many
photographers confuse the focus of the story they tell. What you need to understand is that the story isn’t just about you.
More than anything, it’s about your client, their needs, challenges, concerns, and the solutions that you can provide them.
You are there to solve their problems and alleviate their concerns, and your story is going to be the key driver in letting your
visitors know that you see them, recognize what their concerns are, and are qualified to help.

Your About Page is a fantastic place to start. When writing your About Page, focus on the following:
• Make it clear who you are serving.
If your business is geared towards commercial photographers who need a high-end retouching service, then include
images and text that call that out. If your business is selling Photoshop actions and Lightroom presets designed
specifically to create the light, airy look that is popular for newborn photographers, then don’t fill your site with images
that aren’t relevant.
• Highlight what their problems are.
Using the above example, if you’ve designed a specific Photoshop workflow to retouch the skin discoloration that some
newborns have, then write your copy so that visitors understand that you relate to the issues that they have in post.
• Introduce your business and how you are able to solve those problems.
This is where your story can come in. Write copy along the lines of, “When I was [insert situation that is relevant to where
your ideal client is now], I struggled with [insert relevant problem]. Then I discovered/ created/fell in love with [your
product or service as the solution].”
In our example of the newborn photographer selling actions and presets, they might say: “ When I first started my

newborn photography business, I spent hours in editing trying to correct skin tones and get those creamy
highlights that are so popular. Despite the fact that I started my business to give me more flexibility and time with
my family, I found myself missing meals and bedtimes! That’s when I knew something had to change. So I created
the Newborn Photography Workflow to help speed up your post-processing time, and achieve consistent edits
and snuggle-soft skin tones!”
• Establish your credibility as an expert, but be personal.
The above example not only lets prospects know that you’ve been in their shoes and found a solution, but it makes you
relatable. Someone who has done marathon editing sessions and missed important time with their family can completely
relate to this story and will be moved by the prospect of a solution that can help.
• Offer a call to action (CTA) to get them to subscribe to your newsletter or purchase your product.
Depending on your price point, you might want to direct someone to a buy button. In the preset example, if you have a
$20 introductory product, someone might be willing to buy on impulse. But if you have an entire class or academy on
newborn photography and retouching, you might need someone to sign up for a special offer like a video or a newsletter
series that gives a sample of what they will learn.

You need to commit to taking photos that are better than yesterday – you
have to always be making new work. Nobody wants to come back to your
site six months from now and see the same images that were there when
they last visited. You have to always be creating new content, then
intentionally taking the time to make sure it's being seen. Either of those
things alone doesn’t work.

– Doug Levy

When it comes time to building your own website, there are quite a few platforms you can choose from, like Squarespace or
Wix. However, since SmugMug is designed exclusively for photographers, that’s where we are going to focus our efforts
since the platform aligns so well with the concepts we have talked about in this book.

SmugMug Websites
For photographers who hope to use a portfolio site as their online storefront, SmugMug is one of the better and more
recognizable options. SmugMug offers the ability to make a quick portfolio, but photographers have the ability to heavily
customize the look and function of their site to match their own personal brand. You’ll find it simple to manage SEO settings,
create galleries, list photos for sale, view your sales records, and apply custom touches that add professionalism to your
orders. But first, let’s talk about getting images into your portfolio.

Uploading
You can upload your photos to SmugMug from pretty much wherever you’re keeping them. Pulling from Dropbox, Amazon
Drive, or Flickr is straightforward, and you can add images from your mobile devices via the app. You can also go the
traditional route and upload from a hard drive. SmugMug works some magic here with an option to drag one of your existing
folders straight from your computer. The structure within that folder will automatically be recreated and all the images
within will be uploaded. Established photographers usually have their own way of organizing image files, so this is a
timesaver of epic proportions. If you’re a Lightroom user, SmugMug has their own free plugin that allows you to add photos
straight from your Lightroom catalog. There’s a lot of flexibility here, which today’s on-the-go photographers will appreciate.

Content Blocks, Templates, and Themes
Under the Customize tab menu, you can fiddle with content blocks, color settings, image sizing, and whatever else you might
need to change about your template to help it compliment your work. This is really the heart of the website; you can
customize the look, feel, and function of SmugMug in a way that makes sense to you and increases your personal efficiency.
That extends from your homepage all the way to your folders and galleries.

When it comes to the look of your site, there’s a respectable lineup of templates, but you won’t be sifting through pages and
pages of them. You don’t really need to, since there’s a lot of potential for customization once you’ve chosen the right site
design for you. A few clicks, a couple of changes to the content block setup, and you can make your chosen template operate
like any of the others. Don’t be afraid to pick and choose elements from one template and use them in another, and don’t get
too hung up on this part. You can change and save your template at any time.
Content blocks are a good example here. They operate on a quick and easy drag-and-drop system and each one comes with
its own settings that you can tweak. Another example: you can create your own theme essentially from scratch, or
completely customize one of the dozens SmugMug has ready and waiting for you. For big-picture changes, you can control
the margins and sizing of your website’s pages in the Layout tab. You can also change the order of images using the Organize
menu. Since photographers today are used to thinking in the Instagram grid structure where neighboring images are chosen
to flow well together, this is an important bit of design.

Selling on SmugMug
You may have noticed the Sell tab in the top menu, which is the real draw for many photographers who sign up. Here you’ll
find a powerful set of tools, which we’ll briefly cover point by point.
•

•

•

Sales History – Data. Stats. The Skinny. Whatever you call it, this is where you find it on SmugMug. Number of orders,
items sold, how much of that you get to take home, and everything else you could possibly want to know about your
image sales is right here in this section, laid out (quite literally) in black and white (and green).
Pricelists – Make a custom price list here. Give it a name, then choose from one of the four printing labs available to
SmugMug users. Not all labs offer the same products, so keep that in mind as you make your decision. This information
will show up when you create your pricelist. Set the prices and you’re ready to go! (Bonus: Pro account holders can have
multiple active price lists!)
Branding – This is a multipurpose section, but everything here (obviously) relates to your brand. This is where you can
manage your watermarks, add backprinting, and include personal touches to the appearance of your shipped orders.

Pro account holders have some additional perks:
•

•

•

Coupons – SmugMug offers several different ways to discount your work. You can do limited time offers, BOGO deals,
free products with qualifying purchases, and more as well. It’s not recommended at this point to use coupons in tandem
with packages, but it’s still a good way to offer print credits, percentage-based discounts, and free shipping incentives.
Packages – Putting together custom package deals can boost your sales and give clients a little discount without
requiring them to use a coupon or buy a la carte. Here, you can put packages together based on the way your work
typically sells.
Events – This allows you to see which images your clients are responding to. A gallery is automatically created from the
“favorited” images so that you can look them over together and/or edit them.

Now we’ve been talking about sales for quite a bit here, so you might be wondering exactly what your cut is from a SmugMug
exchange. Per their site:

“Your profit is calculated as 85% of the difference between the price you set and SmugMug's default print prices.
Your profit from download sales is 85% of the price you set above the base cost for downloads. The 15% SmugMug
retains includes credit card payment fees, customer service, and the costs of administering the program.
Digital downloads have a base cost of $0.01 for single files and $.99 for a gallery download to cover processing and
delivery. If your shopping cart has a subtotal of less than $10.00 and contains at least one download file, we'll add a
$0.50 processing fee.”

So you would need to price your photography accordingly, but it’s a perfectly fair trade. SmugMug’s robust suite of marketing
tools is designed to drive traffic straight to your website, they honor a 100 percent satisfaction guarantee on your orders, and
they’ll reprint and ship any unsatisfactory orders at no cost to you or your buyer. That’s a lot off your plate.

Security
Privacy and security can be kind of tricky where photography is concerned. You may only want certain clients to see certain
galleries or you may want to give access to a folder on your SmugMug account. SmugMug’s privacy settings allow for some
leeway in that respect. For example, you can set up an assistant password so that another member of your team can upload
and arrange photos on your account. We’re pretty big fans of this, since it’s rare to find a shortcut in an online service that
frees your hands without freeing your information.
Your folders and galleries (or the entire site) can be assigned passwords for an extra level of security, and your personal
content can be made private. Once it is private, it’s only accessible to a logged-in account owner. So there’s customizability
here, just like virtually everywhere else on your SmugMug presence.

Plan Pricing
After your 14-day free trial, you’ll need to sign onto a plan. You can pay this monthly or save a few bucks by going with an
annual payment. SmugMug’s plans come with various customization options, analytics, and a name most photographyconscious viewers will have heard before.
Starting at $58 per year ($7.25 monthly) and scaling all the way up to $435 per year ($50.81 monthly), it’s actually a very
affordable solution for professional photographers working at almost any scale, as well as a lot of hobbyists. Beyond the free
trial period, all SmugMug plans are paid (although you can ask to extend your trial if you need more time to decide) so they
make a point to provide plenty of value in exchange for your money. For example, each plan is completely ad-free and comes
with premium support. Customer support at help@smugmug.com comes from real photographers who know their stuff,
which alone is worth the investment.

Landing Pages
Your website is your online home, and although you will
not be physically present to guide visitors to all the
rooms/pages you hope they will see, you can design
elements of your site in such a way to act as your proxy. If
you’ve been working on your SEO efforts, then someone
might find your site in a Google search, or one of your blog
posts might rank well for a certain topic. If you’ve been
spending time on building a strong social media strategy,
then someone might find your site through a post on
Facebook or a link in your Instagram profile. From that
perspective, almost any page on your website could end
up being the first impression for your photography work.
The question is where do we want visitors to go? You
might be thinking, “I want people to go straight to my
contact form and book a session with me!” But it can take
time for someone to be ready to convert to a lead.
So, think about each page on your website and ask
yourself what it is that you would like your ideal client to
see and know, and in what order. For example, if someone
enters your site via a blog post, do you want them to know
more about you and your photography and what it’s like
to work with you? Or do you want them to see more of
your work? List out the pages on your website. Ask
yourself what order someone should see those pages in.
For example, if someone comes to your homepage first,
what is the next logical page for them to go to based on
your business?

According to HubSpot, the essential components of an
effective landing page are:

•

presets that will cut your workflow time in half!
•

A unique selling proposition – This is what makes
your offer distinct and, hopefully, better. What makes
your presets better than everything else out there?
Are they designed for a specific type of work? Has
your retouching graced the pages of Vogue? Let
clients know!

•

The benefits of your offering – How will your
prospect’s life improve as a direct result of your
offering? Are you saving them time, money, or worry
in their editing process? Are you giving them prints
and albums that help them treasure their wedding,
their family, or themselves?

▪

You’ve probably heard the term landing page thrown
around a bit. However, many photographers struggle
to understand the difference between a landing page
and a web page.

Images or video showing context – Even if what you
are offering is free, no one wants to give away their
email address without seeing a preview of what they
will be getting. This is why before and after images are
so powerful for plugins, presets, or retouching
services. Behind the scenes videos are great for
photographers offering client sessions. If you’re
teaching online classes, walkthrough videos of what
people will be learning and how gives them an idea of
your teaching style.

•

Social proof – Testimonials on how your offer was
worthwhile for others like your prospect helps with
converting prospects into leads. Remember the
example testimonial we saw for the Newborn
Photography Workflow? You’ll want to curate
testimonials that speak to the exact issues your
clients are facing.

•

A reinforcement statement – This echoes your main
headline and could be a second heading further down
the page that uses different wording to say the same
thing. So, using our previous example, you might
reinforce your headline by saying something along the
lines of, “Get our complete workflow and watch your
editing time get cut in half.”

Simply put, a landing page is a type of web page that is
free of distractions and encourages the visitor to focus
on a single goal. So, a good landing page will not have a
top or bottom navigation, or a blog sidebar. Anything
that takes the visitor’s focus away from completing the
goal on the page is eliminated, whether it is design
elements or content.
Usually, the goal of a landing page is to get the visitor to
fill out a form in order to sign up for an offer, although
sometimes the conversion goal could be to purchase a
product. If you sell Lightroom presets, your landing page
might be a sales page to get visitors to purchase. Some
photographers use landing pages to get visitors to watch a
video and then fill out a form for more information.

A main headline and a supporting headline – This
tells visitors what they will be getting from the page
and why they need it. For example: Adobe Lightroom

•

•

A closing argument – This is the final opportunity for
you to reinforce your unique selling proposition and
the benefits that a prospect will receive when signing
up for your offer. Our workflow closing argument will
hit those psychological underpinnings by saying
something along the lines of, “You didn’t get into this
business to be chained to your computer! When you
use the Newborn Photography Workflow you free up
time for the things that are most important to you:
your family and celebrating the new family members
of your clients.” Once you have reminded visitors of
the benefits they will receive, you can also call out the
features of the product.

Reasons to use a landing page:

A call to action – This is either the form where your
prospects sign up or the button where they click to
buy. Make sure that it stands out. If you’re using a
form, test the number of fields. Usually the fewer
fields, the higher the conversion rate of the form.

It’s often not advisable when running a Google, Facebook,
or Instagram ads campaign to be sending traffic to your
homepage because this is likely not the most relevant
page on your site. Additionally, your website is full of
distractions. When running paid ads, design a campaign
that closely links the copy and content of your ad and
landing page together for best results.

When Would You Use a Landing Page?
There are a number of reasons you might want to send
traffic to a landing page instead of your overall website.
Let’s use the example of selling an eBook that describes
how to look good on camera: you don’t just want to offer
this as an ungated download on your website. (When we
say “gated” we mean that someone has to enter an email
address to access the content. “Ungated” means that they
could just click on a link and start a download.)
Instead, you want to create a landing page that addresses
all of the reasons that might hold someone back from
getting in front of the camera. Here you are speaking to
the psychological need of the client and letting them know
you see them and are able to offer a solution. For each
reason someone might be afraid to be photographed, your
landing page will tease a solution. So, if someone is
uncomfortable with their weight on camera, your landing
page will tell them that your eBook will teach them
slimming poses. If someone feels like their smile looks
fake on camera, your landing page will say that your
eBook will teach them techniques to find genuine
expressions for the camera.
The benefit of using a landing page for this eBook is
that it will be designed with that single goal and no
other distractions, which can help convert visitors
into subscribers.

•

•
•
•
•

Offer a lead magnet (like a discount, resource guide,
or exclusive content) in exchange for an email address
so you can stay in touch with the prospect
Encourage sign-ups for an event
Give subscribers access to a special coupon
Get visitors to enter a sweepstake in exchange for
their email
Sign up for more information on a digital product, or
to purchase a digital product

How to Create a Landing Page
There are many companies out there that offer easy drag
& drop landing page templates. In some cases, email
providers such as Mailchimp, MailerLite, and ConvertKit
offer built-in landing page templates or simple forms as a
part of their email services. These services are great
places to start if you’re beginning to explore using landing
pages in your marketing.
If you are running a more complex marketing campaign or
are selling a product, companies like Leadpages,
Instapage, Wishpond, and Unbounce offer a diverse range
of templates to choose from. However, you don’t have to
create landing pages that live off of your main website
domain. Website service providers such as Squarespace
and Wix can also be used to fashion landing pages from
scratch, but you will need to know how to adjust the code
or template to remove distractions such as the top and
bottom page navigation.
Remember: if you’re already using an email marketing
service for your newsletter, you probably have access to
landing page templates that you can use in your lead
generation and advertising strategies.

Collecting & Nurturing Leads
The lifeblood of any service business is its leads pipeline.
This means the number of people you have contact with
who have indicated interest in your photographic
services. Despite this being the aspect that can make or
break a business, the biggest struggle that photographers
say they have is not getting enough leads.
If asked, a business owner usually describes a lead as
someone who has reached out to book their service.
However, if you’re waiting for people to reach out to
book you, it’s probably already too late. Unless you
have an amazing steady stream of referrals from
raving fans, you’re missing out on an entire realm of
prospects that you could nurture into leads. This
means that you need to be able to reach people before
they reach out to you to inquire.
Most of the time when someone reaches out to ask about
your services and has never had contact with you before,
they are just price shopping. Business owners hate this
and bemoan the fact that their ads on Facebook or their
SEO isn’t working because all they get are price shoppers.
As we already discussed, if your content is created
correctly and for your ideal client, you’re already well on
your way to dissuading the wrong types of prospects from
reaching out to you.

When you compare them to your ideal client avatar,
were these opportunities a good fit? Why or why not?
What differentiated them from your ideal client
avatar? What were some of the similarities that they
had with that ideal client avatar?
If you see a lot of divergence between how you’re
presenting your business online, and what your ideal
client might look for, you have answered one part of why
your leads aren’t booking. It’s also important to take a
long hard look at your business’ online presence. Is it
geared towards attracting your ideal client? Does the
content on your website answer a demand from your ideal
client avatar? Does your social media educate, inspire, or
connect with that ideal client?
Sometimes it can be difficult to look at our own
businesses with a clear eye. So, take a step back and
ask a trusted colleague who they think your ideal client
is based on your online presence. Areas where you’re
not connecting with the right kind of people are
opportunities, so take note of them.

Why Leads Aren’t Booking

Also take some time to visit the websites and social
media profiles of your competitors. Based on their
content, can you guess who their ideal clients are?
What words, images, and subjects are they using to
attract that kind of client? Without copying them, look
for ideas that might translate into your own business
and for your own ideal client.

Reason 1: You’re Attracting the Wrong Prospects
While you may think your business can serve everyone, you’re not a good fit for every single type of
customer and they’re not always a good fit for you.
Once you’re clear on who you are meant to serve, take
a hard look at all of your recent opportunities, meaning
people who inquired about your services.

Reason 2: You Have No Lead Pipeline
Larger businesses actually break their sales pipeline
into various stages and lead qualification stages.
While you don’t need to go this far, it’s helpful to
understand those stages and envision how they might
look in our own businesses. Let’s take this example
pipeline from SmartBug:

Within their example pipeline they have six different stages. The first is when someone subscribes to their blog. The second
is when someone has provided their email address for a contact form. Then the acronyms MQL and SQL stand for Marketing
Qualified Lead and Sales Qualified Lead respectively.
This example shows how if someone still in a research phase downloads a buyer’s guide for a piece of software, they are
considered a marketing qualified lead. This means they are currently in the market for the product this company is selling.
However, when someone signs up for a software demo, they are a sales qualified lead. It’s only when someone reaches out
after the demo stage that the lead moves into the opportunity phase.
Most photographers only consider two stages of their pipeline: when someone becomes an opportunity and when they book
as a customer. Without having gone through any kind of qualification process, this opportunity might not be the right fit for
your business. In fact, this is why we get those price shoppers and, sometimes, those nightmare clients.
Having a pipeline for your business culls out the people who are not a good fit for you and your business. It also helps nurture
the people who are right for you.

Reason 3: You’re Not Nurturing Leads
According to Salesforce, it takes between six and eight marketing and sales touchpoints with someone before they are ready
to make a high-ticket purchase. In the early stages of a customer’s journey, they are either building an awareness of your
photography work or services, or they are beginning to collect information. Most photographers don’t consider these stages
to make someone a qualified lead because the interaction up until this point isn’t in-depth enough. Either the potential
prospect isn’t educated enough about your services, or they are not ready to convert yet.
According to this definition, even someone who is contacting you for a price may not be educated enough to be considered a
prospect. This is despite the fact that they are closer to making a decision than someone who is in the awareness stage. So,
what’s a photographer to do?
By now you know you need a lead pipeline. Now it’s time to talk about how to put that into play using SEO best
practices, a strong social media strategy that creates healthy backlinks to your content, and newsletters and email
marketing to nurture your leads.
If you’re getting people to sign up for your newsletter but are not engaging with them on a regular basis, you’re not nurturing
your leads. And if you’re waiting for someone to reach out and book with you before you’ve invested in them first, you’re not
nurturing your leads either. So think about how you can begin to develop a relationship with ideal prospects before they’re
ready to book – that way you’ll nurture them to the point where booking with you is a no brainer!

Own your own channels – such as newsletters, podcasts, websites – and
spend the most amount of time trying to build those up. Don't waste all your
time on channels and outlets you don't own. Eventually the bottom will fall
out of that, as it's already started to do!
– Kirsten Alana

Email & Newsletters
For years marketers have been wailing about the death
of email. First it was RSS technology – a type of web
feed that allows users to access updates of online
content – that was hailed as the email killer. Then it
was social media with the rise of Facebook and
Twitter. But today people still check their email,
oftentimes multiple times a day.
Social platforms like Facebook have been trying to
encroach on email by giving people the ability to subscribe
to messenger updates from their favorite brands. And
brands have begun to invest in chatbots to engage with
their prospects. The problem is that it’s still the equivalent
of building your home on someone else’s land. You might
have a million followers on Facebook, but you don’t own
that list of followers. In fact, Facebook makes it extremely
difficult for you to export the contact information of those
followers. So, if Facebook were to suddenly change its
rules, or go the way of MySpace, photographers relying on
it in lieu of an email list (or worse, a website) will find
themselves in a very difficult space.
Conversely, when you build an email list you own that list.
No matter what happens, you keep that list of contacts. So
even if an email service goes out of business, you can
export your list of contacts in order to keep developing
relationships with them and driving bookings.

The Basics of Email Marketing
In order to deliver an email newsletter, you need to have
an email service provider. There are many excellent
services out there, such as Mailchimp, AWeber,
ConvertKit, and Constant Contact.
Now you may ask, “Why can’t I just use my Gmail account
for my newsletter and to do lead nurturing?” And our
response would be: Just don’t.
On the more advanced side, you won’t get the in-depth
segmentation and features that an email marketing
service provides. Even if you don’t care about them at this
moment, you might in the future. Plus, we have to remain
CAN-SPAM compliant when we send newsletters, which
means we need to give people the ability to opt-out. And
while it is possible to do this through Gmail, it’s not easy.
So, we highly recommend signing up for an email
marketing service and doing your newsletter delivery via
an email address associated with your domain name.

Sending out emails to anyone and
everyone and getting my name out
there through emails has been the most
successful marketing effort for me. I
send out a media kit to companies I
want to work with, along with some
dialogue about the ways I can help
them with my photography services,
and nine times out of 10 they either
won't reply or don't have a need for my
services at the moment. However, for
the one out of 10 that I get a positive
response from, this often leads to jobs,
or recommendations for other jobs.
Even if it doesn't lead to a job, you will
now be on the company’s radar for
when they are looking for a
photographer in the future.
– Jord Hammond

Technically, you can use Gmail for email marketing, but
you really shouldn’t. For one thing, it never looks
professional to receive a business email from a Gmail (or
Yahoo, or Hotmail, or AOL) email address. Also, once you
begin to build up your newsletter list, if you try to email
over 100 people from your normal email account your
email address could be flagged as a potential spam
account.

How to Use a Newsletter to Grow Your Business
Remember how we talked about the need to answer a
demand? Well, you can use your newsletter to do the
same thing and become linkable content! Every time
you write a new article that educates or inspires your
ideal client base, you can send it to your prospects on
your email list.

There are other key areas you can focus on with your
newsletter content:
•
•
•
•

News and behind-the-scenes glimpses of your studio
Showcasing new work
Promotions and holiday specials
Keeping in touch with past clients

You might also want to think about putting all of your best
articles into a PDF that you offer as a comprehensive
guide. For example, if you write extensively on how to
choose a photographer for a wedding, you could create an
eBook of your top articles on the subject. This way the
bride or groom don’t need to bookmark all of your articles
and could have your best content in a savable format.

You will want to make sure you’re sending a healthy
balance of helpful content and promotional emails. Our
recommendation is to focus more heavily on telling
stories, showing work, and being helpful by providing
insights and tips. Don’t flood your email list with
promotional emails or requests for booking.
Growing Your Newsletter List with Lead Magnets
A website lead magnet is something that you offer to your
prospect in exchange for information – usually an email
address. Using this email address, you are able to follow
up with them or invite them to your newsletter list so that
you can stay in touch. (If you’re based in Europe or likely
to appeal to European clients, make sure you’re following
GDPR rules.) The idea here is to offer so much value at the
beginning of your relationship with a potential client that
they already feel connected to your business.
Offers to download a lead magnet are placed in strategic
places on a website where a prospect is most interested in
downloading them. Let’s use the example of an article on
family portraits as heirlooms. Instead of a user clicking
away from your website when they are done reading,
what if you had calls to action in the article or at the
bottom to download a family portrait wardrobe guide?
This download is your lead magnet. So, even if someone
isn’t ready to book yet, they might be interested enough
to give you their email in exchange for the guide.
Here are some lead magnet ideas that could work for
several different business models:
• A resource guide – if you run a wedding studio, then
provide a list of other trusted wedding vendors or
venues to help couples achieve a magical wedding day
• An exclusive guide – ideas for wardrobe, or how to pose
to look good in photos
• Exclusive content – access to a highly curated
Pinterest board
One of the best kinds of lead magnet is what is called the
“content upgrade.” Think of this as a companion to the
content already offered on your website. Sometimes this
can be as simple as offering a checklist as a download,
even if it’s already covered in one of your website articles.

Any sort of in personal networking is
great! Beyond that I think being seen in
as many places as you can afford to be
seen is the pathway to success. I'm on
various listserves (Workbook, Found,
APA, ASMP, to name a few), I do print
promos, email promos, I'm active on
social media.
– Inti St. Clair

Using Drip Marketing
The best way to nurture potential prospects is to
automate an email sequence, often called an email drip
campaign, that welcomes them to your newsletter after
they download your lead magnet. Traditionally, email drip
campaigns are a series of pre-written automated
newsletters that are sent out on a schedule. So, you might
have someone sign up for your lead magnet, and then
have weekly newsletter content dripped to them to build
a consistent connection with them. Using automation also
takes a heavy load off of you because it welcomes each
and every subscriber to your newsletter list without you
having to write a new email for each one.
Before you begin an email drip marketing campaign, you
need to do the following things:
• Know what your target audience wants and needs to
know
• Plan your campaign so that each newsletter you send
makes sense in sequence and helps to move your
subscriber through their customer journey
• Write relevant content based on your audience’s
needs and questions

If you’re creating top-notch evergreen content for your website blog, then you can repurpose this for new subscribers. In
order to effectively repurpose old content, spend some time and make sure your posts are still relevant and up-to-date.
You’ll also want to make sure that the content you use for your automated email sequence builds upon ideas, and that there’s
enough variety to be as engaging as possible. Overall, your nurturing content needs to be genuinely helpful for your
subscribers. You can also use some of those initial emails to help educate your subscribers. After educating, you can pitch
your service, highlighting how it enriches the lives of your clients.

Setting Up Drip Automation
Most email service providers offer drip automation that’s easy to set up, and depending on the provider you choose the
instructions will differ. Typically, you would use a service like Mailchimp to create a new campaign that is automated. Here
you’ll be able to write and design your emails and create enticing subject lines for each email. You’ll also be able to change the
amount of time between delivery in your automation workflow.
Plus, you’ll have the option to edit the triggers for each email in your drip campaign. Our recommendation is that you start
with one email a week and then begin to test what delays work the best to nurture your subscribers into leads. You can also
add emails to your drip marketing campaign in order to deliver the best experience for your subscribers.
Once you have written and designed all of your emails, and edited your triggers, you’re ready to begin your email drip campaign!

I don’t really believe in a single successful avenue anymore, I used to. Instead
nowadays, the creative world works differently and those who adopt a mindset of
creating are the ones who will do well.
– Gareth Pon

Online Portfolio Sites
For many photographers, the idea of building a website is daunting. Between finding the right web host, picking a template
that fits your brand, staying on top of security updates, and optimizing the website for search engines, the associated tasks of
a website can be overwhelming. This is why many photographers opt for a portfolio-based social media site in lieu of a website.
Portfolio websites, such as Behance, 500px, Tumblr, and DeviantArt offer built-in social networks and communities, as well
as other features that can be very appealing. The ease of building a presence on these sites can seem like a tempting
alternative to a personal website. And while there is nothing wrong with having an active account on any of these sites, we
are going to explore who they are best suited for and some of their pros and cons.

Behance
Behance is a social network in the Adobe family, composed of portfolios by creatives in myriad fields. What began as an
online scrapbook of sorts for creatives has evolved into a platform where designers, photographers, and illustrators share
their work, connect with others, get inspired, and win jobs. Access to Behance comes with an Adobe Creative Cloud
subscription, which starts at $9.99 per month.
Pros:
• You’re able to showcase completed projects, as well as projects that are in-progress, and ask your followers for feedback,
and the support that artists can give one another can be invaluable.
• Behance has an integrated job board, which gives creatives the opportunity to look for their next gig or full-time position.
• Because it is an Adobe product, it integrates into Creative Cloud and allows subscribers to import their Behance projects
into Adobe Portfolio to create a website.
Cons:
• Has certain limitations in terms of customizing the presentation of a portfolio.
• The Creative Cloud integration does not offer all the options and integrations that platforms like Squarespace,
WordPress, Wix, and Weebly offer.

500px
For many photographers, 500px became a go-to community for support and feedback and was also a place for many
photographers to experiment with photo licensing. However, as the landscape of social media has changed, and 500px has
made controversial changes to its account structure and licensing, some photographers have left 500px because they no
longer see it being as relevant as it once was.
Pros:
• Has several account levels, from Free to Pro. Free accounts are limited to seven uploads per week (although it used to be
20), whereas the Awesome and Pro accounts offer unlimited uploads.
• Pro-level subscribers are able to showcase their services and workshops and have access to the 500px Directory where
brands can follow and message photographers for hire.
• 500px also hosts Quests, where photographers can submit their photos for prizes and brands can crowdsource images
for projects.
o Keep in mind, however: Brands crowdsourcing photography has been a controversial topic, so photographers
should always check the terms of how their images will be used when participating in Quest and contests on
other platforms.
• Integrates with some website providers such as Squarespace and Format.
• Offers an Adobe CC Photography Plan as a bundled subscription called Pro and Adobe. Using this bundled subscription,
photographers can still take advantage of the free website via Adobe Portfolio.
• Images can be indexed in search engines and the URL is generated based on the title of the photograph. So, you can put
SEO best practices into play and use keyword-rich titles to increase chances of being found on Google and Bing.
Cons:
• In order to access advanced statistics on one’s photos and where traffic is coming from, 500px requires a paid account of
Awesome or higher.
• In order to be eligible for some Quests, you will need to opt into licensing your photographs through 500px.
• Does not offer integration to Adobe Portfolio.
• The 500px Directory does not offer dofollow links via their directory.

Tumblr
Although Tumblr is not exactly a portfolio platform, and it was not made specifically for the creative community, it’s worth
exploring because many creatives have utilized it to host their portfolios. Tumblr is a blogging platform that rolls a bit of
WordPress, Twitter, and Flickr all into one package by allowing users to share images, audio, video, and links to other sites.
Because it comes with the built-in social network of other bloggers, it has the ability to function like other portfolio sites
where followers can like, comment, and reblog content.
Pros:
• Built-in user base can be a boon to professional photographers looking for a place to establish their web presence.
• Allows users to buy a domain name and let Tumblr function as their website.
• Users can also buy premium themes, and even customize their themes, in order to showcase their work in an on-brand fashion.
• Tumblr accounts are free and users who want to host their website on the platform do have the option to purchase a
custom domain name and point it at their Tumblr account.
• Tumblr can be embedded into many website platforms as a blog. For example, if you use Squarespace as your website
provider, you can still connect Tumblr as your blog.
Cons:
• Not exclusively an artist’s hub, so does not have the same artist or photographer focus that sites such as Behance
or 500px have.
• While Tumblr is still ranked in the top 10 social media apps in terms of its audience size, it has begun to see its traffic
decline since the summer of 2019.
• The platform has banned pornography and adult content, which sparked an outcry from both artists and adult content creators.
• Has been subject to a security breach in the past which compromised user data. A security bug that could have leaked
people’s personal information has also been found.
• The content you showcase needs to adhere to the terms of service, which are subject to change.

DeviantArt
DeviantArt is one of the largest online communities for artists, photographers, and videographers. While the social network
site doesn’t compete with the likes of Instagram, or even Tumblr, it is ranked the 211th most visited site in the United States,
according to Alexa.com. With 48 million registered members and over 45 million unique visitors every month, it has a highly
engaged community and has built-in forums and groups to allow users to interact and support one another. In 2017, website
provider Wix purchased DeviantArt with plans to improve the platform.
Pros:
• Offers free accounts and paid Core accounts for $15/month. Both levels allow users to sell prints.
• Has the Premium Content Platform option, where users can sell digital downloads of their content, Lightroom presets,
Photograph actions, textures, or templates to others who want to achieve similar styles.
• Users who subscribe to the Core membership get points to purchase items in the Premium Content Platform, are able
to bulk upload images, admin up to 10 groups, and connect Google Analytics to their account; plus have the ability to
set print prices on the print-on-demand feature integrated into DeviantArt.
• The interface is easy to navigate, and the built-in search engine helps make it easier for people to discover your work.
• If you’re hosting your website via Wix, your DeviantArt feed can be embedded into the site, and artworks can be
embedded into a customizable gallery.

Cons:
• The old interface was not conducive to a professional-looking online portfolio. While a new site design, called Eclipse,
has been rolled out, portfolios viewed by the public or by a user that has not enabled the Eclipse update still experience
the old site layout and colors.
• While there is a lot of potential for photographers to use the embed feature to take advantage of the social network
and create content for their website, so far the reviews for the integration have been poor.

Portfolio reviews have by far been the most effective way for me to promote. It’s
incredibly difficult these days to book one-on-one meetings so being able to have
that face time in front of the movers and shakers of the industry is really
valuable. I find also that these are the people who I’ve been able to maintain
relationships with the best and have led to actual work.
– Kate Woodman

Selling Your Photos
So how exactly do you make money as a photographer? The marketing, the consultations, even the shoots themselves all lead
up to one thing: selling your images. The sales part of photography is a challenge we all face, and in this section we’ll break
down some of the usual roadblocks (like pricing) and help you set some achievable goals for your sales efforts. Step number
one? Manage your expectations.

Be Real with Yourself
It’s perfectly normal, and a given, to feel an emotional attachment to your work. But don’t let your feelings cloud your
expectations when it comes to turning a profit. There are three things to remember when it comes to pricing your
work and predicting sales:
• You can’t expect other people to value your work the way you do. You put a lot of blood, sweat, and tears into your
portfolio. If you price your work to justify that, no one will be able to afford it.
• Your support system is not a good gauge of how your images will be received. Maybe your friends pride themselves on
saying what they think, no matter the cost. But are they world-class photographers? Are they professional art critics?
No? Then probably there’s a lot they don’t know, and their straight talk might not reflect how other people will respond.
• There is a LOT of photography out there. It may be a while before your name and style stand out from the crowd. Be
patient. Be persistent. Be brave. Your people will find you if you stick with it.
We’re talking about setting realistic expectations here, not undervaluing your life goals. Keep shooting for the stars and
hoping for the best, while planning for every contingency.

You want people to see a photo and know that it's your photo before even
seeing a name next to it. This can be done through keeping to a style or
theme, for example the way you edit photos or the subject of your photos.
– Jord Hammond

Know What to Charge
There are two things you need to know in order to set pricing for your photography business: your market and your worth.
The best place to start with pricing is to see what others are charging in your area. A Google search can give you a lot of great
information, quickly. Say you’re trying to get your foot in the door as a newborn photographer in Denver, Colorado. Let’s try
searching, “newborn photography prices in Denver, CO.” A few things pop up:
First, we see some local business pages. Check out the
top hit: we see how many images she post-processes
and it looks like she offers password protected
galleries. This photographer may be setting a standard
that your clients will expect you to meet. It seems like
the easy thing to do here would be to look through her
price list, offer the same things she does, and charge a
lot less, right?
While that might appeal to customers, there’s research
to do before swooping in with a magically low price.
High-end features don’t just cost the client, they cost
you. More editing costs time, and a more sophisticated
website probably means you’ll either need to pay a
web designer or purchase a higher tier website from a
DIY-type host. Setting a price list is a delicate balance
between what it costs you to make a product and what
your clients will be willing to pay for it.
Some photographers offer an ala carte solution.
Customers feel more in control of the process when
they can pick and choose services that are important
to them. You might charge a travel fee to shoot a
certain number of miles away from your studio. What
if your bride wants a second shooter? You can waive
fees or include additional services in a package to
make it a better bargain, but non-photogs will have a
clearer understanding of where their money is going
when they can see it line by line.

Back to our Google search, we’re also starting to see top 10 lists of Denver photographers. Check these for reviews as you’re
looking at other photographers’ websites. We’re looking for some specific things here:
• What did their customers like or dislike about their experience? Did they think their price was a good value for the files
they received or the amount of prints they got?
• How are photographers featuring work on their websites? Are you seeing blog posts with the clients’ images featured
throughout? How many examples from each shoot are you seeing and what styles, posing, and other attributes look to be
especially popular?
• Are you seeing price lists online, or do the clients have to inquire? In some areas, your portfolio might be a sharper hook
than your bargain. If you’re not seeing price lists online, it might be because clients in that area shop for what fits their
needs, not necessarily what fits their budget.
• If there is a price list, how is it broken down? Are we talking hourly? Package deals? What kind of discounts are offered?
What incentives?
• How much are photographers asking for a deposit? Is it non-refundable? Do they require it to be paid before they
book the date?
With all of that in mind, let’s keep scrolling.

Bingo. Toward the bottom we see this link that details average pricing for newborn photographers in Denver, Colorado and
the amount of time spent at a shoot in relation to its cost. We also see in gray right below the green web address that this site
was updated recently. That’s important. We need current information. You might even want to narrow all of your search
results down to the last few months. You can do this by clicking the “Tools” button at the bottom right of your search bar. This
will drop two new options down on the left to help you weed out unneeded search results.
As a side note, there are other reasons it’s important to do some cyber-research into your market. You’re seeing the top search
results right alongside the SEO that got them there. Be aware of the services that are showing front and center. There might be
something you hadn’t considered offering that your clientele will have come to expect from photographers in that area.
Now, should you set prices based on what everyone else is charging? Not necessarily. Look at portfolios from your area to see
where your skill level ranks. It’s also not a bad idea to get a professional review of your own portfolio. Knowing where you
stand will help you set pricing that makes sense for what you provide. If you feel that you have room for improvement, you can
set goals for that improvement and make a plan for raising your rates over time until your skills are where you want them.

Focusing on offering discounts instead of raising the value of the service you offer
is a waste of time.
– Christopher James

Decide Where to Sell
There are pros and cons to every place you could sell your photography. You could be selling on stock photography sites like
Adobe Stock, Shutterstock, Alamy, and iStock. It’s a low maintenance way to get some dollars headed your way from shots
you were going to take anyhow, but there tends to be a pretty low return for most, and some sites require your images to be
exclusive to get a decent royalty.
Remember the portfolio sites we talked about? Let’s put those to work for you now. Put a link to your storefront on Behance
or embed a Flickr album to your webpage. Don’t just showcase your work on DeviantArt, sell it there! Become a contributor
and license your photos through 500px to pair your portfolio with a stock-like selling experience, or get discovered there by
a client who loves your look. Just make sure you know what you’re signing up for:
• Should you budget for a membership fee? 500px can set you back as much as $119.88 per year to get maximum
visibility to your clients.
• What’s your cut? When you sell through a middleman, you only keep a percentage. For example, you’ll make 20 percent
on DeviantArt. Know your percentage and set your price accordingly.
• How will you get paid? Check for hidden transfer fees here, and if you use a service like PayPal or Payoneer exclusively,
be sure your choice will play nicely with that service.
• How much do you have to make before they’ll give you your money? Is there a minimum balance before you can
request a payout?
What if you’re selling commissioned images, and you’re ready for your clients to view their photos and come to a decision?
Online galleries have the convenience factor, but here’s a secret:

In-person sales are where it’s at.
Don’t be afraid of selling to your clients face to face. You can turn a profit without embodying the stereotype of the pushy
salesperson. You’re a spectacular resource to your client in terms of vision. If they’re looking for a large piece to hang over
their mantle, who better than you to suggest the right shot? Not to mention, you’ll know they’re not seeing their images for
the first time on a sub-par screen.

The most successful avenue for me is being personable, with everyone from
acquaintances in my industry to art buyers and directors through emails and meetings.
I always encourage my agent to set up meetings with industry folk to get me and my
work in front of their eyes, you are going to sell yourself more than your work.
– Asher Moss

However, in-person sales aren’t always workable. In lieu of that, your website is an easy, reliable way to show images to your
customers and allow them to place orders. You may have chosen a site that’s already set up for that with a dedicated
storefront, or you could use a shopping cart plugin or widget to simplify the process. Just remember: extras like that don’t
come free. You’ll need to keep this in mind while you’re pricing out your services.
Of course, the greatest challenge to selling from your website is getting people to go there, and that’s why marketing is so
essential to getting your photography endeavors up and running.

Putting It All Together into Your Digital Marketing Strategy
There are four main “buckets” for you to put your efforts into as you develop your marketing strategy: Paid, Earned, Shared,
and Owned. You can remember this with the acronym PESO. A healthy marketing strategy does not necessarily have to have
all of these elements within it, but we will explore each so that you are able to determine what works best for your business.

• Paid – In your digital marketing strategy, paid media refers to any kind of advertisement you buy: whether it is a banner
ad on a popular website, a Google ad, a Facebook ad, or a Pinterest ad. Despite being the first letter in our PESO
acronym, it is generally the last bucket that we recommend photographers explore. We’ll talk about this more later.
• Earned – Have you ever been featured on a popular blog or news site? This is what earned media is all about. If you have
a share-worthy or news-worthy photo project, or you’ve helped serve your community with your business, these are the
kinds of stories that blogs and news sites pick up on. Earned media can also come from when you’ve written a particularly
noteworthy article that addresses a topic important to your ideal client base. When sites link back to you in earned
media, it tends to send positive signals to search engines and helps give your SEO a boost.
• Shared – Social media is probably the biggest part of your shared media. This can be content that you post on Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, etc. There is some crossover with earned media here as well because if a photo project you’ve
worked on is covered by a popular blog and then goes viral, this could fall into both shared and earned.
• Owned – This is the most important part of your media strategy because it sets the foundation for everything else that
you do. Your owned media is your website, blog and newsletter list. It is the digital heart of your business.
You don’t need to use all of these types of media within your marketing strategy, but there are at least two buckets that we
believe are essential to your business. The first is your owned media, meaning your website. The second is your shared
media, meaning your social media presence.
In the next chapter we’ll talk about pairing your social media presence up with your marketing plan, and how to maximize
your followers’ engagement with your new brand.

“Social media. Sure, it’s unpredictable and the trends
move faster than any of us can follow. But share the
right content with the right message and it’ll reach
further than any paid ad ever could.”
– Christopher James

Can your photography business survive and thrive without using shared media? The answer is probably yes, however,
social media lets you interact with followers and share your personality and your brand in ways that other types of
media simply do not. Many potential clients might also prefer to follow you on a social media platform for a time
before investigating your work further.
It’s a great tool for bringing in awareness. Part of this is simply the fact that these platforms have large audiences inherently
built in. Facebook has more than two billion daily users, Instagram has hundreds of millions of users a day, and YouTube is the
second largest search engine in the world. By showing up on some of these platforms and entertaining, inspiring, or informing
your potential audience, you’re able to attract and bring in more customers.
The problem is that many photographers are not using social media strategically. They either post only about themselves and
their businesses, instead of making their posts client-centric, or they’re posting a mash-up of content that’s not relevant to
their prospects. Without a clear strategy behind your social media, your posts can create confusion for prospective clients.
Remember: a confused mind always says no. So, let’s talk about how to get strategic about your social media presences so
that prospects are ready to say an emphatic yes to working with you.

Creating a Solid Social Media Strategy
Strategy encompasses the why for being on social media, who you are targeting, the overarching what of your message, and
how you will convey all of this. With a solid social media strategy, you will have a customer-centric focus to everything you
do. If you know your target customer has moved on from Instagram to Pinterest, you’ll know to invest your energies in
testing that platform. If you know your ideal customer like the back of your hand, you’ll be able to research a few great
hashtags that will help you get noticed in relevant Instagram feeds.

I think it really wasted a lot of time in the initial phase trying to adapt to the trends of
the moment rather than focusing on my vision.
– Francesco Gola

Where to Post
There’s a lot of pressure in the online marketing world to be everywhere at once, especially on social media. If you’re not on
Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr, 500px, and the newest app that just popped up, you’re losing out
on sales, right? The answer is only “yes” if your ideal client is the kind of person that needs you to be present on every single
social media channel. If we’re being honest, the likelihood of that is very slim. Most of us have a few favorite channels we
check in with throughout the day, and we leave the rest.

Think about your ideal client and where they spend the most time online. If they are a mom, they’re likely a heavy
Facebook or Instagram user. If they are a bride-to-be, maybe they’re Pinning away on their lunch break. Just by
creating an avatar for the kind of client you want to work with in your business, you can cut down on the clutter of
social media and focus on a few key platforms.
Before you decide on the platform(s) you will use, ask yourself the following questions:
1. Is my audience or ideal client here?
2. If so, how are they using this social media channel?
3. Can I use this channel to help me achieve meaningful business goals (i.e. create awareness and interest around my
offerings or drive traffic to my website)?
Then determine your objective – ask yourself, why are you on social media? Sometimes social media feels like a popularity
contest to a lot of creatives. They focus on how many likes, comments, or shares their recent post got. But if those likes are
not coming from people who align with their ideal customer, then the metrics that come with them don’t matter. Instead,
think about what social media can help your photography business achieve.
Once you understand what your overall purpose for being on social media is, and you know who your ideal customer is, you
need not worry about what’s popular or trending on social media. Now it’s more important to think about what your
marketing goals are and how they translate into your objectives.
Your goals also need to align with the S.M.A.R.T goals framework by being:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Relevant
Time-bound

Making sure all of your social media goals fall within this framework helps keep you accountable to your business’ bottom line.
Ask yourself what your goals will be and what metrics you will want to track through social media. Keep in mind, many
brands use social media to help increase awareness and interest. That’s because social media is not an intent-based channel.
Most people are on social media for three things: education, inspiration, and connection. They aren’t shopping on social
media. So, while not impossible, it is more difficult to generate leads and bookings directly with social media.
If you use social media for awareness and interest, here’s an example objective and goal you might set for your business:

My objective for being on social media is to connect with potential customers and inspire them with beautiful
photography. To achieve this, my goal is to grow my audience by 500 followers this month. I will also study which
posts get the most engagement and look for similar content to continue inspiring and growing my audience.
With this in mind, there are several social media metrics that photographers should think about. The various metrics
we will want to measure fall into Awareness, Interest, Decision, a nd Action. Remember: likes, comments, and shares
are wonderful, but unless they are tied to helping prospective customers move closer to the Decision and Action
phases, they are just vanity metrics.

Here’s a quick snapshot of some metrics you can measure during each phase:
• Awareness
o Brand awareness
o Audience growth
o Post reach
• Interest
o Engagement rate (likes, comments, shares)
• Decision
o Website click-through rate
• Action
o Conversions (often, a contact form fill)
o Conversion rate

Ask yourself what your overall objective is with social media, what goals you will set, and what metrics you can use to
measure the success of each.
As you craft and launch your new social media strategy, it’s important to keep tracking to see what is working and what’s not.
Re-evaluate your strategy regularly to see what works best and what tactics you can cut. With regular assessment and
course correction, you will find that strategic use of social media can be a powerful tool to grow your business!
Let’s look at some of the biggest social media platforms.

To be honest, I've only gone one way and that's the way of social media. I spent a lot of
time on this in the beginning and the first customers came in via social media. By doing
good work for them, the customers keep coming back and gradually you can start living
off your work/hobby. I don't know if this is the best way, but it has worked for me.
– Adrian Sommeling

1. Facebook
In today’s internet, Facebook has become a force to be reckoned with. For many people, Facebook is their internet. It is
where they get their news, catch up with their friends, go for entertainment, and follow their favorite brands. To say every
business should have a presence on Facebook is an understatement. Being active on Facebook is one of the best ways to
promote your business via social media.
Founded in 2004 as a way for college students to connect with one another, Facebook has grown to be the largest social
networking site in the world. Boasting over two billion monthly active users, most users spend close to an hour every day
interacting on a Facebook owned property. That hour is precious time that you could use to win new customers.
Even if Facebook doesn’t end up being your main hub of social media activity, there are several reasons why using it can be beneficial:
• It can give you amazing insights into your target audience and your competitors.
• It can humanize your business and give you the ability to create a community around your brand.
• There are also SEO benefits to being on Facebook!

Using Facebook Pages for Marketing
The basis for all marketing on Facebook is a Facebook Business Page. Pages have been around almost as long as the network
itself and have become an important way for anyone running a business to communicate directly with their ideal audience.
They differ from a Personal Profile in a number of ways, but the most important perks are the insights and tools that
Facebook gives you on a Business Page. You’ll be able to see data on the demographics of users who like your Page, which
posts are most effective, some insights into your competitors, and more!

Optimizing Your Business Page
Having an optimized Facebook profile is fundamental to the success of your marketing efforts on Facebook. If you have yet
to set up a Business Page for your company, it’s really simple. Just navigate to the dropdown menu in the top bar on Facebook
and click Create Page. You’ll be asked what kind of Page to set up, and you’ll likely want to choose Business or Brand.
Then name your Page and choose your category, both of which will help people find you in Facebook search results. When
you’re done that, then you can add a profile photo, a cover photo, a short description of your business, and a username to
help people find your business.

Your Profile and Cover Photos
When you upload a profile photo, choose something that reflects your brand. If you are the face of your brand, then use a
professional headshot. If you use your company logo, make sure that it is legible when seen in the Newsfeed. Ideally, a
Facebook profile photo size is 360 x 360 pixels. But, at minimum, they must be 180 x 180 pixels. Don’t worry if you don’t
already have an image in a square format, you will be prompted to crop when you upload.
Your cover is also an opportunity to show off your photography or editing services either in a photo or video. The optimal
size for a Facebook cover photo or video is 828 x 465 pixels. You will be given the option to drag to reposition your cover
image if it doesn’t fit the dimensions.
When designing your cover, remember that it is a great way to let visitors know about current seasonal offerings and
promotions you have, or simply to give them an idea of your overall offerings.

Once you have uploaded your cover image, you can click on it to edit the description to include a sentence or two of text and
a link. This way, if you are promoting something specific in your cover, visitors can seamlessly jump to the linked page.

Creating a Page Description
When you’re in the process of setting up a new Page, Facebook will prompt you to create a short description of your
business. You will have 155 characters to write a few sentences about who you are, who you serve and the benefits
to your client.

Your About Section
In order to access and edit all the information for your Business
Page, navigate to the About section. This is accessible on the lefthand side of your Page under your profile photo.
The About section for your Page details everything about your
business, and has vital information like your phone number,
website, email, mission and more. Listing this information helps you
be found in both Facebook and Google searches. For local
businesses, such as brick and mortar studios, having information
about where you are located is also helpful and important!
Facebook has also rolled out the Our Story section to help
showcase the personal side of your business. This is extra real
estate to share a photo and speak in your own voice to tell a
more personal story.

Add a Facebook Call to Action
While Facebook has a lot of great features to help you interact with potential clients, oftentimes the customer journey
does not stop there and you will want to drive users to your website or have them get in touch with you. In orde r to
offer an easy way to drive website traffic or messages, Facebook rolled out the Call to Action Button, which can be
found under your cover.
This button allows users to book with you (using certain app integrations), message you, visit your website and more!

Use the call to action (CTA) that best fits the customer journey most of your clients go on. For example, if you know that most
of your bookings come from your lead magnet and newsletter drip, then you can direct Facebook users to sign up under the
Contact you section.

Across my whole career, I would have to go with Facebook as being my primary "go-to"
for photography marketing. Now Facebook isn't what it once was, especially in terms of
the impact of pages, but it's far from being a write-off, today. If you've evolved with
Facebook's changes over the years, you'll have discovered that there's still great gains
to be found marketing through groups and online communities within FB, and not just
from your pages. I would go as far to say that still, today, Facebook makes up about
90% of my marketing efforts.
– Dave Brosha

Building Your Facebook Fan Base
Many marketers will tell you that the amount of “likes” you have on Facebook, or any social media platform, is a vanity
metric. However, the larger your fan base on Facebook, the more people you have the potential to reach with your posts.
Although Facebook has throttled the delivery of organic posts over the years, some people and businesses are still able to
maintain engagement with their fans by being strategic about what they post.
The most important thing to do when you’re building your fan base on Facebook is to avoid the temptation to buy likes.
While it might make that vanity metric look nice, most companies that sell likes are selling fake accounts. This means that
while it may look like your fan base is growing, these people will never engage.
Having an engaged audience on Facebook is the most important “hack” anyone can give you for how to succeed on the
platform. It is better to have only a few hundred Page fans that engage regularly than it is to have thousands of fans
that never engage.
So how do you find fans who are interested in what you post and willing to engage? There’s no secret sauce to building your
fan base. The best ways to build your community is to optimize your Page, invite some initial friends or colleagues that you
know would be interested in your Page, and then be consistently active and engaging on the platform.
So, fill out your About section as much as possible, and this will help Facebook understand your business better. When
Facebook understands your business, it is able to suggest your Page to users who like similar businesses.
Invite friends to like your Page. Just make sure not to be spammy if and when you do. You can also promote your Facebook
Page on your website by using the Facebook Page Plugin and embedding a link and mini feed into your site. This way, your
website visitors can keep up with you on social media.

What to Post on Facebook
Everything that you post on your Page has the potential to show up in your followers’ news feeds. However, as the news feed
has gotten more crowded, competition has become stiffer. Facebook has given more preference to posts that are seen as
relevant based on initial follower response. That means that posting helpful information for your fans, and posting when they
are online, is key.
In the past, the Facebook Algorithm has favored video, and in 2018 Facebook shifted towards showing more content from a
user’s friends and family. While this may have meant that the power of the Business Page has the potential to shrink, by
focusing on creating content that people care about and engage with, you can work on creating staying power in the news feed.
Some ideas to stay visible and relevant in the news feed:
• Still use video, but use it strategically and prompt a discussion with your followers.
• Take advantage of live video.
o Facebook says that live videos, on average, get six times as many interactions as regular videos.
• Post tagged photos more, post links less.
o Facebook prefers content that lives on Facebook, not content that will drive users off of the platform.
• Post content that is meaningful to your local community by sharing your events and relevant updates.
• Utilize your brand advocates.
o If you have a referral program, incentivize social sharing. According to Sprout Social, people are 16 times more likely
to read a post from a friend than a brand. And even a few advocates can help drive large reach.
• If there is something newsworthy from your industry or community, share that.
• You can also occasionally encourage followers to select to see updates from your page first.

When to Post on Facebook
Conventional wisdom has held that people
are on Facebook the most during work hours.
New 2020 stats of the best times to post on
Facebook back this data up, showing
consistent engagement between 11 a.m. and
2 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday.
Your audience might be more specific, and
you may want to determine a custom
schedule for your posting. In a future post we
will discuss how to dive into your social media
analytics, but you can explore the data in
your Facebook Insights, which are accessible
at the top of your Page.

Until you build up enough of a fan base to get some meaningful data, post regularly and keep an eye on the times that your
fan base seems the most active. Before work, after work, and when people are on their lunch breaks are always good bets!
Think about the kinds of content that you can post that will educate, inspire, or create a connection with your fan base.
Posting promotional content occasionally is fine, but too much will simply seem like spam and is the fastest way to get people
to unfollow you.

Facebook Post Types
Now that we know the overall content mix we want to share and when, let’s dive into some of the top types of Posts
Facebook makes available to us.

Facebook Images
One of the most important and most highly used is an Image post. According to Buzzsumo, Facebook posts with images see
more than twice the engagement than those without. Remember, it’s a crowded news feed out there and there is a lot of
vying for your audience’s attention. So, having eye-catching visuals is one of the best ways to stand out.
The recommended image size for the Facebook News Feed is 1200px by 630px. No matter the size, make sure to keep a
1.9:1 ratio.
To post a photo (or a video), click on the Photo/Video button when you’re writing your post to attach an image.

Facebook Video
As we discussed, video is a great way to engage with your audience and the Facebook algorithm has shown some favor to
video posts because of its high engagement. In fact, a few years back, a Facebook executive predicted that all content on the
platform would be video based by 2021. So, if you have videos that share stories about your business, share them with your fans!
You upload a .mp4 or .mov video the same way that you would a photo. It will take some time for Facebook to process the
video and then you will be prompted to title your video, describe it, and add tags. You will also be able to add subtitles and
captions if you have those available.

Facebook Live
Facebook Live is a great way to broadcast yourself to your fans in video format, and you will be able to stream to your Page
via your smartphone. Fans will be notified and be able to join you and ask questions throughout your broadcast. In order to
broadcast, use the Facebook App on your smartphone.
If this is your first time using Facebook Live, you will be prompted to give Facebook access to your camera and microphone.
Then tap to add a description. You can also change the privacy setting of your broadcast. You can broadcast publicly, to just
your friends, or just to yourself. If you’re testing Facebook Live for the first time, using “only me” is a great option because
then it won’t show up in your fans’ news feeds. When you’re ready, click the blue Start Live Video button.
Engage with viewers by asking them their questions and sharing some of their comments. Reintroduce yourself and your
topic every few minutes for new viewers by saying something like “If you’re just joining us, I’m {your name} and today we’re
talking about {live video topic}.”
When you’re done broadcasting, just click on Finish and your video will be saved to your Page in the Videos section.

Facebook Links
As we discussed, Facebook likes to keep users on the platform. But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t share relevant links that
your audience would appreciate. Blog posts, links to your lead magnet, and articles that your audience would find relevant
are all great content to share.
To post a link, simply drop it in the area where you would write a post. Facebook will automatically pull the information from
your link and populate a preview of the content. You can then delete the link from your text to make it look cleaner if you like.

Creating Your Facebook Marketing Strategy
The core of any marketing strategy is knowing who your audience is. Once you know the ideal persona that you want to
engage with, you will more easily understand what to post.
As you gain fans, you can use your Facebook Insights to see some demographic information on them like their age, gender,
and where they are from. We’ll take a deep dive into Facebook Insights in Chapter 6: Analytics.

Driving Sales with Facebook
With the algorithm changes implemented in 2018, it may mean that Facebook is working harder to keep users from clicking
away. The result of that may mean that posting links to outside content on Facebook could find your post reach throttled. So
focusing on creating engaging content that keeps users on Facebook could be key to organic reach. But what about driving
bookings and sales?
Most brands find success driving awareness and engagement with social media. While sales do happen on Facebook, social
media is generally not the primary driver of revenue for businesses. The sales that are made on the platform are usually the
result of fans who are already brand-aware and have engaged significantly in the past.
We’ll also talk in depth about Facebook ads in the next chapter, because with these newer algorithm changes it may be that
in order to stay in front of their fans, more and more businesses will have to pay for news feed space. However, algorithm
changes aside, Facebook ads can be a fantastic way to help find new fans and move current fans through the funnel towards a sale.

2. Instagram
Instagram is one of the most popular social networks worldwide, especially among young adults. The photo sharing app was
born in 2010, purchased by Facebook in 2012, and has grown to over a billion users who log into their accounts every day.
Although the app began as a place for users to share their photographs, brands quickly learned that it was a platform that
could be used to market effectively. It is predicted that over 75 percent of U.S. businesses will use Instagram this year. If
you’re thinking of promoting your business on Instagram, here are a few statistics according to Hootsuite:
• 200 million Instagram users visit at least one business profile daily
• 62 percent of people have become more interested in a brand or product after seeing it in Stories
• One-third of the most viewed Stories are from businesses
All this is to say that Instagram means business!

Instagram, without a doubt, is the most successful marketing platform I’ve used. As it’s
grown there’s certainly a lot more noise out there than there once was, but I would still say
it’s the most effective tool out there today for photographers looking to find their footing.
– Keith Ladzinski

Who Is on Instagram?
According to Sprout Social, over half of global Instagram users are under 34 years old. The Pew Research Center indicates
that adults 50+ are the smallest group of adopters and are more likely to be found on Facebook and YouTube. So, despite
being one of the most adopted social media networks in the world, as a business tool it might be more useful to brands that
are looking to attract an audience in the under 50 range.

Image via Statista

Using Instagram with a Business Account
While you may already be using Instagram for a personal account, the
platform has rolled out business accounts that give users deeper insights
into their account statistics. To create an Instagram business account, you
will need to download the app with your smartphone and then sign up with
your business email address.

Creating Your Business Account
While Instagram does give you the option to create an account with your
Facebook profile, that will create an account based on that personal profile.
You can always switch to a personal account later but it’s better to start your
business account fresh with a clear purpose and strategy.
When opening the app, you will be given the option to sign up for a new
account. Then, you’ll be prompted to create your username and password. For
your username, use your business name or something close to it if that
username is already taken. You can also change your username later if need be.
Next, you will be invited to import your contacts and to link your Facebook
account to find people to follow.
Our recommendation is to skip this step for now, and work on getting your bio
completed before you start connecting to others on Instagram. Don’t worry,
you can always come back to this step later.

Choosing Your Bio Photo
Your bio photo on Instagram is going to represent your business. As
with Facebook, go with an image of your logo or an image that is
associated with your business. A professional headshot is fine if you
market yourself as the face of your business.
You’ll be given the option to import a photo from Facebook, but this
will pull from your personal Facebook profile. So, skip that option and
just upload a logo or professional headshot from your smartphone by
choosing Choose from Library.

Optimizing Your Bio
You have 150 characters in your bio to let users know who you
are, what your business is about, and what is in it for them. You can
use relevant hashtags in your bio as well as direct users to your
website or to sign up for your lead magnet using a clickable URL of
your choice (right image).
Your bio will evolve over time as you have different offers to
promote, so for future edits, click on the Edit Profile button on
your profile. Here you will be able to change your photo, name,
username, bio, and URL.

Converting to an Instagram Business Profile
Once you have set up your profile, and are ready to start posting for your
brand, you will want to convert your account to a Business Profile. You’ll
need to go into your settings, which can be found in the upper right-hand of
the app with the three stacked lines menu, and then click on Settings at the
bottom of the next screen (below images).

Within settings, you’ll find the option to convert your account. Doing so gives you demographic data on your followers,
insights into how your posts are performing, and the ability to create promotions from your posts. You can also add a contact
button to your profile to encourage users to get in touch with you.
In order to run a Business Profile on Instagram, you will need to link it to a Facebook Business Page. If you choose not to
connect a Facebook Business Page, Instagram will generate an unowned Facebook Page that people can search for and
check in to. For SEO and brand cohesion purposes, you don’t want people interacting with a Facebook Page associated with
your business that you don’t own. So, while setting up your Business Profile, make sure to connect to your Facebook Business Page.

Early in my career, contests were good for raising profile and name recognition. Now I
would replace that with Instagram… I like to reach people outside the industry through
non-traditional channels, mostly because these are the folks who have real money.
I also try to go counter to what everyone else is doing. I try to do an end run on the
crowded fields of photography. So if something is trendy, I run like hell the other way.
Trendy photography has a short shelf life. Always has. I don’t want to waste time doing
photography that will make an art director gag in 18 months.
– Jim Richardson

Types of Instagram Posts
Though Instagram originally began as an image sharing platform, users can now also share video content, image carousels,
and stories. While images are still the most common type of post, experimenting with other kinds of content can be a great
way to see what your audience engages with the most.

Image Sizes
There are three image sizes that you can utilize on Instagram. By default, images are cropped to a 1080px by 1080px square.
However, you can choose to use a horizontal or a portrait orientation. When you’re considering images for your Instagram
gallery, keep these orientations in mind:
• A square image is cropped to 1080px in width by 1080px in height
• A vertical image will be cropped to 1080px in width by 1350px in height
• A horizontal image will be cropped to 1080px in width by 608px in height

Video Specs
As with images, Instagram supports three types of in-feed video sizes. You can upload square videos, horizontal, or vertical.
Square videos require a minimum resolution of 600 x 600px, up to a max of 1080 x 1080px. Landscape videos need to be 600
x 315px at a minimum, and 1080 x 608px at max. And vertical videos need to be 600 x 750px minimum, up to 1080 x 1350px.
The maximum video length for in-feed videos is 60 seconds, and Instagram recommends a .mp4 or .mov file type.

Carousel Specs
A carousel allows you to upload between two and 10 pieces of content in the same post. This format is a great way to share
an image with behind-the-scenes content, show a step-by-step guide, or to showcase more related content. Images and
videos in a carousel will all be cropped to a square, so be aware of your compositions when using this format!

Stories
Instagram Stories are photos and videos that appear at the top of the home screen and disappear after 24 hours. The content
shared in your stories won’t appear in your followers’ feeds or on your profile grid. Their ephemeral nature makes them a
great way to showcase a more casual and real-life side to your business.
To view someone’s story, either tap on their profile photo from the top of the home screen or from their profile. The story
will then appear full-screen and you will be able to see all the photos and videos they have shared within the past 24 hours.
Some users can also choose to highlight some of their stories on their profile (left image).

Instagram Live
Like Facebook, Instagram has a live video function via Stories that allows you to stream real-time video. Live videos are great
to do Q&As with your followers, to give glimpses of real-time events, or to do a reveal in your business! In order to start a live
video, open the Instagram camera, swipe to the Live setting, and click Go Live (right image).

Your followers who are on the app will receive a notification when you go live and
can join your conversation by using the built-in chat feature. Followers who don’t
join in on your live broadcast will be able to watch it for 24 hours afterwards and
will be able to access the video at the top of the home screen along with other stories.

IGTV
Instagram TV is Instagram’s newest offering and is available to watch either in the
Instagram App or the IGTV app. This is where creators are able to upload prerecorded long-form vertical video. In order to create for IGTV, you will need to
download the IGTV app, create a channel and then upload your content. Videos
can run up to 10 minutes for non-verified accounts and up to an hour if your
account is verified.
To see what other creators are posting on IGTV, click on the small TV icon in the
top right of the Home screen (left image).

What to Post to Instagram
As a photographer, you have the advantage of being able to create and share original content that shows off your unique
brand and experience. As we’ve discussed, changing up the kinds of posts you share can help keep your audience engaged.
Here are some popular types of content to inspire you:
•
•
•
•
•

Behind-the-scenes images
Actionable tips or ideas
Client stories or testimonials
Posts that promote a cause
Inspiring or motivational quotes

When to Post to Instagram
Multiple outlets have done studies to discover
when the best time to post to Instagram is.
And while the data will differ for your business
based on your time zone and follower base,
Sprout Social’s study indicates that the global
high points are Wednesdays at 11 a.m. and
Fridays between 10 and 11 a.m.

•
•
•
•
•

Beautiful landscapes
Humorous images or videos
Timely images or news
Ask questions
Offers, promotions or giveaways

Growing Your Following and Driving Business on Instagram
Like any digital marketing venture, growing your following on Instagram takes an investment of time and strategic effort.
Once you have your profile built and optimized with a bio and a photo, begin to build out your gallery so that new followers
can get an idea of what your brand is about. By posting between nine and 15 high quality photos, people can get a glimpse of
your business and decide if they want to follow you.
Use your posts and your captions to educate, inspire, and entice your followers. Engage with your followers by liking their
content or commenting on their posts. Be genuine, not spammy, and you will find that Instagram is a great platform to build
community around your business.
If you have created a lead magnet for your business, use the link in your profile to direct visitors there. You can also use your
posts to promote your lead magnet. Just be sure not to spam your followers with too many promotional posts.

I think being human can be important too – I follow the personal Instagrams of
marketing reps who hire me and I get to see who their families are and what their lives
are about. (Only after working with them, don't be a creep before! Ha!)
– Reuben Krabbe

Being Engaged
Instagram is all about genuine engagement. That’s why buying followers is one of the worst things you can do for your
business on Instagram, or on any social media channel. The algorithms of social media platforms like Instagram look for a
meaningful engagement between an account and its followers.
So, buying followers to make your follower count go up can result in low engagement, which will hurt your account in the
long run. Instead, spend some time developing a solid social media strategy for the platform. Once you have your idea client
in mind, begin to research followers who fit that avatar. Follow them and engage genuinely with their content.

Using Hashtags
Hashtags function as linked, searchable keywords on Instagram and are a great way to help your account be found. You can
use up to 30 hashtags in a single post, and posts with relevant hashtags get up to 12.6 percent more engagement. Not only
can hashtags increase engagement, but they can help your posts reach your target audience and attract more followers.
Use hashtags as ways to categorize your posts as well as to get in front of your target audience that might be interested in
that category. Spend some time researching your ideal client and the hashtags that they are most interested in. Look for
popular hashtags and ones that fit your niche. Remember, just because a hashtag is popular on Instagram doesn’t guarantee
that your post will be seen. If a hashtag has a lot of posts, yours can quickly get buried.

Instagram recently rolled out the ability to follow a hashtag, and that’s a
great way for you to see if a category is relevant to your niche. To research
a hashtag, either click it when you see it in someone’s caption or click on
the magnifying glass icon at the bottom of the app. When using the
magnifying glass icon, swipe the categories on top until you get to Tags.
From here type in the hashtag you’re interested in.
When you click on a hashtag, you’ll have the ability to follow it. Then in the
future, select posts will show up in your feed. This is a great way to keep
tabs on the things that are important to your ideal client (right image).

Create a Social Media Calendar
As you develop your strategy for Instagram, you will want to create a
social media calendar and be consistent with your posting times. The
latest stats show most brands post five times per week and are now
sharing an average of 2.5 Stories per week. While you don’t have to
post that often, the most content you are able to post the faster your
audience can grow.
There are plenty of apps out there to help you with your social media
calendar. With a free Hootsuite account, for example, you can schedule up
to 30 posts across multiple social networks (below image).

However, with Instagram, one thing that many photographers tend to think about is how their entire galley looks, as well as
how each individual image looks in the feed. While Hootsuite is an incredibly powerful tool, it isn’t a visual planner that caters
to that overall view of your profile gallery.
There are many other apps out there that do offer the ability to visually curate your posts in advance. One of our favorite
apps for this is Plann because they have a desktop and a smartphone that sync with one another. In their free plan, you can
drag & drop to curate and schedule up to 30 posts in advance, and make sure they all work well together. Their paid plans
offer advanced analytics and the ability to see what’s working for your competition.
The downside to apps like Plann is that most of them are unable to auto-post for you. Instead, they have to send you a
smartphone reminder to copy and paste your content into the Instagram app. While it’s not a huge amount of trouble, some
people might prefer the ability to simply schedule their content and have it auto-post, which Instagram has enabled
Hootsuite to do with Instagram Business Accounts. So, when developing your social media calendar, if you decide to use an
app for Instagram scheduling, think about the pros and cons of each!

Today Instagram is a leader and everybody checks the [photographer’s Instagram
account] before they go to his website! I decided to post my own professional pictures
every two days. To me, regularity is the key to good implantation in the photographic
field: produce a lot of pictures and post regularly on the internet. (I post only on
Instagram and Behance! And of course I keep my website up to date.)
– Pauline Darley

Develop & Maintain Your Aesthetic
Just like its parent company, Instagram has a very crowded and competitive feed. In order to stand out, it’s important
to have a strong visual identity. As mentioned before, having a cohesive identity is also important for when user s
scope out your profile.
One way to create a consistent aesthetic is to pick a certain color palette or “feel” and stick to it. Another way is to
pick a specific type of genre for your post. Posting content that is random creates a lack of harmony and makes your
business look unprofessional.
Many photographers will opt to have multiple Instagram accounts in order to accommodate their various divisions and keep
to a single aesthetic per account. For example, they will have one account for wedding photography and one account for
newborn images. There is no true right or wrong here. At the end of the day, it comes down to who your ideal client is. If your
business is multi-faceted and your ideal client is someone who will probably patronize all the facets, then look for ways to
keep your content harmonized under a single umbrella account.

As one of the biggest social media platforms in the world, Instagram will continue to grow and evolve as a marketing
platform. It also has the power to help you reach new potential clients and to grow your photography business. By posting
high-quality and high-value content, you can begin to build a community of followers who know, like, and trust you, and who
want what you offer. By keeping a testing and learning mindset, you will learn what works for your photography business and
what type of content, captions, and hashtags help you to reach your goals.

Each platform has its own purpose. For example, Twitter might be perfect for a street
photographer with clever insights who is ready to post multiple times a day.
Instagram for someone who wants to post daily whose work speaks through their
camera lens and YouTube for someone doing technical reviews. I don't think there's
‘one platform that wins it all.’
– Ben Von Wong

3. Twitter
Twitter is one of the biggest social networks out there, with
330 million global monthly active users. While the platform
shares many characteristics with other social networks,
Twitter is focused on the quick sharing of concise ideas in
the form of posts called tweets. The nature of the platform
allows for the real-time sharing of ideas and conversations,
categorized via hashtags.
According to Pew Research Center, nearly a quarter of
adults in the United States use Twitter, and that number is
expected to continue to go up. Statista anticipates that
usage will continue to increase to 34.8 percent in 2020.
Search Engine Land predicts that these may be
conservative projections considering how much Americans
turn to Twitter for politics and culturally significant events
like the Super Bowl and the Oscars.
Users are on Twitter to “discover something new and interesting.” So, if your brand has something fresh to offer, Twitter is a
good platform to engage with people about it. While Twitter may not dominate the social media landscape the same way that
behemoths Facebook and Instagram do, it’s a network that can add a great amount of insight, depth, and community to your
digital marketing. It’s a place where your brand voice can shine, you can connect directly with customers, and you can engage
in larger conversations about your industry or the things that matter to your clients.

Creating and Optimizing Your Twitter Profile
If you’re not already on Twitter or if you’ve never thought about using your
Twitter presence for business, let’s dive into setting up an account and
optimizing your profile. First, you’ll need to go to Twitter.com and click Sign
Up. From there you will be walked through creating your username and
password and selecting your bio photograph. As with other social networks,
you’ll either want a professional headshot or your logo, as this will be how
you’re representing your brand on the network.
You’ll also be prompted to create a 160-character bio. When you’re using
Twitter for business, you’ll want to use this space to help your audience
understand your business and the value it can provide to them! Keywords
may not have a lot of SEO value outside of Twitter, but they are still
searchable within Twitter. And remember, the primary benefit of having
any social media presence is to create new relationships with your ideal
prospects and, eventually, drive traffic back to your website.
Check out the bio for CreativeLive. In it, the business lets followers know
exactly what they provide and how to get it: they help people live a more
creative life with free online education.

At PHLEARN, we do something similar by letting followers know that we help make learning Photoshop and
Lightroom fun and that followers can tune in on a weekly basis for free. We also use hashtags as searchable keywords
within our bio (below left image).

What about your business? Ask yourself who your ideal customer is, what they need from you, and what you provide. Now,
see if you can fit this into 160 characters or fewer. If you have an offer or a lead magnet, feel free to put a link to it in your bio
as well (above right image)!
Any links, tagged users (@username), or hashtags you put in your bio will be live links. So, this is a great place to promote
branded hashtags, other accounts you might network with, or your website and lead magnet!

The Elements of Your Twitter Profile
1. Your Username or Handle – This is the @username people will type into their tweets either to mention you or respond
to one of your tweets. Ideally, this will be your name or business name.
2. Name – This is a little confusing, but it’s a 20-character section to include your real name. This is also the name that will
show up in search results. So, if your business name is different from your real name and you associate your real name
with your brand, this is a good way to clarify.
3. Profile Photo – Twitter recommends that you upload a profile photo that is 400 × 400 pixels. Your file sizes are limited
to 100 KB, and all photos are cropped to be a circle. Keep this in mind when selecting your image, especially if it’s a logo
that doesn’t fit well in a circular crop.
4. Bio – This is the 160 characters that you have to describe yourself, your business and your unique value proposition for
your prospective clients.
5. Location – If you have a brick and mortar studio, include your location in your bio. It’s helpful for Local SEO and enables
customers to find you when looking for local businesses in their area.
6. Your Website – Not only can you include a live link in your bio, but you can also include a link to your website. Use this
space to link to your website, and when you have links to a lead magnet, try to fit those into your bio.

7. Header Image – Like the Facebook Cover Image, the Twitter Header image is another place to share more about your
business, especially the visual aspects of it. You can also use this image to help promote your lead magnet or any special
offers you might have. Twitter allows you to use an image that’s 1500 x 500 pixels, but it will crop it at the top and the
bottom. So, make sure to use an image that doesn’t include important branding information outside of the safe area:

Image via g2crowd.com
Now that your Twitter profile is optimized, let’s discuss what success looks like on this social network, as well as what to
tweet, how, and when!

Defining Success on Twitter
As with any social network, you will want to set your objectives and goals so that you know why you’re spending your time
there and what success looks like.
Here are some objectives you might consider using the platform for:
•
•
•
•

Building a following of engaged potential leads or network contacts within your industry
Responding to customer inquiries or complaints quickly
Generating leads and traffic to your website
Networking with other industry bloggers and influencers

Your objectives still need to be tied into actionable goals. So, if your objective is to grow your following, ask yourself how
many followers you want to gain within a specific time frame. If your goal is to generate web traffic and leads, take note of
that goal and benchmark how you’re doing now. If your current efforts are generating zero traffic, pace your goals so that
you’re seeing incremental gains.

Finding Your Ideal Client on Twitter
Once you know who your ideal client is for your business overall, you can then use several research methods and tools to find
them. You can begin by researching the keywords that someone uses in their bio. For example, if your prime market is
newborn photography, you might research the keyword #newbornbaby or variations of local keywords like #yourcitymom.

There are also some tools to help you research potential clients:
• Audiense: This is a tool that searches all Twitter bios by
keyword (mom) and location (New York City), the
name, and URLs to find the profiles of active Twitter
users that fit your search parameters. You can export
your findings into an Excel document or create a
Twitter List (which we will talk about more later).
There are both free accounts with limited analytics and
premium accounts with more offerings.
• FollowerWonk: This is a free tool with paid upgrades
that lets you search users’ profiles by keywords they
use, their name, location, and URL. You can then export
your data into an Excel document.
• Twitter: Twitter has a search function that lets you
search for user names and keywords. You can also use
the Advanced Search function to drill in more
specifically or look for local results (right image).
When doing your research, make sure to follow active users. Following and engaging with accounts that haven’t tweeted in
several months won’t help you achieve your goals. Here is an example from FollowerWonk of Twitter users who have the
keywords mom and New York City in their bios. By looking at their number of tweets, as well as their ratio of followers to
following, we can get an idea of how active these users might be on the platform:

As you begin exploring these profiles to see if they might be a good fit for you to interact with, take note of the hashtags that
they use. If there are any that seem relevant to your brand, write them down for later use in your tweets. You can also click
on these hashtags as live links to see who else is using them and see if they would be a good fit to follow as well.
Now that you’re finding people to follow on Twitter, it’s time to think about categorizing them into lists. Twitter has a built-in
List function that lets you organize up to 500 contacts in 20 different lists. You could create a list of local artists you want to
network with, a list of competitors to monitor, a list of industry blogs you want features on, and much more! You can learn
more about Twitter Lists here.

Researching Your Competitors
Any solid social media strategy comes with doing research on your competitors. Luckily, tools like Twitter Lists make it easy
to keep an eye on what your competitors are doing, even without following them. You can add anyone to a Twitter List, even
without following them, as long as they have a public profile. Twitter Lists can also be set to public or private, so you can keep
your research lists off the radar.
Just as with researching potential ideal client types to follow, you can use tools to research your competitors as well.
FollowerWonk’s free account lets you compare three competitors and their relative metrics:

To get an idea of the kind of information you
can get, here is an example that FollowerWonk
provides comparing three big accounts in the
digital marketing space (right image).
This data gives us a basic idea of how often
our competitors tweet, how many tweets
they have made over time, how often their
tweets are engaged with, and how many
followers they are getting per day. We can
see that the account for Matt Cutts has the
higher engagement rate and a high average of
followers per day despite the fact that he
tweets significantly less than Moz. So if we
were in that same competitive space, we
might want to look at what Matt Cutts is
doing and the kind of authority he has in the
space to see what is working for him on
Twitter and what we can learn from him.

Tools like FollowerWonk also let you dive into the data of people your competitors follow. To see an example of the data that
you can get about a competitor’s followers, check out this report on Kissmetric’s follower base. By looking at the location
that your competitor’s followers are coming from, the hours your competitor’s followers are most active, when your
competitor is most active, and the words they use most in their tweets, you can begin to get a good grasp of how you might
be able to approach your market as well!

Twitter Analytics also offers built-in data on your audience and allows you to compare the data on your followers to various
cohort groups. We’ll dive more deeply into how to use this data when we discuss social media analytics, but for now you can
use this tool to understand top-level information about your audience!

Building a Relevant Following on Twitter
It’s always tough to start from scratch on any new social network. Begin by following the people that matter most to your
business, whether they are accounts that you’ve identified as being good matches for your ideal client avatar or influencers
in your industry. Engage with those people by interacting with their content. You can like it, comment on it, or retweet it.
Also take a look at the content library you’ve been creating and share links to relevant blog posts or articles that your
industry or potential customer base might like. Consider your goals on Twitter when choosing the content you post.
For example, if you are on Twitter to try to connect with potential cust omers, then focus on content that is in line with
that goal. Too many photographers focus their time online interacting with one another and often fail to interact
sufficiently with their target market.
As with other social networks, avoid the trap of buying likes. While it will increase the number of followers you have, it will
kill your engagement. Like Facebook and Instagram, the Twitter Algorithm looks at both the engagement of a single tweet
and how often users engage with a tweet’s author. So, buying followers can actually hurt you in the long run, as it will likely be
fake accounts and bots which will kill the engagement of your account.

Be a nice person and stay humble… If you're not a nice person and you're doing your job
very well, chances are [customers] will find someone else next time.
– Adrian Sommeling

How to Engage on Twitter
Twitter, and all social media, has the inherent function of being able to broadcast to your followers. However, because of the
real-time nature of Twitter, it is also a prime place to do some social listening. Hootsuite CEO Ryan Holmes explains:

“For businesses that pursue social listening seriously, the benefits can be significant: real-time intelligence on
competitors; instant feedback on how your own brand is being perceived; and actionable data for designing or
tweaking marketing campaigns.”
This applies to both large and small brands. By taking note of the conversations happening in your industry, with your competitors, and
with your followers and clients, you’re better able to understand your offering and its unique value proposition.
As we noted before, Twitter has stated that its user base is most interested in discovering something new and engaging. That
sweet spot of discovery will differ for every user, but by having done the work of understanding who your ideal client is and
creating valuable content for them, you should already have a good idea of what could scratch your ideal client’s itch. Here
are some tips to help you out:
• Tweet out questions.
• Keep it conversational, not broadcasting. Do this by keeping about 30-40 percent of your tweets replies to other people.
• When tweeting links, add a line of your own take on the topic to help keep things conversational.

• Don’t just tweet your content without context. Try to involve your audience, so instead of “Blog Post Title, [link]”, try
something along the lines of “What do you all think about this {subject of my new post}? Blog Post Title, [link]”.
• Engage in Twitter Chats. Twitter chats are weekly or monthly conversations around a central topic, usually using a
hashtag. These are great ways to engage in topics that matter to your industry or potential client base. Here is an
extensive list of Twitter chats; see if one or more might be a good fit for your business!
How you engage overall on Twitter is also important. We’ve already talked about sparking a conversation. Here are some
other ways to keep it engaging:
• Retweet, like, and follow – Validation feels good on social media. Give your followers some by taking the time to engage
with their tweets.
• Tag people in your tweets – When you want to mention an influencer, brand, or follower, use the @ sign with their
username (called an @mention) as a nice way to acknowledge them. You can also tag up to 10 people in a photo.
• Respond quickly – According to Convince & Convert, 42 percent of consumers expect a 60-minute response time on
social media when issuing a complaint. So even if someone is not complaining, try to keep your response time short to
engage in good customer service.

And of course, since our ultimate goal for being on social media is to move people into our lead pipeline and encourage them
to book, here are some things that Sprout Social has found to help prospects to purchase (above image).

Types of Tweets
There are several different types of content that you can share:
• Text – Keep it short, under 280 characters.
• Links – Your URL doesn’t count towards the 280-character limit, so use that space to create engagement around the
content you’re sharing.
• GIFs – One of the Internet’s favorite modes of communication, and Twitter makes it easy to include these in your tweets.
Here are their easy instructions for adding a GIF to your next tweet.
• Photos – Visual content is always a great way to engage on Twitter, and the platform allows for images to be shared at a
minimum of 440 x 220 pixels, which can be expanded up to 1024 x 512 pixels (2:1 Ratio). You can post up to four images
in a single tweet.
• Videos – You can post videos either in landscape or portrait orientation.
o Landscape dimensions: 320 x 180 (256K bitrate), 640 x 360 (768K bitrate) and 1280 x 720 (2048K bitrate).
o Portrait dimensions: 240 x 240 (256K bitrate), 480 x 480 (768K bitrate) and 640 x 640 (1024K bitrate).
o Max file size is 512MB.
o Max length is 140 seconds.
Twitter also provides a definition of the types of tweets, who sees them and where they appear.

Create a Tweeting Schedule
As with any social media platform, creating engagement is about
posting the right kind of content at the right time. According to
Sprout Social’s data, the most popular times to tweet are
Wednesday and Friday at 9 a.m. You may find that this differs for
your follower base, so begin by tweeting regularly.
Focus on content that adds value to your ideal client’s life and
interact with others on the platform. Use the data you gather from
your Twitter Analytics to help you adjust your timing once you’ve
been able to gather some data on how followers are engaging with
your content. Once you know the best times to tweet for your
follower base, then use a tool like Hootsuite to schedule your tweets.

Auditing Your Twitter Efforts
Whether you’ve been running a Twitter account for some time or you’re just beginning your foray into the Twitter-sphere,
taking an audit of your efforts will be important as you integrate the platform into your overall social media strategy.
Measuring your Twitter marketing results allows you to evaluate your success, see what kind of content your community
engages with, and shows you opportunities for areas to further refine your Twitter strategy.
Twitter Analytics offers built-in insights to gauge how your tweets are performing, when they are being engaged with and by
whom, as well as the metrics on each individual tweet. Access your Analytics from your settings and you will see the amount
of impressions you have earned for a 28-day time period. You can also open up that window or change the date range.

Image via Twitter.

Your Analytics will also give you an idea of what your top tweet is for a specific time period and who followed you
within that time period.

Use this information to understand what your audience is responding positively to and to help you make decisions about the
kinds of content and engagement you should be focusing on going forward.

Twitter is a fantastic platform for engaging in real-time conversation with people in your industry, as well as potential clients
for your business. Try to focus on using Twitter to engage with the people that matter to your business, and experiment with
different types of content to see what works. With some planning and tweaking, you will be able to use Twitter to serve your
audience and foster community while giving you important business insights!

Sharing the work of others and helping one another will almost always benefit you
later. It's not a zero sum game and the more we all realize how intricately connected we
are, the more it makes sense to help others thrive in this shared ecosystem. I think that is
one of the biggest positive changes in this world of social media.
– Ami Vitale

4. LinkedIn
Too many photographers dismiss LinkedIn as their digital Rolodex of professional contacts or a place to showcase a digital
resume. It’s actually a great place to nurture both online relationships and strengthen in-person relationships, which can help
you create stronger connections with both leads and potential business partners.
Considered a professional network, LinkedIn specializes in business-to-business (B2B) relationships. Business decisionmakers and industry leaders come here to engage with each other and companies sharing relevant and useful content in their
industry. This is why it is the top choice for B2B-focused business owners, with 97 percent choosing to distribute their
content on LinkedIn. And according to their statistics, in the B2B realm, half of the referral traffic coming from social media is
driven by LinkedIn.

Source: Sophisticated Marketer’s Guide to LinkedIn

There are 675 million professionals on LinkedIn, who come to the platform for industry news, advice from experts, and
business recommendations. According to the Pew Research Center, 27 percent of all internet users, both male and female,
use LinkedIn. Users are more likely to have completed college and live in urban or suburban areas. Income levels also skew
higher with 45 percent of LinkedIn users making over $75,000 a year.
LinkedIn users are active and engaged, with nearly 47 percent of them logging in every month. This makes the platform a
great place to share new, relevant content and interact with the content others are sharing. About 90 million LinkedIn users
are senior-level influencers and 63 million are in decision-making positions. While your ideal client does not need to be an
influencer within a Fortune 500, the fact that decision-makers and influencers with senior positions in a company are using
the platform daily means that LinkedIn is a hotspot for lead and referral generation!

Should LinkedIn Be a Part of Your Marketing Mix?
As mentioned, B2B stands for business-to-business, a term that refers to a model where you make sales to other businesses,
rather than individual consumers. So, a photographer who provides website or graphic design is likely operating in a B2B
model, as their company is providing a service to another company. Conversely, a wedding photographer usually markets
directly to consumers, making them more likely to be a business-to-consumer, or B2C, company.
LinkedIn tends to be very heavily B2B-focused by its nature, and therefore, if your business operates on a B2B business
model, it will be easier to integrate LinkedIn into your marketing mix. Does this mean that a B2C business can’t find success
on LinkedIn? Absolutely not, but with a B2C model, your focus will be more on developing a strong referral network via
vendor relationships, rather than marketing directly to a consumer.
Using the wedding photography business as an example, LinkedIn is a great place to connect with other professionals in the
wedding industry. By attending industry events and finding business owners who have venues or who are wedding planners,
DJs, and videographers, you can connect with them on LinkedIn. Then, by nurturing those relationships online and in person,
you can still create a strong network of businesses that refer clients to one another.

Your LinkedIn Presence
As with Facebook, LinkedIn offers both personal profiles and Company Pages. Too many photographers use LinkedIn as a
bare-bones resume and then leave it to collect dust, which means they are losing out on opportunities to make valuable
connections. LinkedIn can act much like a professional portfolio to showcase past projects and skills, and a well-optimized
profile can help make a great impression. LinkedIn users can choose to connect with you on your profile and follow your
Company Page.
If you already have a LinkedIn profile, follow along in the sections below to optimize any section that needs work.
To edit a section on your profile:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click the Me icon at the top of the page.
Click View profile.
On your profile page, scroll down to the section that needs an update.
Click the pencil icon on the right-hand side of the section to edit it.
Once you’re done making changes, click Save.

Setting up Your Profile
You will want to start with your name and headline. Just as with
Facebook, LinkedIn prefers that your personal profile
represents you. If you’re creating an account for the first time,
follow the prompts to sign up and then you’ll be asked about
your most recent job title and company. Whether you’re
working on your photography this business information in your
LinkedIn profile (right image).
You’ll also be prompted to import contacts connected to the
email account you signed up with. If you prefer, you can skip this
step until your profile is completed and optimized.

Use a Professional Headshot as a LinkedIn Profile Photo
Next, you will be prompted to add a profile photo. Although you
can import your profile photo from your Facebook or Google
profile, if the image being used there is a casual snapshot then
avoid using it. Also, you should avoid using a company logo for your personal profile photo. Not only is your profile supposed
to represent you, but using a company logo goes against the LinkedIn photo policies.
While we all know that we shouldn’t judge a book by its cover, having a professional headshot on LinkedIn is very important!
One of the first things that potential employers, clients, and contacts will notice about your profile is the photograph. Not
having a photo can be a big red flag and can signal a lack of professionalism.
As with other social networks like Facebook, your LinkedIn photo isn’t just visible when people click on your profile. It
represents you everywhere on LinkedIn: on your status updates, activities within LinkedIn, and on any posts that you make.
More than with any other social network, your LinkedIn photo should represent you at your professional best. So, if you
haven’t already, take the plunge and invest in professional headshots.
When uploading your photo, you’ll be able to crop, filter, and adjust it. There’s also an option to change the visibility of your
profile photo depending on how people are connected to you. Choose the option that you feel most comfortable with,
keeping in mind that you will be using LinkedIn as a networking tool for your business.

Your LinkedIn Introduction Card
Now that your profile has been set up and you’ve uploaded your professional headshot, you’re ready to begin filling out your
Introduction Card, which is the top part of your profile. It’s the first thing that people see when they visit your profile on LinkedIn and
it helps give them a snapshot of who you are, what you’re about, and what your skill set and experience encompasses.

Some of the information on the Introduction Card can be edited, and some of it pulls from other areas of your profile. At a
glance, it will give users an idea of your:
1. Name – This is how other users will find you on the network. Avoid using a business name in the name field or trying to
fill it with keywords.
2. Profile photo – This is the headshot that will represent you on LinkedIn. You can upload any photo under 8MB between
400 x 400 pixels and 7680 x 4320 pixels.
3. Background photo – LinkedIn launched the Background photo in 2014 as an answer to the Facebook Cover photo. Use
this as another opportunity to show off you and your brand. It is recommended that Background photos be 1584 pixels
wide by 396 pixels high.
4. Headline – This 120-character field is where you are able to describe what you do and entice users to click on your
profile. You can use your title and business name here.
5. Current position – Pulled from your most recent position listed.
6. Education – The school you attended. According to LinkedIn, your profile is 11 times more likely to receive clicks when
you add your school.
7. Location – This is the greater metropolitan area you live in.
8. Connections – A count of connections you have in your network.
9. Contact info – This shows the URL of your profile on LinkedIn and the email address you can be reached at, plus your
website and other social links if you add them.
10. Summary – This is your chance to say hello and let visitors to your profile know more about you from an in-depth
perspective. If you’re struggling to write about yourself, check out this LinkedIn blog post about well-written summaries.
Look through the rest of your profile and fill in any areas that might be thin or lacking. Pay special attention to areas from
which information is pulled into your Intro Card, like your Experience section. However, don’t neglect the other areas of your
profile. Make sure to include any licenses or certifications you’ve received, or skills and accomplishments you have. If you’ve
volunteered in the past, LinkedIn also gives you an opportunity to describe that information.

Creating a Page for Your Photography Company
The Company Page on LinkedIn acts as the voice of your business, much as your Business Profile does on Facebook. Just as
with Facebook, in order to have a Company Page on LinkedIn you must have a personal profile with your real first and last
name. It’s important to differentiate between real people and organizations.
To create a LinkedIn Company Page:
1. Click the Work icon in the top right corner of your homepage.
2. Click Create a Company Page.
3. Select the page type you’d like to create. Small business – Fewer than 200 employees will fit most
photographers’ situations.
4. Fill out your Page identity, Company details and Profile details.
o Here you will be able to create a unique URL for your company and add your website URL, logo, and tagline.
5. Check the verification box to confirm you have the right to act on behalf of the company or school in the creation
of the page.
6. Click Create page.
Once your page has been created, you will be able to add a cover image to complete your branding. For your Company page,
the recommended size for the cover image is 1,536 x 768 pixels. You’ll also be able to add your business’ location, which can
help with your local SEO efforts. Remember to make sure that your name and address are consistent with every other
presence you have online!

LinkedIn Showcase Pages
You may have noticed the option to create a LinkedIn Showcase page while setting up your Company page. If you happen to
have very different divisions within your company, with different target markets, this can be a good way to show off those
various divisions. This way, you can build followings specific to those diverse offerings and share content that is specific to
those niches. However, even if you do have diverse offerings in your business, don’t worry about making different Showcase
pages unless you plan on maintaining an active presence on each.

What to Post on LinkedIn
LinkedIn allows members to share through a number of different post types:
• Posts – Text limit is 1300 characters.
• Longer form articles – When you publish an article, it becomes part of your personal profile and is displayed in the Article
section there.
• Photos and videos – The file size limit is 5MB and the recommended minimum size is 552 x 276 pixels.
• Documents – file must be under 100MB and less than 300 pages. PPT, PPTX, DOC, DOCX and PDF file types
are all supported.
Keeping in mind that LinkedIn is a professional network, the tone of what is shared will be different from other social
networks. Remember, professionals are there to learn, share relevant news, and be inspired by one another. Also think about
who you’re engaging with on LinkedIn.
If your company is B2B focused, then sharing industry news and company blog posts is a great way to engage with other
companies. If your business has more of a B2C focus, you can still share similar content, but your focus should be on helping
vendors in your market that you can build a referral network with.
When planning your posts, make sure that what you’re sharing offers real value to those in your industry and network. Using
eye-catching visual images helps to get people engaged, and replying to those who comment on your post is a good way to
keep the conversation going. Here are some ideas for what to share:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Blog posts
Updates from your company
Industry news
Research relevant to your industry
Quick tips or inspiration
In-depth how-to posts
• According to recent research, LinkedIn posts between 1,900 and 2,000 words perform best
7. Relevant photo updates
• Remember to keep the images professional
• Photos from industry events are a great idea
A recent study claims that, unlike with Facebook, posts headlines with questions in them underperform on LinkedIn. This
same study also claims that video underperforms, despite LinkedIn’s claim that it is five times more likely to start a
conversation than any other content type.

Using Hashtags on LinkedIn
Hashtags are a newer feature to LinkedIn. Sort of. They have been introduced and
rolled back a few times. However, they are a feature that looks to be here to stay.
Hashtags work similarly on LinkedIn as they do on platforms like Twitter and
Instagram. They categorize content so that people with specific interests can find
similar content within that niche.
While users can technically add hashtags to personal profiles and Company Pages,
they won’t be searchable there. Unlike on Instagram, hashtags won’t be hyperlinked
in profiles, so they act more like keywords. Hashtags are hyperlinked in content,
however, and are a great way to help other users in your niche find your content.
You can also research various hashtags in the search bar at the top of the page and
find the ones you would like to follow and engage in conversations around.

When to Post on LinkedIn
As with any other social network, one of the best ways to determine when to post on LinkedIn is by sharing content
and testing the time and day that garners the best engagement. Sprout analyzed their customer data to see what time
of day and day of the week their customers’ social media posts generated the most engagement. They discovered a
few key things:

• The best time to post on LinkedIn is
Wednesday between 8 and 10 a.m. and at
12 p.m., Thursday at 9 a.m. and 1–2 p.m.,
and Friday at 9 a.m.
• Wednesday and Thursday, overall, are the
best days to post to LinkedIn.
• Engagement varies per day, but Tuesday
through Friday rank best.
• Sunday receives the least amount of
engagement.

While there is currently no native scheduling
feature within LinkedIn, tools such as
Hootsuite allow you to schedule up to 30
posts across various social networks for free.

Building Your LinkedIn Network
Now that you have set up and optimized your LinkedIn profile, you will want to build your network. You can import your
email contacts very easily, either by connecting your email service or by uploading a file of contacts.
LinkedIn also provides a way to browse the people you might know based on your connections, and you can invite them to
your network that way. If you don’t know someone personally, but met them at an industry event, sending them a message to
thank them for the connection and remind them of how you met is a great way to stay top of mind.
As you explore other people’s profiles on LinkedIn,
you will see that users are separated into 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd-degree connections.
• 1st-degree connections are those people who
are directly in your network.
• 2nd-degree connections are people who are
connected to someone in your network.
• 3rd-degree connections are people who are
connected to your 2nd-degree connections.
If you discover someone on LinkedIn that you would
like to connect with, but have not met in person, you
might be able to ask for an introduction if you have a
mutual connection. LinkedIn currently only allows
you to message people outside of your 1st-degree
network if you subscribe to LinkedIn Premium. So
you’ll need to reach out to your 1st-degree contact
to request that they make the introduction for you.
According to Fast Company, some important questions you need to answer in that request are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why do you want the introduction?
What about the person’s background interested you? What specifically about their experience made them special?
What is your professional summary or background overview?
What do you hope to get out of the introduction?

Because buyers are five times more likely to engage with someone who shares mutual connections, requesting introductions
from people you know is a great way to develop your network.

Attracting Followers to Your Company Page
For the solo photographer or small studio on LinkedIn, the line between their personal profile and their Company Page can
become slightly blurred. However, having a Company Page gives you access to things like Analytics, which will give you
deeper insight into what you’re sharing and its relevance for your audience.
Focus on creating exclusive content that’s shared on your Company Page to help followers keep up with your business news
and keep them coming back for more. Start by developing a content strategy for your business, and then share professional
content that would be relevant to your ideal target market.

As mentioned before, include images with your posts in order to help capture attention. LinkedIn has found that 20 posts per
month can help you reach 60 percent of your unique audience. So, if you were to post once per day, four days a week, this
would bring you to the recommended 20 posts. Keep an eye on how each of your posts performs in your Analytics to get an
idea of what your audience likes:

While you’re working on growing your Company following, research competitors and other companies in your niche. Like
Facebook, LinkedIn has rolled out a feature called “Companies to track” within its Analytics (which we will also discuss in a
future post) that lets you keep tabs on other companies:

LinkedIn Groups
Like Facebook, LinkedIn offers Groups as private forums to connect with others within an industry or niche. Within these
groups, you can share content and updates and engage with others’ content as well. By joining relevant groups, you can add
your voice to conversations that are relevant to your industry or niche, as well as expand the reach of your content beyond
your own network.
You can search for Groups to join either by name or keyword:
• In the Search bar at the top of your homepage, type keywords or group names and click Search.
• On the results page, click More at the top to find a dropdown menu to access the Groups tab.
When you find Groups that you want to join, make sure to read and comply with all of the rules. Make sure that
the content you are sharing within Groups is helpful to the members and is never spammy! Keep your focus on
being helpful, not self-promotional.
LinkedIn is all about building relationships. Used properly, it can be an important network to help you form and
deepen meaningful professional connections while connecting with potential customers, peers, and future
business partners. By optimizing your presence and showcasing your expertise, you can stand out as a leader in
your industry and build trust with your community!

Everything I’ve done has led to where I am now. Each piece building on the next. Social
media is fun and getting your work out on the internet is huge exposure all over the world.
– Christy Lee Rogers

5. Pinterest
Pinterest is a social network that allows users to discover, curate, and visually share ideas, inspiration, and resources, called
Pins, on curated virtual bulletin boards. Founded in 2010, the network has grown to 300 million monthly active users. While
this puts Pinterest far behind the other giants in the world of social networks, it is still the fourth most popular social network
in the United States.
Although Pinterest is primarily described as a social network, it also has inherent functions as a search engine. It is a powerful
tool to disseminate content, drive referral traffic to your website, and discover more about your potential market. In fact,
according to research done by Shareaholic, after Facebook, Pinterest continues to drive the most social media referral traffic
to websites. This makes it the perfect network for photographers to strategically drive traffic back to their own website.

Image by Shareaholic

Data from Pinterest shows that it drives 33 percent more referral traffic to shopping sites than Facebook and significantly
more traffic than either Snapchat or Twitter. While your photography business might be service-based, instead of ecommerce, this data can still be heartening. It indicates that Pinterest has incredible power to move people into various
stages of the purchasing funnel.

Image via Pinterest

Who Is on Pinterest?
It’s important to understand who is on the platform and if there is a good match for your business and ideal client base.
According to Omnicore:
•
•
•
•
•

88 million Pinterest users are from the United States.
71 percent of Pinterest users are females despite the fact that 40 percent of all new signups are from men.
Additionally, men only account for seven percent of Pins on the network.
Despite the fact that the average age of a user is 40, millennials are as active on Pinterest as they are on Instagram.
Half of Pinterest users earn over $50k.
o Statista reported that Pinterest had a 58 percent share of internet users who had a household income of over $100k.
• Pinterest users are also highly active, not passive.
This means that Pinterest’s user base skews heavily female and solidly in the median income bracket or above. Sprout
Social’s data says that 89 percent of active users have used the network to plan purchases, 85 percent of women users use it
to plan life moments, and 61 percent of users have made a purchase after seeing a Promoted Pin (which is Pinterest’s name
for their native ads). This is because, unlike many other networks, 78 percent of users have reported that the content they
see on Pinterest is useful.

How to Use Pinterest for Business
At its heart, Pinterest helps users identify and categorize their
needs and aspirations. Savvy photographers who understand this
about their ideal client base have tapped into those aspirations
and created content that helps their prospects in that journey.
Ultimately, these photographers understand who their ideal
client base is and how their photography and services intersect
with a need or desire. From there, they are creating content that
fills a demand from their ideal client base.

Creating a Pinterest Business Account
In order to use Pinterest effectively for your photography
business marketing efforts, you will need a Pinterest business
account. It is free and will give you access to Pinterest Analytics,
as well as access to special features like Rich Pins, and more
control over content attribution and branding. Business accounts
also let you advertise.
If you already have a personal Pinterest account, but want to use
it for your business, we recommend converting your personal
account into a business one. However, if you’re interested in
keeping a personal account separate from a business account, you
can simply create a new profile for your business purposes.
Sign up for a business account on the Pinterest homepage,
towards the bottom of the signup form (right image).
Enter your email, choose a password, and click the red Create
account button.

Converting to a Business Account
If you already have a personal Pinterest account and are ready to convert to a business one, make sure you are logged in and
then head over to https://www.Pinterest.com/business/convert/. From here you will be asked to enter your email address to
continue. There will be a few steps to get your business account up and running:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter your business name and choose the category that your business best fits.
Link to your website.
Claim your Instagram, Etsy, and YouTube accounts (where applicable).
Let Pinterest know if you would ever be interested in advertising.
You can now create your first Pins.

Improving Your Pinterest Presence
Your profile is an opportunity to let potential prospects know a little bit about you, while including strategic keywords
relevant to your industry.

Here are a few simple things you can do to use your Pinterest profile in a strategic way:
• Your profile name is a place where you can use a few relevant keywords. For example: “Denver Boudoir Photography” or
“Los Angeles Children’s Photographer.”
• Use an on-brand photo. While you can use your logo, if you’re the face of your brand, then a friendly photo is a good choice.
• Within your bio, explain who you help and how you help them. If you have a lead magnet, you can provide a link to it
here as well.

Claim Your Website
Claiming your website means that your name and profile picture will appear on every Pin with your content. This is great for
your branding and awareness of your business and happens whether you created the Pin yourself or someone Pins content
from your website. Claiming also means that you will be able to see the performance data for your Pins when you
use Pinterest Analytics.
In order to claim your site, you will need to go to your settings at the top right-hand corner of Pinterest. From here there will
be a menu section called Claim. You will be able to claim your website, as well as a few social profiles if you skipped this step
before. Enter your website URL and you will be given a few choices to install a bit of code on your website.

If you run your website on WordPress, this code
can be easily installed by using the Yoast SEO
plugin. If you haven’t already, install the plugin.
The free version is fine. Then on Pinterest, select
the option to add an HTML Tag (right image).
Take the code you’re given and head over to your
Yoast plugin. Go to SEO – Social – Pinterest. Then
just drop in your verification code and save. Head
back to Pinterest and click Finish. It may take some
time for Pinterest to verify, so if you don’t see that
it’s been successful right away give it a little bit and
come back later (bottom image).
If you’re running on a different site host,
Pinterest maintains a list of support articles for
verification here.

Apply for Rich Pins
Rich Pins are a special type of organic Pin that give the viewer more context because they show more information. Pinterest
currently offers four types of Rich Pins: App, Product, Recipe, and Articles. For most photographers, the Article Pins will be
most relevant as they will show a headline, author, and story description.
Again, if you’re running the Yoast plugin on WordPress, it’s easy to create Rich Pins. You’ll need to go into Yoast’s Features
tab. Make sure that Advanced settings pages is enabled, as this will generate the needed metadata that Rich Pins run on.
Once this is enabled, go to Pinterest’s Rich Pin Validator and type in the URL to one of your pages (not your homepage). Click
Validate and you should see an approval message:

Some sites like Squarespace also make it easy to use Rich Pins, as all you need to do is connect your Pinterest account to your
Squarespace account before validating. Other website hosts, such as Wix, don’t currently support Rich Pins. If you’re not
sure if your website host supports Rich Pins, check with their support team. If they don’t, let them know that you’d like to
vote for including that feature in the future.

Create Effective Pins
While Pinterest accepts several different sizes for Pins, they recommend using vertical images with a 2:3 aspect ratio.
Longer Pins stand out and have the potential to get more attention. Just keep in mind that if a Pin is too tall it could
get cut off on mobile.
Back in 2017, Pinterest introduced a visual search function called Lens, which allows users to take a photograph of a product
and then Pinterest will return Pins that it thinks are a match. Whether or not you sell a physical product, this is relevant to
your Pinterest strategy because it means that Pinterest might be able to read the text on your Pin.
If Pinterest can read the text on your Pins, then it pays to use relevant keywords in the description text on your Pin. Even if it
cannot read the text, Pinterest is making visual associations between your images and other images used in Pins. So, making
sure your images are not overused stock images and are relevant to your business is very important!
When designing your Pin, it’s important to start with a high-quality image. Keeping the image contextually relevant is also
something to keep in mind. As mentioned, if you can use original images it will be to your benefit. Pinterest’s creative best
practices also recommends placing your logo front and center.

Both Canva and PicMonkey offer many templates to help you get started designing your Pins. These can be added to
Pinterest either by uploading the image directly from your computer and linking it to the relevant page on your site, or by
importing images that are already on your website. While uploading manually is fine, you will want to make sure that your
Pinterest-optimized images live on your website to encourage pinning from your site visitors (left image below).
When creating your Pin, make sure that you’re using relevant and keyword-rich titles and descriptions.

Set Up & Optimize Pinterest Boards
As you’re creating and curating content, your Pins need to be added to boards for organization. When you’re creating your
first Pin, you will be prompted to create your first board (right image above).
Make sure to use relevant keywords in your board name. You can also edit your board later to add a keyword-rich
description and change the cover image of the board. By default, Pinterest will show an amalgamation of the Pins that live on
each board. Sometimes this means that boards will look a little cluttered.
However, by designing Pins that have text strategically placed, you can choose a Pin as a cover to help focus the board more
effectively (left image below).

As you begin to create more boards that are relevant to your business, make sure that they all have relevant keywords in
their name and description, along with visually appealing covers (right image above).

The Pinterest Feed
Like other social networks, Pinterest has a home feed. However, the biggest difference between the home feed on Pinterest
and other networks is that the Pinterest feed is an algorithmic curation of ideas based on a user’s recent activity. Therefore,
if a user is actively pinning content to plan an upcoming wedding, Pinterest will suggest Pins curated to that activity. This
makes that user experience on Pinterest highly relevant and topical, which may explain why such a high percentage of users
find the content helpful.
In 2018, Pinterest also rolled out a Following tab, where users could see a feed dedicated specifically to the content that was
being pinned by people they follow:

According to Pinterest, its algorithm is engineered to show users content that they care about. In years past, Pins were
displayed on the home feed in chronological order. Now Pinterest’s Smart Feed works on prioritizing and ranking Pins based
on quality, which is determined by their algorithm.
Within the engineering of Pinterest, users are shown content that is drawn from three main areas: Pins that are saved by
Pinners the user follows, related Pins, and Pins from within the user’s interests.

Pinterest as a Search Engine
Pinterest also functions as a robust search engine to help users find relevant content. When a user types their terms into the
search bar on Pinterest, suggested terms automatically come up with the resulting Pins. If you’re still struggling to develop
content for your ideal client, Pinterest can be a fantastic research tool. Here are some results for our example prospect who
is a mom looking for the elusive work/life balance:

But how does Pinterest decide which Pins to show in search? While the exact mechanics of their algorithm have not been
revealed, we do know that there are four main factors that influence whether or not Pins will show up on Pinterest.

1. Domain Quality
A domain’s quality is Pinterest’s idea of the trustworthiness of a website and the quality of its content. Think of this as similar
to how search engines like Google determine the authority of a website. There are several ways to improve how Pinterest
perceives your website’s domain quality:
• Convert your Pinterest account to a business account. This will give you access to deeper analytics, which in turn can
help you improve your overall Pinterest strategy.
• Claim and verify your website.
• Utilize Rich Pins.
• Pin regularly and be consistent. Pinterest rewards engaged users by showing their content.
• Create and Pin high-quality content. The more that users Pin, comment, and share your content, the more Pinterest will
show it to other users.

2. Pin Quality
The quality of a Pin is determined by how much that Pin is engaged with and how popular the content is. Pinterest sees the
act of zooming in on a Pin, clicking through to a website, commenting, and saving to be positive engagements. You can ensure
that Pins will be high quality when you create a compelling title that encourages users to click through to your site. Because
Pinterest is also a visuals-first platform, high-quality graphics are also incredibly important.

3. Pinner Quality
The Pinner quality is based on how trustworthy Pinterest sees a user as being and whether they curate quality, relevant
content. The more quality content the user creates, the more Pinterest will share that content in others’ feeds. You can
improve your Pinner quality by being active on the platform.
By pinning both unique and popular content on a consistent, daily basis, users are rewarded by receiving more views to their
Pins. If you can’t pin daily, don’t worry. There are tools out there like Tailwind that can schedule Pins for you. You can
schedule up to 100 Pins on Pinterest in their free trial. After that their pricing is $9.99 per month.
Pinterest also provides Analytics to business profiles that will help you see which Pins are the most popular so you can
determine what your audience wants to see more of. Browse the “Popular” category or check out Repinned.net for the mostsaved Pins in each category to get inspired.

4. Relevance
Pinterest determines the relevance of a Pin by looking at how closely the content of a user’s Pin fits their audience’s overall
interests, searches, and recent history. Pinterest looks to keywords placed in content to understand what it is about and how
it shows up in searches. In order to make your Pins more relevant, do some keyword research on Pinterest. This will give you
insight into what is being searched and how keyword phrases are used together. You can also use keywords in your bio,
Pinterest board titles, board descriptions, and the Pins themselves.

Using Pinterest for SEO
Using Pinterest strategically can also help support your SEO efforts. Both images and boards can rank highly in search
engines. Let’s look at an example of Google results for the search query “photography wardrobe guide.” While there
are several individual websites that come up in the top spots of the search engine results page, two of the results are
actually Pinterest boards:

Links to your content on Pinterest are considered backlinks, although they are nofollow links, meaning they don’t
transfer the authority of the Pinterest domain to your site. Instead, Pinterest helps your SEO efforts by driving t raffic
to popular Pins. This increased traffic to your site helps improve your rankings, as do future repins of your content.
Here’s a simple visual of how this works:

Because Pinterest has a high domain authority of 100, it has a much higher likelihood of ranking content than a smaller
unknown website. But because its links are nofollow and are not transferring any of that authority to your website, it’s
important to make sure you’re optimizing your Pins for click-throughs. If users are not clicking through to your content, then
it is unlikely that your content will be ranked via Pinterest.
So, start by pinning content that your ideal client base would find valuable. It doesn’t always have to be your content. By
pinning popular content from others, you can help drive traffic to your boards, which will promote awareness of your brand
and your content. But ultimately, you will want traffic directly to your Pins. So, designing visually appealing boards and Pins
with relevant keywords will boost your SEO efforts!

Using Hashtags on Pinterest
Hashtags have only recently come to Pinterest and are used in a similar fashion as on Instagram and have their own feeds.
You can use up to 20 hashtags on a Pin, but only worry about adding them to new Pins. That’s because the hashtag feed is
ordered by “freshness” so they will only be effective on new Pins.
Pinterest may not dominate the social network landscape, but it should not be overlooked in your marketing strategy. When
used properly, it can provide significant referral traffic and provide an SEO boost to your photography website by ranking
your content on search engines via Pinterest. Having high-quality visuals and useful content are imperative to success on
Pinterest. So, if you’re still in the content creation stages of your marketing strategy, make sure you read more about link
building and content creation in Chapter 3.

Don’t hesitate to spread your work on the internet, but not only. Go into self-promotion
through all kinds of social networks, showing a little bit of your life. Let people discover
your work and who you really are, even just a little bit. If I weren’t introverted, it’s
something I’d have been doing all along, but I’m working to fix that. Share some
backstages to extend the connection with people and let them know how you create.
Make them part of the process.
– Jefferson Kent York

6. Flickr
Many photographers know and love Flickr as one of the first social media sites dedicated to photo sharing and the largest
online photographer-focused community. Flickr’s seniority status in the photography community is evidence of its potential
for longevity, something many online “firsts” fail to achieve in an increasingly fast-paced, digital society. It’s more than just a
gallery site, it’s a community.
With the social media landscape often spinning into uncharted territory with issues around privacy and intellectual property
rights, Flickr has robust privacy settings and allows users to categorize and organize their content, control licensing levels,
and share within groups and onto other social platforms, as well as embed content directly into websites.

Flickr also has the potential to enhance your SEO efforts. When images are uploaded with proper tags and descriptions,
search engines can find and understand the content of the images. By having your images show up in a search engine results
page (SERP), you can begin driving higher levels of awareness to your photography work. Similarly, Flickr’s self-contained
search engine allows its users to find images that appeal to them quickly and easily, based on the descriptions and tags
assigned to photos.
What does this mean for you, the photographer and photography lover? For starters, Flickr has the potential to be a hub of
online activity for your photography business. With SmugMug’s recent acquisition of Flickr, the trajectory of the social media
site is set to be more aligned with the needs and wants of the creative community. Making yourself truly part of that
community builds legitimacy for your brand and enables you to form closer ties with photographers worldwide who can
educate and support you on your journey.

A Bit of History
Any photographer around in the early days of Flickr knows that the company has had its struggles through the years. Flickr
was the first online home for many photographers. It was founded in 2004 by Slack co-founder Stewart Butterfield and
entrepreneur Caterina Fake, and in 2005 Yahoo acquired the company. Today under the leadership of SmugMug, which
acquired Flickr in 2018, the platform has a new direction and creative-community focus. Flickr is now poised to reclaim its
place as a serious social media contender in the photography world and gain a prominent place in digital marketing tool kits.

Using Flickr as a Business Tool
Many users are drawn to Flickr by its core functions of photo sharing and photo storage. While these functions certainly pass
the test, what keeps Flickreenos coming back is a set of strong, community-building features that set it apart from the
crowded field of social media players designed to appeal to a wider audience.

Who Is on Flickr?
The platform was originally a hub for creatives to connect, and according to Don MacAskill, co-founder and CEO of
SmugMug, its future is imagined as “the safe place for photographers to do anything they want to do with their work.”
In other words, Flickr is not just for show and tell. This is a networking tool geared directly toward photographers, and
anyone with a modicum of professional savvy will tell you that networking is the lifeblood of any business effort. Even in
today’s crowded world of fast-paced sharing and seven-figure follower counts, sometimes it’s still all about who you know.

The Benefits of Flickr
So how might Flickr be relevant to your marketing? The beauty of Flickr is its rich community, backed by a depth of features
that allow creative business owners to use the platform in several ways. There is no single right way to use Flickr, but there
are a number of ways it can be utilized in your marketing tool bag.

1. Flickr for Community
One of the first reasons many photographers fell in love with Flickr was the community that it fostered. That community has
grown and evolved over the years, and it now has new and different things to offer both hobbyists, pro-level photographers,
and everything in between.

There are many different ways to engage with the community on Flickr. The first is in the home feed, where you can like,
comment on, or share the images that are posted by users you follow or within groups you belong to. You can also invite
others to add their images to a group via the home feed or add their photos to a gallery that you have curated. The home feed
lets you toggle between people you follow and groups that you are in, so that you can engage more intentionally with each.
Flickr groups can function somewhat like collaborative Pinterest boards, where users with similar interests can contribute to
a pool of images. There are also discussion boards within each group that allow members to discuss issues relevant to the
group theme and ask questions. Finding relevant, active groups can be a wellspring of inspiration and ideas.

You can see any groups you’ve joined by going to the top navigation bar under You – Groups. Here, the groups that you
moderate or are a member of will be displayed. You can sort the groups you participate in by their latest activity to see which
ones are most worth your time and effort.

By examining when the latest discussion post was made, we can see whether a group has active engagement or is simply a
repository for images.
Ready to start looking for Flickr groups to engage in? Check out the complete list of groups here. If you don’t find a group
that’s right for your photography needs, you can create one that will be relevant to your ideal client base and invite Flickr
users and your contacts to join and engage. And it’s only getting easier to find the right fit, as Flickr continues to roll out
improvements to its already streamlined platform. Improved search results are in the works, which will prioritize active
groups over inactive ones. This will help photographers engage with sub-communities that they can make meaningful
contributions to and gain helpful feedback from in return.
Community Marketing
While “community” might sound like a warm fuzzy word for hanging out with other photographers online, there is also a
community marketing aspect to Flickr that cannot be overlooked. Community marketing means we are using online venues
for conversations with customers and potential prospects and understanding what their needs are. If you have been able to
identify ideal client avatars on Flickr, then following them or finding out the groups that they participate in can give you vital
information about their needs. Armed with this information, you can refine both your photography and the right marketing
message to promote it.
We know that even in a supportive community setting, you need a clear strategy to get your images in front of viewers. As
with any other social media platform, there are some specific things you can do to increase engagement of your give your
work on Flickr:
• Be authentic – Keep your uploads fresh and interesting to your target audience.
• Be real – Flickr = community = people. Be personable, responsible, and trustworthy in your interactions on the platform,
and flesh out your profile to add a more human element.
• Don’t be that guy – Flickr is not the place for spammy, impersonal comments that ignore the original post (if a good place
for those even actually exists).
• Group up – Make contact with other members who share a common interest with you through groups. Submit to themed
threads and engage in constructive discussion about other members’ work. Start your own!

• Stay in the loop – Keep an eye on the Flickr Blog to stay notified of new content, upcoming changes, and general points
of interest.
• Be informative – Don’t just post your images and walk away! Use tags, titles, and descriptions to talk about what’s going
on in your photography and how you made the magic happen.
While Flickr is not a sales platform, you’ve probably realized by now that it’s a powerful tool for building relationships with
potential clients. (Many photographers have found their first paying gig through their Flickr contacts!) So go ahead and show
off that project you’re super proud of. Share photos of your accomplishments and ask clients you’re connected with to do the
same in their own groups. Think of your Flickr portfolio as not only a communication tool, but as a sort of visual resume, one
that adds a little personality to the work you love to do.

2. Flickr as a Portfolio
Flickr is an excellent portfolio tool. The ability to upload, edit, batch, and categorize images gives photographers robust
control over their presence on the platform and helps curate the experience of those visiting their profiles. Used in
conjunction with a top-notch website (we’ll talk soon about how and why to bridge those two connections), you’ll find it
pretty simple to build an engaged following here.
The precise control over the categorization of images is one of the things that puts Flickr in a class of its own. Users have a
photostream where images are shown in chronological order. Flickr gives users several important layers of privacy within
their photostream. Images can be classified as Public, Friends, Family, Friends & Family, or Private. This means that users can
still maintain a professional portfolio presentation to the public, while sharing family photos in relative privacy or capitalizing
on the storage features Flickr offers.
Since Flickr is primarily about community after all, it’s smart to take advantage of other features the platform offers that add
a human touch to your profile. For example, you may want to add a short bio or link to other social media presences.
Professional photographers can maintain continuity with other sites they utilize by setting up a customized web address that
matches up with their brand. There’s also an option in the “About” section to select up to 25 of your images to feature. This
will give others an idea of your overall interests and style at a glance, not just the most recent work you’ve posted.
Once photos are added to your photostream they can be grouped into albums. So whether your work is event based, client
specific, or focuses on separate bodies of fine art, albums can be used to showcase your collective works in an intuitive way.

Flickr also recently rolled out a new system to easily access images by other photographers that you find inspirational or
want to revisit. An unobtrusive plus symbol at the bottom right of an image opens a specialized menu, with options to not
only manage where that image appears in your Flickr experience, but to invite the photographer to include that photo in one
of your groups. For your own images, you can easily submit to groups by using this same little button.

3. Flickr as an Organizational Tool
Once you’ve uploaded your photos to Flickr, there are a number of powerful organizational tools within the platform to help
you keep your portfolio structured. The batch organizer is the hub of all of your systems within Flickr, letting you edit the
titles, tags, and descriptions on photos, as well as allowing you to change the permissions and licensing in a batch. If you find
you have images missing from albums, you can organize them into either new or existing ones. You can also use the batch
organize tool to add images to groups en mass and edit their geo privacy.

4. Flickr for SEO
Much like Pinterest, search engines index images from Flickr.
Conversely, when it comes to Instagram, only your profile is indexed
and search engines are not allowed to index your images. While this
indexing does not drive traffic directly to your website, traffic to your
images on Flickr helps search engines see the content as relevant.
Including links to your website within your Flickr descriptions and
profile can increase traffic to your site if users decide to click through.
One of our favorite Flickr SEO stories dates back to 2010, when
Maroon Five discovered one of Rosie Hardy’s photographs in their
search engine results. From there, they contacted Hardy and hired
her to shoot their Hands All Over album cover, launching her
commercial photography career.
The moral of the story is this: since Flickr images are indexed, they
can be found by parties interested in licensing work or hiring you for
commissions. And that is a really good thing.

Here are several ways that you can use Flickr in your SEO efforts:
• Optimize your photos – Upload high-quality images and utilize your title, description, and tags to help search engines
understand the content of the image. Use keyword-rich descriptions without being spammy.

• Use your images in your blog posts – By creating relevant content for your audience and embedding optimized images
from Flickr, you can help search engines understand your content. Make sure you’re including relevant alt tags when you
embed your images. Alt tags are pulled from image titles when you use the embed feature on Flickr, so edit these if you
need a more keyword-rich description.
• Allow a Creative Commons license – While professional photographers everywhere may have just issued a collective
shudder, allowing some of your photos to be licensed under Creative Commons can encourage bloggers and other
publications to use one of your images on their site with a link back to your Flickr page. This, in turn, can help with
indirect traffic to your website. Note: Don’t do this at the expense of getting licensing revenue from a stock library. But,
if you have images that aren’t a good fit for these libraries, consider using the Creative Commons license.
• Get engaged with relevant, active Flickr groups – By being social and helpful in groups, you have the potential to help
drive brand awareness and traffic to your website.
• Integrate Flickr into everything – Use Flickr to connect with your other platforms. Link your website’s footer to Flickr
and mention it on your Facebook about page. This way, potential customers can decide where they want to interact with
you. Just remember to use each platform in your toolbox to tell your story in the language of the platform. You can
connect Flickr to other social media platforms in your account settings.

• Use Flickr stats to analyze your traffic sources – Just as Google Analytics helps you understand where your website
traffic is coming from and what your most popular content is, Flickr stats help you understand these things about your
photos. Within Flickr stats, you can also see what search terms are driving traffic to your images, as well as which tags
and groups have referred traffic to your photos. Flickr’s analytics are only available to Pro users, however, so that might
be worth the upgrade.

5. Telling Your Story on Flickr
Flickr can be used as more than just a portfolio to showcase your best work – you can also use it as a tool to show potential
customers and vendor partners the story behind your brand. Here are some things you might want to share on Flickr:
• Your images – Obviously.
• Products – Share images of the products that you offer, such as albums or folio boxes, to give potential customers an
idea of what they can purchase as a part of their session. Offer a creative, behind-the-scenes look at your process. Keep
in mind that if you’re going to link back to your products, you must be a Flickr Pro user, and show your products in a
sharing capacity only; Flickr is not intended for use as a storefront. (Again, this is where bridging your Flickr presence
with your website will come in handy.)
• Behind the scenes photos or videos – These can be of you working, whether it’s photographing clients, building sets, or designing.
• Vendor partners – Photograph your vendor partners’ services or spaces. Think beautiful images of your favorite venues
to photograph weddings in, or makeup artists that you work with. (Make sure you get their approval before uploading!)
• Your studio – If you have a studio, give potential customers a virtual tour, using images and videos of the space.

Flickr is built to function as a hub for creative business owners to share to their other social media accounts, allowing you to
beautifully embed your images in other social posts. Once you upload an image to Flickr, you have the option to share the
image to Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, or Pinterest. On the mobile app, you can share directly from Flickr to Instagram.
For example, if you choose to share an image from Flickr to Facebook, you can post it on your Facebook Timeline, a Facebook
Group, or a page you manage.
If you choose to share your content from Flickr on other social media platforms, spend some time in your
respective analytics to see how the algorithms treat your Flickr photos. For example, if you get the same
engagement from an image posted natively on Facebook as an image shared via Flickr, then you may want to use
Flickr for all of your photo sharing on Facebook!

The Future
Flickr has gone through many changes over the years, with SmugMug’s acquisition in 2018 being hailed as an opportunity for
the beloved photo community to be reinvigorated. As Flickr continues to grow as a platform built for and by the photography
community, it can become a command center for your business like no other platform out there.
Flickr combines the powerhouse SEO qualities of Pinterest, the visual impact of Instagram, the social qualities of Facebook,
and the online portfolio qualities of sites like Behance. And because Flickr can share content on social as well as embed
content into your website, you may find that it quickly becomes an essential tool in your marketing strategy.
Flickr’s future is promising, and according to MacAskill, some of that future is up to the community of Flickr itself. Have
suggestions for Flickr or want to engage in the conversation about the platform? Check out the Official Threads in the Flickr
Help Forum and help shape the future of Flickr.

“I think it can only work when there is a good product to
sell at the base of everything. For this reason, I believe
that it is absolutely essential to build a solid portfolio
based on quality. The next step is to have consistency,
which means offering new content on a regular basis.
But beware: no matter if you publish once a week or
once a month, the important thing is to publish quality
material.”
– Francesco Gola

Using paid media (often referred to as PPC or Pay-Per-Click advertising), such as Google Ads, Facebook ads, or Instagram
ads can be an effective way to grow a business. On the other hand, too often, businesses use paid advertising to send traffic
to their sites as a band-aid solution instead of developing their content or working on issues that are causing them to have
low organic traffic or poor booking rates.
Additionally, if you have a high price point product, sending paid traffic to a page that asks a user to contact you or book right
away could be a very poor experience for the user. If a user is not familiar with your business, it is unlikely that they will buy
or book immediately from a paid ad.
Paid media, or PPC, is an advanced strategy that we only recommend photographers explore once they have solidified their
owned media spaces. That means that you have developed content on your website that appeals to your ideal client and are
also building a newsletter list to stay in touch with your prospects.
As mentioned before, if you use ads to send a prospect to your booking page, and they aren’t familiar with you or your work,
you’re going to be more likely to attract the wrong type of client or turn off your prospective ideal clients while spending
money in the process.

Facebook Ads
With Facebook still dominating the social network landscape, and organic reach for Business Pages dropping over time since
2014, many photographers have turned to Facebook ads. Prior to 2014, many photographers were able to grow their
businesses on Facebook and the decline of organic reach hit them hard. Many assumed that turning to Facebook ads would
be the solution to bridge the gap in reach and engagement that the organic decline created.
Unfortunately, many photographers quickly learned that there is a steep learning curve to Facebook ads, and that a lot of
money can be spent quickly without seeing any return on investment. We’ve heard from many photographers who lament
that Facebook ads just don’t work for them. When asked more deeply about their strategy, they will say that they boosted a
post and didn’t get any leads from it.
However, when used properly, Facebook ads are extremely effective and can have a fantastic return on investment. But they
do require a lot of understanding of your target market, their needs, and a strategic pipeline that can nurture prospects into
leads and, eventually, buyers!

Why Use Facebook Ads?
You already know that Facebook is a huge part of people’s lives. On average, we spend an hour a day there, catching up on
our friends and families’ lives and getting snippets of news. But in between all of the memes, birthdays, vacation photos, and
causes we care about are the ads that influence what we spend our money on!
In fact, over 51 percent of all advertising spend is on digital platforms in the United States. According to Marketing Land,
year over year, there was a 38 percent growth specifically in social media advertising. What this data tells us is that brands
are investing in what is effective. By learning the strategies and best practices that other brands are using successfully,
photographers can use Facebook ads to improve their revenue and grow their businesses.

According to the most recent Internet Trends report by Kleiner Perkins, 78 percent of American adults 18-34 said that
Facebook fueled their product discovery. When they looked at a broader age range, they discovered that 55 percent of
Americans purchased after discovering a product on social media.
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So again, the data tells us that Facebook ads have the power to be a great tool for driving both awareness and purchases!

Pros and Cons of Facebook Ads
Before diving into the hows of Facebook ads, it’s important to consider the benefits and downsides of using the Facebook ads
platform. It might not be the right fit for every single photographer, so take a look at our pros and cons list before making the
leap into advertising:

Pros:
• Once you understand the reporting system, you can
track your campaigns very easily.
• As soon as you turn your campaigns on, you can begin
seeing traffic to your website.
• Facebook gives advertisers control over your daily
budget and the option to choose your maximum
cost per click.
• If you already know what you can afford for a lead,
you can set a target cost per conversion to help you
get a proper return on your advertising spend.
• Of all digital advertising platforms, Facebook gives
you the most targeting options. You can layer in
targeting like towns, regions, age, likes/interests,
income bracket, and other demographics.
• The learning curve is much less steep than something
like Google Ads!
• Because Facebook is a strong awareness channel,
you can reach people early on in their buying process.
• Images and videos help prospective consumers
understand what you do and can help capture your
target market's interest.
• Facebook has relatively low costs per click (CPC),
especially when compared to platforms like Google
Ads. According to a benchmark report by AdStage, as
of Q4 2019, the average CPC for an ad in the
Facebook News Feed was $0.81. Compare this to a
Google Search Ads average CPC of $1.18 and
Instagram Ads average CPC of $1.53.

Cons:
• As we have already discussed, if set up or mis-managed,
Facebook ads can be costly.
• You also need to have a fairly solid lead pipeline in place
to nurture traffic that comes from Facebook ads. If you
refer back to the pie chart of people who purchased after
seeing a social media ad, only 11 percent did so
immediately. The other 44 percent purchased later. This
data helps us to understand that Facebook ads are a
fantastic way to get leads into our pipeline, but may not
always result in immediate sales or bookings.
• Despite having a huge built-in audience, if you only sell
products or services to a small area, you may find that
your target market is too limited for Facebook ads. You
will need an audience of at least 1,000 people to run ads,
and even an audience of that size can be too small to
advertise to effectively. In order for Facebook ads to
work for you, you may need to be serving a larger region
than a single town.
• While you can run your ads at certain times of the day, or
certain days of the week, by using a “Lifetime Budget,”
Facebook Marketing Experts don’t tend to recommend
doing this. The algorithm that governs Facebook ads
learns and improves its delivery of your ads the longer a
campaign runs. Therefore, these Facebook marketing
experts have likened running an ad schedule as stopping
the algorithm and then trying to “start an engine cold”
whenever you turn ads back on. This could be
problematic if your goal with Facebook ads is to get calls
or messages but you don’t want to be fielding them after
business hours.

Getting Started with Facebook Ads
In order to start creating Facebook ads, you will first need to understand your goals.
This is the reason you’re running your ads. Do you want to increase awareness of
your photography work or drive sales? Next, you will need to know who you want to
reach. You’ll also need to understand your budget and what you can spend on a daily
basis or for the lifetime of a campaign. Lastly, you will need photo or video assets to
feature in your ads.
The process of setting up your Facebook ads account is fairly simple. By having a
Facebook profile, a Facebook ads account is automatically attached. You can find
and manage your account by going to https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager or
by using the dropdown menu on the upper right-hand side of your screen and
clicking Manage Ads:

There is a new Ads Manager experience rolling out now and expected to be available to everyone by the end of next year. So
depending on whether or not your account has gotten the new experience, your Ads Manager may look different. No matter
the Ads Manager experience you have now, the principles we’ll be discussing remain the same!

Old Ads Manager Experience, Image via Buffer

New Ads Manager Experience, Image via Search Engine Journal

In both versions, there is a lot to take in. Let’s walk through some of the basics of the updated experience so you don’t get overwhelmed!
On the left-hand side is your navigational sidebar where you can see your Account Overview, Campaigns, Ad Sets and Ads.
Ads live within Ad Sets, which is where you can choose your targeting and other optimization tactics. Multiple Ad Sets can
live within Campaigns, which is where you choose your advertising objective. So by organizing them on the navigational
sidebar, Facebook is letting advertisers quickly toggle through everything they are running.
All of your data will live in the reports pane. At the top of the reports pane is a search bar that lets you find a campaign or
filter for assets within your account. Underneath this are several different buttons:
•
•
•
•

Create lets you create a new campaign
Export lets you export your data
Columns changes the columns in your reports pane so that you can analyze your data
Breakdown lets you segment your data

To get started advertising, all you need to do is hit that green button that says Create. But before you do, we want to
introduce you to the different types of Facebook ads available, as well as why and how you might want to use them.

I do think word of mouth recommendations and face to face meetings are
important but they need to be followed up with smart campaigns that target the
specific interests of who you are trying to reach. For example, you meet someone
and then you follow up with a campaign you are working on and offer to tag them.
– Ami Vitale

The Different Types of Facebook Ads
Single Image Ad
This is one of the more common ad types that you’ll see in your News
Feed. For best results with this ad type, you will want to use a highresolution image that has little to no text on it. According to Facebook,
images with more than 20 percent text in them may experience reduced
delivery. Facebook also requires an image ratio of 9:16 to 16:9.
You can enter a 125-character description above the image ad. If you
include a link with your image ad, you can create a 25-character headline
underneath the image and a 30-character link description. Learn more
about image ads here.

Video Ads
Recent studies tell us that that Facebook videos get over eight billion
average daily views. So if you’ve already been experimenting with
video, then these ads are a great way to drive awareness or get your
audience engaged. It’s also a useful format to drive sales or bookings
by letting your audience get a better look at what you do. While you
can optimize your ads to drive sales or bookings, Facebook
recommends that video ads be used for brand awareness.
As with image ads, the aspect ratio for video ads is 9:16 to 16:9.
Character limits are also the same. The max run time of a Facebook
video ad is 240 minutes, but Facebook recommends running videos
that are 15 seconds or less because watch time decreases the longer a
video is. Therefore, when creating a video ad, create content that
either quickly communicates your message or grabs your audience’s attention and encourages them to stay. Learn more
about Facebook video ads here.

Carousel Ads
This ad format allows the advertiser to create a carousel
of images or videos that the viewer can move through by
clicking on a set of arrows. E-commerce retailers use this
format frequently because it gives them the opportunity
to show off multiple products in a single ad. Because the
carousel format allows multiple images or videos, it can
work well for any advertiser that wants to show off more
of what they have to offer.
Carousel ads need at least two cards, made up of images or
videos, in order to run. The maximum number of cards
supported is 10. As with image and video ads, you have 125
characters at the top. You have a little more room for your
headline at 40 characters, but you lose space in your link
description with only 20 characters.
To see some creative ways other advertisers are using the carousel format, check out the Facebook Creative Hub and select
Carousel. You can also learn more about carousel ads in Facebook’s Guide.

Slideshow Ads
If you’re not quite ready to run video ads, slideshow ads are a
halfway point between advertising with images and videos. You
can get started by selecting three to 10 images, with
recommended image ratios of 16:9, 1:1 or 2:3. Each image should
have a similar image ratio so make sure to crop them all the same
way prior to creating the ad. You’ll only have 90 characters of text
up top, and then a headline of 25 characters and link description of
30 characters.

Instant Experience
These ads used to be called canvas ads, and are more complicated to set up. But if you have the image and video assets to
create one, they can give your audience a more in-depth experience with your brand and what you’re advertising. An Instant
Experience ad opens a full screen after someone interacts with your ad on a mobile device. They can include images, videos,
text, links, carousels, and more. You can also link multiple Instant Experiences together. Learn more about the Instant
Experience Ad format and its specs here.

The Facebook Canvas/Instant Experience Format
If you want to learn more about ad types we didn’t cover, you can check out Facebook’s Ad Guide.

The Different Types of Ad Objectives
Your objective is what you want people to do when they see your ads – for example, driving traffic to your website. Facebook
divides the different objectives available into three stages: Awareness, Consideration, and Conversion.

Under Awareness you can choose:
• Brand Awareness: aims to reach the people who are most likely to remember your ads and increase awareness for your
brand. This is similar to running a TV ad in that you wouldn’t expect to make direct sales from this kind of ad.
• Reach: aims to show your ad to the maximum number of people within your audience. Again, this is similar to a TV ad
because you’re looking for new eyeballs on your photography work or studio, not necessarily direct sales.

Under Consideration you can choose:
• Traffic: optimizes the delivery of your ad to the people who are most likely to click through to your website. Our
recommendation is to send traffic to the most relevant page on your website to make a sale or booking. If you’ve created
a landing page, this is a perfect opportunity to use it!
• Engagement: optimizes to deliver your ad to the people who are most likely to comment, share, like, respond to events,
or claim offers.
• App Installs: this was one of the ad types we didn’t discuss, but if you have an app for your photography business, you
encourage people to download it.
• Video Views: optimizes the delivery of your ad to people who are mostly likely to watch it.
• Lead Generation: this is another ad type we didn’t discuss as it requires more setup. However, you can use this format to
collect names and emails, similar to a landing page on a website.
• Messages: aims to get more conversations with your Business Page via Facebook Messenger.

Conversion objectives all require advanced setup. They are:
• Conversions: optimizes for specific actions people take on your website, and requires an advanced setup of the
Facebook Pixel.
• Catalog Sales: requires you to have an ecommerce catalog data feed from your website imported into Facebook. This is
an advanced tactic and we only recommend it for high-volume ecommerce retailers.
• Store Visits: promotes foot traffic to people who are nearby your business location.
To learn more about Advertising Objectives, visit the Facebook Help Center.

Where Your Facebook Ad Can Be Seen
Facebook has become an immersive experience, and therefore your ad can show up in more places than just the News Feed.
Your ads can be seen across a number of “placements,” on and off Facebook.
On Facebook, your ads can appear in:
• The News Feed: this is where we are commonly used to seeing ads on both our desktops and our mobile devices.
• The Right Column: as it is named, this is the right-hand side of Facebook where suggested groups, sponsored ads, and
Marketplace highlights appear. This placement is only available on desktop.
• Instant Articles: these are news content that open, like an Instant Experience, in a fullscreen mobile browser or in
Messenger without leaving Facebook.
• In-stream video: this is a placement that interrupts a video watching experience, much like a commercial.
• Stories: are ad placements that appear for people browsing stories on Facebook and Instagram.
• Marketplace: this placement appears on the Marketplace home page or when someone browses Marketplace in the
Facebook app on their phone.
Facebook also offers placements on the Audience Network, which is an off-Facebook, in-app advertising network
for mobile apps. Your ads can appear as banners, rewarded videos (where a viewer watches a video in exchange for a reward
in an app), or as an instream video.
Your ads can also appear in someone’s Messenger inbox, either as a sponsored message or in the Home tab of Messenger.
Overall, there are two different approaches to placements: automatic or manual. Facebook recommends using automatic
placements, and until you get comfortable running your Facebook ads, we recommend doing the same.

How to Set Up a Facebook Ad Campaign
The process of setting up many of these Campaign
Objectives is similar. Go to http://www.facebook.com/
ads/manage and click on the green Create button.
Choose your objective. (In the following example, we’ll
use Traffic.) Name your campaign something that will
help you differentiate it if you end up running multiple
campaigns. You don’t need to worry about creating a
Split Test, it’s an advanced feature. Campaign Budget
Optimization is also an advanced feature for people
running multiple ad sets. If you have a single audience
you want to target, you’ll probably only have one ad set
so you don’t need to worry about Campaign Budget
Optimization (right image).

You’ll notice on the left side of the screen that your Campaign Objective has been checked off and you have been moved
down to the ad set level. This is where you will begin to work on targeting your audience, defining your budget, and setting
your schedule (below left).

First, you will need to decide where to drive your traffic. The most common destination is your website and this is what we
recommend choosing for the Traffic objective (above right).
You can also choose to use Dynamic Creative or create an Offer. Dynamic Creative is an advanced feature that is really
helpful for brands testing ad copy and images at scale, but might be overwhelming if you’re just starting with Facebook ads.

Next, you will be able to create your audience by selecting their location, age range, gender, language, behavior,
demographics, and interest.

Once you have defined your audience, you will set your placements, budget, and ad optimization.

Once you have completed this section, click the blue Continue button to create your ad! Here you will choose from the
various ad types we discussed earlier.

Then you will choose the media that you want to include in your ad, and create your headline and description.

Facebook Ad Best Practices
Once you have built your ad, you’re ready to hit Confirm to launch it! But before you do, be sure to follow these best
practices:
• Have a clear headline, description, and call to action. Make sure they are in alignment and tell the viewer exactly what
the ad is selling, why it matters, and what to do next.
• Include a clear value proposition that tells readers why they should click on your ad. It’s the answer to “What’s in it for me?”
• Be concise. Remember you have limited space to say what you need to.
• Use high-quality images that you have the rights to.
• Keep text images minimal, under 20 percent of the whole image where possible.
• Follow Facebook Advertising Policies.

Measuring Facebook Ad Success
Once you have launched your ad, you will begin to see data on your ads performance in your Ads Manager. Here are some
top metrics to keep an eye on:
• Engagement: Measures the number of times a user reacted to, commented on, or shared your ads. Measuring
engagement helps you understand whether or not your target audience is responding to your ads. Facebook’s algorithm
also looks favorably on ads that have high engagement, just the same way it would with an organic post. An ad with high
engagement is seen as having high value to viewers.
• Reach: The number of people who have seen your ads on Facebook.
• Impressions: The number of times your posts were seen. So if the same user saw your posts more than once, Facebook
will count this as multiple impressions. An ad that the Facebook algorithm sees as relevant will likely get higher delivery,
and therefore higher impressions.
• Click-Through Rate (CTR): A metric that takes the number of people who clicked on your ad and divides it by the number
of impressions it received. WordStream’s data indicates that the CTR for Facebook ads across all industries is 0.90
percent. So if you have a high reach or high ad impressions, but a low CTA, it means that people aren’t clicking on your ad.
A high CTR can be an indicator that people find your ad relevant, interesting, or helpful.
• Cost per Action (CPA): This metric becomes meaningful when you set up that Facebook Pixel and begin measuring
Conversions. Let’s say you install the Facebook Pixel to measure how many people sign up for your newsletter, and use
this as your Conversion for your ads. By measuring your cost per action (newsletter signup), you can determine whether
the money you spent on Facebook ads was worth it.

As with all things in marketing, keep a testing mindset. Try different images, different wording, and different landing pages to see
which work best for your photography business goals. When used properly and strategically, Facebook ads are a fantastic way to
build a newsletter list, drive awareness about a product release, grow an audience, and even (eventually) make sales!

I find that there's no one way that works for all, but that more targeted promotion works better.
For example, I've been interested in vegan culture and decided to make promotional materials
about celebrating vegan food. In response, I received lots of good feedback and offers from the
vegan community and other food businesses and creatives. People are always interested in
being a part of a community with a good message. I think it's important to follow what matters
to you and what motivates you both as a photographer and as a human being.
– Yuya Parker

Instagram Ads
Many have found success marketing themselves on Instagram because the platform acts as an online gallery and social
network. Unfortunately, there are drawbacks to organic marketing on Instagram, most prevalent is the difficulty in getting
fans to your website.
With a few exceptions, Instagram only allows live links on your profile. And while an interested fan will be willing to take the
extra step to visit your profile to get to your website or offer, a potential lead may not. So, there’s a risk of losing potential
leads anytime we create extra steps.
Another drawback to Instagram is that, unless you’ve mastered the nuances of its algorithm, it can be difficult to get your entire
audience’s eyes on your organic posts. While investigating your Instagram Insights can be a valuable way to learn which content is
the most effective, many photographers want a more direct approach to getting their content in front of the right people.
Enter Instagram ads. By advertising on Instagram, you can circumvent the “link in profile” captions and send users directly to
the most relevant page on your website. You can also target the right people who are in the appropriate place in the buying
cycle for your artwork or photography services.

What Are Instagram Ads?
Ads on Instagram are what the marketing world calls native content advertising. Sharethrough has an excellent definition
and describes native content as “when the ad experience follows the natural form and function of the user experience in
which it is placed.”

Image via Sharethrough

You’re already more familiar with native content advertising than you think. All Facebook, Pinterest, and Instagram ads fall
into this definition while also being social media ads. Generally, these kinds of ads are considered to be more effective
because they are less disruptive to the user experience than something like a display banner on a website or a pop-up ad. The
beauty of Instagram ads is that many of them are so seamlessly integrated into the native experience of the app that they
look very much at home with the rest of the content users are scrolling through.
The Instagram ads platform is integrated into Facebook Ads Manager, so anyone who wants to advertise on Instagram can
use the vast wealth of Facebook targeting data. However, it’s important to note that Instagram and Facebook are hugely
different platforms. Users engage with each platform in different ways and expect the content they consume to be
appropriate to the platform they’re on. In the same vein, they also expect the ads on each platform to fit the experience.
That’s why we are exploring Facebook advertising and Instagram advertising separately.

How Much Do Instagram Ads Cost?
When we explored the costs of Facebook ads, one of
the benefits discussed was that they were one of the
cheaper kinds of digital ads to run. And although
they are run out of the same Facebook Ads Manager,
this is going to be one of the many places where we
differentiate Instagram ads from Facebook ads.
According to CPC Strategy, Instagram ads typically
see 10 times the engagement of a Facebook ad. This
higher level of engagement translates to a better
potential to turn someone into an engaged follower
or paying customer. But advertisers pay for this
engagement in the form of higher costs.

Image via AdStage
In fact, CPC Strategy notes that the same target audience can cost more on Instagram than on Facebook. If we refer to
AdStage's Q4 2019 Paid Media Benchmark Report, the median cost per click on Instagram is $1.53, as compared to the $0.81
cost per click they cite for the Facebook News Feed.
We can see that the cost per click trend has gone down significantly since Q4 of 2018 (and conversely, Facebook CPCs have
risen in that time). But the main takeaway here is that Instagram ads can be costly. So before running them, it’s important to
make sure that you know your client and have a smooth way to get leads to your business.

What Are the Different Types of Instagram Ads?
In many ways, Instagram ads are easier to run than Facebook ads in that there are only two different places an Instagram ad
can run. (Compare this to 12 different places a Facebook ad can run.) On Instagram, you can either run an ad within the
Instagram Feed or as a Story.
Currently, Instagram offers five different ad formats; however, only the first four of these types will be relevant to most
advertisers. Each ad will also have different character limits. Learn more about character limits here.

Story Ads
This is one of the newer ad formats available. Stories are fullscreen, vertical format photos and
videos that last for 24 hours. However, only users with more than 10,000 followers can link their
stories to a webpage. This ad format allows all advertisers to leverage the link in Instagram
Stories by sharing photos or up to 15-second videos.
Story ad specs:
•
•
•
•
•

Stories image ad recommended resolution is 1080 x 1920 pixels
Minimum resolution for story ads is 600 x 1067 pixels
Proper aspect ratio is 9:16
All formats should be either JPG or PNG
Max image size is 30MB

Photo Ads
As with Facebook ads, these are the simplest kind of ads you can run. All it requires is a
single photo, which can be landscape, vertical or square, and to follow the same 20 percent
text rule that Facebook ads follow.
Photo ad specs:
• File type: JPG or PNG
• Maximum file size: 30MB
• Square Images
o Minimum resolution: 600 x 600 pixels
o Maximum resolution: 1936 x 1936 pixels
• Landscape Images
o Minimum resolution: 600 x 315 pixels
o Maximum resolution: 1936 x 1936 pixels
• Vertical Images
o Minimum resolution: 600 x 750 pixels
o Maximum resolution: 1936 x 1936 pixels

Video Ads
It used to be that Instagram had a15-second limit for videos, but it has since lifted
that rule. Now, videos can be up to two minutes long and shot in landscape,
vertical or square format.
Video ad specs:
• Minimum resolution is 600 x 315 pixels for landscape, 600 x 750 for vertical
or 600 x 600 for square
• Aspect ratio is 1:91:1 for landscape, 4:5 for vertical or 1:1 for square
• Recommended formats are MP4 and MOV
• Max video size is 4GB
• Max video length is 120 seconds
• Video max frames is 30fps for all formats

Carousel Ads
This ad type is similar to the carousel ad format on Facebook, in that it provides up to 10
places for images and videos to display. However, unlike on Facebook, the video and
image cards in an Instagram carousel take up the entire width of the screen. So while
some brands will use clever visual designs to try to get viewers to swipe through a
Facebook carousel, this tactic does not work on Instagram. Instead, focus on strong
visuals and a caption that indicates to the user that there is more to see!
Carousel specs:
• Recommended resolution for an Instagram carousel image or video ad is 1080 x
1080 pixels
• Aspect ratio is 1:1
• JPG or PNG are the accepted image formats and MP4 is the accepted video format
• Max video length is 60 seconds
• Max image size is 30MB per image or 4GB per video
• Instagram allows two to 10 images/video cards per ad

Collection Ads
As we discussed in the section on Facebook ads, collection ads are fantastic for high volume ecommerce retailers, but they require advanced setup that most advertisers won’t be able to do.
Collection ads rely on syncing a product feed between a website and the Facebook Ads
Manager. So while this is a beautiful ad format, most photographers don’t need to worry about it
when coming up with their Instagram ads strategy.

My only promotional effort has been through growing my following on Instagram. I built
my following through community! When I started in 2013, I began by connecting with other
photography accounts. We would create small groups to host contests, share each other’s
accounts, and spread the love. Since we all had audiences with similar interests, we were
able to build active and loyal fan bases. Every other week I would also do SFS (shoutout for
shoutout) Sundays, where I would shoutout 10+ of my follower’s accounts that did the same
for me. This way, I could help showcase their talent and also gain new friends! Through
these methods, I found there to be more organic growth than paying and relying on
Instagram’s algorithm. There’s a valuable personal aspect when you discover an account
via a person you already support vs. an algorithm suggestion.
– Natalia Seth

How to Advertise on Instagram
Many of the same objectives are available for both Instagram and Facebook. Let’s review them quickly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand awareness
Reach
Traffic
App installs
Engagement
Video views
Conversions

Now you can choose the ad types and objectives that are best for you and that align with your overall goals.
There are two different ways to advertise on Instagram and, as with anything, they have their pros and cons. The first is to
promote existing content using the Instagram app itself. This is like boosting a post on Facebook. It’s a very streamlined
process and Instagram makes it super easy to launch an ad. The downside is that this way lacks some of the valuable features
of the Facebook Ads Manager.
The other option is to go through the Facebook Ads Manager. The pro here is that you have more targeting and objective
options. The con is that the process is more complex.

Creating Ads in the Instagram App
You may have already noticed that Instagram will prompt you to promote content when it is performing particularly well, but most
content in your feed can be used to create an ad. You will simply click the blue Promote button underneath your photo or video.

If you want to promote a story, you will click on the three dots in the bottom right-hand side of your live story. A menu will
pop up and you can click Promote:

From here, you will be walked through the process of creating an ad. First, you will be aske d where you want to send
users. You’ll have three different choices: your profile, website, or direct messages. Again, choose this based on your
overall social media goals.
Notice that you don’t have an opportunity to select an objective here. These ads are only promoting your post for the Traffic
objective. So if you are looking for other objectives, you will need to use the Facebook Ads Manager:

Next, you will have a chance to create your target audience. There are two options here. The first is to let Instagram
automatically create an audience for you based on your followers. If you already know that your followers are the kind of
audience that would help you achieve your ad objective, then feel free to choose this option.

The other option is to create your own audience. You can choose your audience by their location, interests, and age ranges.
You may notice that there are some targeting options missing, because in the Facebook Ads Manager you can also target by
demographic information and behaviors. So, promoting a post from within Instagram may not get you the same results that
you might otherwise have gotten by using Ads Manager.

However, if interest, location, and age targeting is all you need then you can choose a budget and time period you want your
ad to run for. Once you have chosen a budget and duration, you are ready to launch.

Creating Instagram Ads in Ads Manager
Creating an Instagram ad in Ads Manager is much like creating a Facebook ad. You’ll go to https://www.facebook.com/
ads/manager and click on Create.

From here, you will be walked through creating your ad. At the campaign level, you’ll choose your objective and name your
campaign. Then you will be taken to your ad set level, where you will choose where to send people, and have the opportunity
to create more in-depth targeting with demographics, behaviors, and interests:

Remember: You will only be able to select mobile devices when creating an Instagram ad.

The most important part of running an Instagram ad in the
Facebook Ads Manager comes to when you get to Placements.
By default, Facebook has this set to automatic and makes it
known that this is the recommended setting. What they don’t
tell you is that by selecting automatic, Facebook’s algorithm will
optimize for the placement that it thinks will get people
completing your objective at the lowest price.
So this means that if you are running a traffic ad, and you select
Automatic Placements, Facebook will run your ad wherever it
can get you the most clicks for your budget. While this sounds
great, remember what we talked about with Instagram being a
slightly pricier platform? That has a big impact here. Often,
advertisers will find that their ads don’t distribute evenly on
Instagram and Facebook when automatic placements is selected,
especially for traffic ads.
We’ve found that when Traffic is selected as an objective and the
placements are set to automatic, ads rarely get delivered on
Instagram. Instead, ads tend to be delivered on the Audience
Network or whatever other placement where the algorithm can
get lower CPCs. (For conversion ads, it can be a different story
depending on how people interact with your offer.) All this is to
say that if you want to run Instagram ads, we highly recommend
removing Automatic Placements and editing your selection so
that your ads are only running on Instagram.
You can choose to create ads that run in the Feed and Stories, or
test them out separately. Our recommendation would be to test
them separately because people interact differently with stories
than they do with feed posts. You may also find that you want to
design completely different ads for stories than for the feed.

Tips for Advertising on Instagram
Before you begin advertising and promoting your photography, there are some important things to keep in mind so that you
don’t feel as though you are wasting your money.
The most important thing is to make sure you know your audience and that your offer is a good fit. There is nothing worse
than running ads for a product or service, only to find that no one wants what you’re selling. Advertising requires some
serious groundwork in SEO, making sure that you’ve got solid content to support your offer, and oftentimes a lead magnet to
help get potential customers into your pipeline.
Once you feel comfortable that you have all of this in place, you’re ready to design your ads! Just like with organic Instagram
posts, you have 2,200 characters for your caption. But usually only the first line or two will show. You already know you have
limited room for text in the image or video of the ad, so you’ll need compelling visuals that help tell the story of what it is
you’re trying to promote.
Keep your audience in mind when you’re designing these visuals and writing your caption. What need is your offer fulfilling
or what problem is it solving? Let your visuals do as much of the talking as possible.
Once you have launched your ads, make sure that you engage with the people who are commenting on them. If there are
questions or concerns, use this as an opportunity to provide customer service. If people are excited, take note of their
language. You can use the way that your customers speak in future advertising and marketing copy.
As always, keep a testing mindset. Track your performance and adjust your strategy as necessary. This will help you keep
things fresh as you try new visuals or new ad copy, and will keep you learning about your audience as well as your own
photography products and services!

“None of the efforts made to promote your work will be a
waste of time. Some will bring work to you, but others will
offer an opportunity to meet new people, get inspired, and
see what other people are doing, which for me is also part
of building a business.”
– Marioly Vazquez of Maria Marie

Google Analytics
It’s safe to say that at some point when building your photography website, you were instructed to set up Google Analytics.
It’s also a safe bet to say that if you did set it up, you logged in once or twice, and then were immediately overwhelmed with
all of the data and charts. That’s ok, it’s a completely understandable feeling.
However, once you learn to understand what the data means, both for your website and your business, you’ll see what an
amazing tool it is!
At its most basic, Google Analytics is a tool that records the behavior of users on your website. By adding a small piece
of code to your site, Google is able to understand how visitors get to your site, what they do there, how long they stay,
and where they are from. This data – what we will call metrics from here on out – is then sent to your Google Analytics
account where you are able to generate reports. Once you’re in your Google Analytics account, you are able to refine
that data by using dimensions.
Let’s use a real-world example. Say your website receives, on average, 5,000 visits a month. Those visits are the user data
that makes up your metrics. When you log into your Google Analytics account, you are able to generate a report that will let
you know what cities those 5,000 visits are coming from. Those cities would be your dimensions.
This data is really useful for anyone that has services in a local market. It helps us to understand what areas of our state or
region most of our website traffic is coming from. We could also further refine our data to see that, for example, most of our
traffic is coming from females in the tri-state area with a heavy concentration in a certain city. Armed with this information,
we can begin to see where we are successful and where we might be missing the mark in finding and reaching our ideal client.
If you want to do a deep dive to understand metrics and dimensions better, check out this support article from Google.

How to Track It?
Maybe website providers make it simple to get set up by having a space in the back end of your website account to drop a
Google Analytics code. With others like WordPress, you’ll need to install a plugin before you can run Google Analytics on
your site. So you may already have Google Analytics installed on your website . If you think your site is set up, we still
encourage you to triple check! If you’re not set up yet, we’ll show you how easy it is to get Google Analytics onto your site!
• Step 1: Go to https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/analytics/ and click on Start for Free.
o From here you will be prompted to sign into your Google Account. If you don’t already have one, you will need to sign
up for one.
• Step 2: Fill out your website’s information.

o Select Website and name your Account & Property.
o Make sure that you include the correct version of your website. Google considers https://www.examplewebsite.com
and https://examplewebsite.com to be two different sites. So if your website address includes www then make sure
you include it here.
o You’ll also make your data more actionable if you change the default time zone to the one you’re located in.
o There are a number of data sharing options as well. You can leave them checked, but unchecking them won’t create
any issues with your data.
o Click on Get Tracking ID.

• Step 3: Accept the Google Analytics Terms of Service and the Google Measurement Controller-Controller Data
Protection Terms.
• Step 4: Get your Google Analytics Tracking Code.

o To understand your tracking code a little bit better, Google provides the following example:
For a property ID UA-10876-1:
• 10876 is the account number.
• 1 is a view within the account. A second view for the same account that tracks an additional property might use
UA-10876-2 for the Property ID.
o Some website providers only need you to drop in your Tracking ID, while others will need the entire code. Depending
on which your website host asks for, you will copy one or the other.
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Before we add the code to your site, let’s take a tour around the main Google Analytics interface. That way, you’ll get a better
understanding of what kind of information you can find there. Start by clicking the Home button:

This screen is going to be your main screen every time you log into Google Analytics going forward and is going to give
you the main metrics for your site. Right now, because we haven’t installed anything yet, we have zero across the
board for all of our metrics.

On the left hand side, you will see your default reports. Within each report will be sub-reports, but for now let’s get to know
what each top-level report shows us.
• Real-time – This report shows you what is happening on your site at the moment you are observing the report. So when
you click on it, you can see many visitors are currently on your site, where they are from, what content they are looking
at, and more.
• Audience – This report contains information that helps you understand more about your users. Here you will see the
number of visitors during a period of time you select, how long they stayed on your site, as well as the demographics of
your audience and the technical information about them. This is where you will learn, for example, whether you get more
female visitors on their smartphones from Los Angeles, versus male visitors on a desktop.
• Acquisition – This report shows you which marketing channels send visitors to your site and how visitor behaviors differ
across these marketing channels.
• Behavior – This is where you will see what your visitors do after they come to your site, the content they look at,
and more.
• Conversion – If you have Goals set up in Google Analytics, this is where you will see data on how well your website is
converting on Goals.

What to Focus On/What to Ignore
Getting Google Analytics installed on your website is only the first step. Once your Tracking ID is correctly implemented and
data begins flowing into your Google Analytics account, you need to know what that data means and what to do with it.
Every time a user comes to your website, Google Analytics installs something called a cookie on their web browser.
This is basically a small piece of code that anonymously tracks their web activity for a certain amount o f time, or until
they clear their browser’s cache. This cookie is the basis of how Google Analytics is able to track your visitors and give
you metrics on their behavior.
This data is then placed into the reports we discussed earlier. Let’s take a look at our Audience Report under Overview, as
this will give us a top-level view of how your site has been performing for your selected date range. This report gives us a lot
of data all at once, and so it’s important to understand what it all means.

1. Session – A session, which used to be called a visit, is any activity on your website that occurs within a continuous 30minute window. For example, if someone comes to your website at 12:00 p.m. and browses through your blog for five
minutes before leaving, that activity is recorded as one session. If this same person comes back at 12:20 p.m., Google
Analytics will count this as one visit because 30 minutes hasn’t elapsed.
However, if that same person returned to your blog at 6:00 p.m., this would be recorded as two sessions in Google
Analytics. The same thing is true if that user first found your blog on their smartphone and then later returned on their
laptop, even if it was within the 30-minute time period.
The reason that Google Analytics looks at this as multiple sessions is because the cookie is specific to a browser, not a
computer or even a user. Note: in mid-2018, Google began rolling out cross device tracking to Analytics accounts to help
get a better user-specific picture. To see if this has rolled out to your account, check out this help doc on activating Google
Signals for your data collection.
2. Users – This is the number of visitors to your website within a designated date range.
3. New Users – Just like it sounds, this is the number of first-time visitors to your site. Now remember, unless you have cross
device tracking enabled for your Google Analytics account, this number might include some users who are on different
devices than on their first visit.
In our report, it tells us that we have 504 users who have completed 587 sessions within our date range. This means that
some of our users have had multiple sessions. We also see that 488 of those users have never been to our site before! This
is where the chart New vs Returning Users pulls its data from.
Unless the user clears their browser cache, the Google Analytics cookie will be valid for 18 months. This means that if the
visitor browsing your blog were to come back to your website within 18 months, then they are not seen as a new user but,
instead, a returning user. Every time that same user revisits your website, then the 18-month cookie window begins again.
This is why our sessions are almost always going to be lower than our number of users.

4. Bounce Rate – When a user comes to your website and leaves without visiting another page, Google Analytics records
this as a bounce. Usually a high bounce rate is indicative of a website not meeting your user’s expectations. Think of a time
where you clicked on an article or a link and realized it wasn’t what you were looking for. If you left without browsing
through the website a little more, you bounced.
You might ask what a healthy bounce rate is for a website. The answer is that it depends on the industry and the purpose
of a page. The below graphic from ConversionXL shows how the website type can vastly affect your bounce rate. So if
your website is blog heavy, then the 62.18 percent bounce rate in our above example is not terrible at all!

5. Pages per Session – This engagement metric tells you, on average, how many pages on your website users are
visiting before leaving.
6. Average Session Duration – This metric measures the average time spent on your website and is a good indication of how
users are engaging with your website’s content. If they are leaving right away, you know that you have some work to do on
creating more engaging content on your site.
7. Pageviews – This is a measure of how many pages were viewed within your date range. Every time a user clicks on a
different page on your site and the URL changes, a new pageview is recorded. If you dig into a Behavior report, you are
going to see a few metrics that are the same as in our Audience report and a few that are different:

8. Unique Pageviews – Sometimes a user will view a page more than once. That’s why we usually see higher pageviews
than unique pageviews.
9. Average Time on Page –This metric measures how long someone spends on a single page. It is similar to the Average
Session Duration report, except that we are looking at a single page’s performance rather than a user’s entire visit.

Setting Up Google Analytics Goals
If there are specific actions that you want users to take when they are on your site, a great way to measure your site’s
effectiveness is with Google Analytics Goals. Most photographers want potential clients to fill out a contact form, so we will
use this as our example goal. But unless Google Analytics knows what that looks like it will be unable to track it.
The easiest way to set up a goal is to have a thank you page that a user is sent to only after filling out your contact form. By
telling Google Analytics that the goal is to have users land on that thank you page, it is able to measure the amount of people
completing the form. For example, if your contact form is on yourexamplesite.com/contact, and when someone submits the
form the URL changes to yourexamplesite.com/thank you, then we can easily track this as a goal!
The important part is that the URL is changing (remember how we discussed that a pageview is measured when the URL
changes?). Unfortunately, some sites have built-in contact forms where the URL doesn’t change after someone submits the
contact form. So, we highly recommend testing your contact form to see if the URL changes. If it doesn’t change, it can still be
tracked as a goal, but it requires more advanced coding which is beyond the scope of this article.
To set up your goal, copy the URL of your thank you page. Now in your Google Analytics Account, click on the Conversions
report. In Overview, you will be prompted to set up your first goal. Click on New Goal.

(Later you can set up more goals by clicking the gear icon in the bottom left of your screen which will take you to your Admin
panel. Then under View, click on Goals.)

Under Goal setup, you can either choose a Template goal that fits your specific situation, or click on Custom. For a contact
form submission, Register online or Custom could work. I’m going to go with Custom. Hit Continue.

Next, you will be prompted to fill out information about your goal. I’ve named mine “Contact Form Submission.” Because we
will be using a thank you page to set this goal up, click on Destination for your type. Hit Continue.

Under Goal details, paste the thank you page URL that you came to after testing your contact form. Click Save.

You’re done! Give your site some time to collect data. When you return, you can go into your Conversions > Overview
report to see what percentage of your users are completing this goal. Like bounce rate, the conversion rate of every site is
going to be different. But if you see that your site is converting about two percent of your visitors then you know you’re on
the right track. If you see numbers lower than this, it’s a great opportunity to think about how to make it so that the content
on your site encourages users towards the goals you have for your site!

The most important person you need to satisfy is yourself. Because if you stop loving
what you do, you’ll stop fighting for it, stop creating it. And, eventually, completely fail
to profit from it.
– Christopher James

Facebook Insights
You already know that if you want to grow your photography business on social media, then Facebook is one of the most
important places for you to show up. The problem for many of us is that we feel like our marketing efforts on Facebook are
often a shot in the dark, fumbling to see what kinds of posts will get engagement and what won’t.
So many photographers feel at the mercy of complex algorithms that limit their posts, and thus their ability to grow their
business with Facebook. And while we can’t change the algorithms that govern Facebook, we can pay attention to what
works and refine our strategies over time.
Luckily, Facebook provides highly detailed analytics and insights on pages and posts to help you in that effort.

What Is Facebook Insights and Why Use It?
Facebook Insights is a robust tool that is given to all admins of Facebook Business Pages, and it gives you the ability to
understand how your Page and its content is performing. It will let you track the number of fans your Page has, when they are
online, and where you are gaining new followers. It will also give you insight into what the best time of the day to post is, what
day of the week has been working best for your posts, and which content has been the most engaging to your audience.
In 2018, Facebook made big changes to its algorithm and announced that it would begin to prioritize content from
users’ family and friends. This was a big blow to businesses because it meant that it can be even harder to reach your
audience on Facebook. However, according to Facebook, they are looking to highlight content that they deem creates
a meaningful interaction.
This is where Facebook Insights comes in handy. Using it to understand your Facebook Page’s metrics will give you the data
and insight that you need to make sure your posts are creating the meaningful interactions that Facebook is looking for. By
using Insights, you can put yourself back into the driver’s seat of your Facebook marketing strategy instead of sending posts
into the void and crossing your fingers that the algorithm will be kind.

How to Use Facebook Insights
Insights are accessible at the top of your Facebook navigation bar when you’re on a Facebook Page that you admin.

From your Insights tab, you will be brought to the Overview section where you will find a wealth of data. This could be
considered the 10,000-foot view of how your Business Page has been performing. By default, you will see data for the last
seven days, but you can open up the timeframe to 28 days.

Facebook Insights Overview
Let’s dive into the data you can see in the Overview tab to understand how your Page has been performing. If you have a
smaller fan base, you may find that your Insights are limited especially around demographic information of your followers.
This is because Facebook makes it a policy to not reveal demographic information for audiences or audience segments under 1,000.
So, if you have a smaller audience, or
also post infrequently, you may find that
some data points will say “insufficient
data.” This just means that you may
need to up your post frequency and
work on growing your audience before
you can use your data.
Page Summary
The first thing you will see in your
Overview is the Page Summary. This is
broken down into the top metrics that
Facebook considers important.
You can open up the timeframe to the 28day max in order to see any trends that
might have occurred. The line graphs
displayed in the Overview section can help
you see where your lulls occurred and
where there was a spike in activity.

Your Five Most Recent Posts
When you scroll down in your Overview, you will see the five most recent posts to your Page. This is a good place to see how
your recent posts have performed. You can also look back a little further than the last five posts by clicking on See All Posts.

Some data points in your Insights Overview are more meaningful than others, so let’s define them so that you can decide
which ones will be useful to your photography business.
Pages to Watch
Facebook allows you to choose Pages that you consider to be competitors or industry leaders, to keep tabs on how many
posts they had the past week and how much engagement they got.

Some data points in your Insights Overview are more meaningful than others, so let’s define them so that you can decide
which ones will be useful to your photography business.

Actions on Page
The first data graph we see on the top left-hand side of our Overview is Actions on Page. Facebook defines this as: “The
number of clicks on your Page's contact info and call-to-action button.” This means that in the About section of your Page,
Facebook is tracking clicks on the Get Directions button, as well as clicks on your phone number and website.

If you click on the small Actions on Page graph in your Overview, it will take you to more in-depth data where you can open
up your date range even further.

Page Views
The next small graph in your Overview is Page Views. Facebook defines this metric as the number of times a Page’s profile
has been viewed by both people logged in and logged out of it. If you click on this graph, you are taken to a more in-depth
Page Views section and can see both the total views and the sections of your Page that got the most views.

With a small data set, Facebook won’t let you see information on the demographics of your Page viewers. But you can scroll
down in this section to see the biggest traffic sources for your Page:

Page Previews
This is an odd metric that is defined as
the number of times people hovered over
your Page name or profile picture to see
a preview of your Page content. So if
someone sees your post in their News
Feed or in a Group, and they peek at your
Page without visiting, you could use this
as an Awareness metric.

Page Likes
Page Likes is a simple metric; it is just the new people who have clicked “Like” on your Page. This number is a combination of
new audience members that you’ve gotten from both paid and organic posts. If you click on the little graph, you will be taken
to your Page Likes section where you can see more in-depth data such as a breakout of where new fans are coming from.

While many marketers will say that Page Likes is a vanity metric, unless someone likes or follows your Page it is difficult to
reach them with your message. So our advice is not to worry too much about the number of likes you have. Use this to keep
an eye on your Page Likes as a measure of how you’re growing your audience, but also keep in mind that you only want an
audience that is truly engaged with your content. It’s better to have 100 fans who really engage than 100,000 that were
purchased and don’t interact with your posts.

Page Likes Versus Page Followers
We’re going to take a moment here to differentiate between Page Likes versus Page Followers. Facebook introduced Page
Followers some time ago. When you like a Page, it serves as an endorsement of the Page and others can see you like it; you
also automatically follow that Page. Following a Page means that you will stay informed about new posts made without
becoming a fan. Users can also unfollow your Page after liking it.
If you find that you have a vast difference in quantity between follows and likes, you may want to track those metrics
separately. Otherwise, you may just want to track Page Likes as an indicator of Page growth.

Post Reach
This is one metric you should pay a lot of attention to when
gauging the success of your marketing efforts on Facebook.
Because the fight for Pages to be seen in the Newsfeed
continues to be an uphill battle, we are constantly striving to
share content that is relevant and engaging to our audience.
When the Facebook algorithm sees that a post is doing
especially well with our audience, it will potentially reward the
post with more exposure in the Newsfeed.
The Data Portal’s Digital 2019: Global Digital Overview cites
six percent as the global average reach for organic posts. In
the footnote, they also caution that Pages with higher
numbers of followers could potentially see even less reach.

So if you have decided to start benchmarking your Post Reach, you can use the six percent mark as your global average. Keep
in mind if you have a large following, your numbers might be slightly lower. But these numbers help us keep our reach in
context and understand that our posts may never reach our entire audience.
If you dig into your Post Reach metrics more deeply, you can see a few extra data points. One is the number of people who
were reached per day.

Scroll down and you can see a little bit more about the engagement your posts have had.

Post Engagements
Post Engagements will give you a more complete picture of how your content is performing.

If you see a drop in your engagement, don’t immediately panic! While it might mean you need to adjust your strategy, you
also need to take seasonality into account. Let’s look at the above comparison, for example. With Easter and Passover,
as well as many schools being on break during the time period shown, it could mean that engagement on Facebook
dropped for many kinds of businesses.

When you click into your Post Engagements graph, it will take you deeper into your post performance data. At the top of the
page, you’ll see data on when your fans are online.

Facebook also lets you take a look at how different Post Types are performing. Although it does not specify the time period,
we assume that like the data showing when your fans are online, the Post Types data is also for the recent one-week period.

If you have been posting on Facebook regularly, take a look at how your past posts have been performing. Can you make
connections between what is performing well and why? If so, consciously test some of these tactics to see if you can fill your
content calendar with similar content.

Competitor Performance
If you explore the Posts section, you can see that Facebook also gives you Top Posts from Pages You Watch.

Demographic Details of Your Fans
One thing that Facebook does not make easily accessible in your Overview is the demographic information on the
people who like your Page. To access that, you’ll need to navigate down to the People section on the left -hand side of
your Insights page.
Here you will be able to dig into information on your fans, followers, the people your posts are reaching, and the people
engaging with your posts. Keep in mind that if you have under 1,000 fans, you might not have access to this information as it
would be a privacy concern.
While the demographic information on your fans is important, our recommendation is to keep a close watch on the data
around People Reached versus People Engaged.

Further down on the People page, you can see the countries and cities that your fans hail from, as well as the language they
speak. If your business relies on local customers, you will want to pay close attention to the cities your fans come from to
make sure you’re reaching relevant people.

Overall, this is important data to consider when thinking about your ideal client avatar as well as the content that you create
in your social media strategy. If you find that your demographic data is not in line with your ideal client avatar, it might be
time to rethink what you have been posting on Facebook and the kinds of fans that you have been attracting.

Applying Insights to Your Facebook Strategy
Now that you know where to find the most important organic metrics for your Facebook Page, you can begin to track your
performance and see what is working for you, what has worked in the past, and what is working for your competitors. Not
only will you be able to see what post types work best for your Page, but you will be able to see exactly how many people
were reached and how many engaged.
By comparing this data to your content calendar and your overall social media strategy and ideal client avatar, you will be
able to track and chart the success of your Facebook marketing efforts. If something really engages your fanbase, ask
yourself why. The same goes for when a post falls flat. By keeping an open mind to testing, and tracking your data over time,
you will be able to curate a calendar of content that continues to teach you about the wants and needs of your audience.

I have a lot of friends at National Geographic who tell me that even though their pictures
are going to be on the cover or in a 20-page story a year after they shoot the pictures,
they actually get a greater sense of satisfaction going back to their hotel at night after
the day of shooting, posting a picture on Instagram, waking up the next morning, and
seeing that 200,000 people liked it.
– Rick Smolan

Instagram Analytics
While you certainly don’t need to seek influencer status to see results from Instagram, there are a few things that influencers
know that every photographer should take note of. Influencers study their following and know what works to engage the
tribe that they’ve built. Before Instagram rolled out business accounts, users either had to do guesswork and follow their gut
to test what worked for their audiences or invest in third-party tools to see the data on their accounts.
Instagram began beta testing new Business Profiles in 2016. Today, everyone has access to them, and Instagram’s native
analytics comes free with Business Profiles. Despite being owned by Facebook, Instagram’s native analytics are still nowhere
as powerful as Facebook’s native Insights. So, we will be going over everything that you can learn about your audience and
growing your Instagram account using native analytics.

Why You Should Care About Your Instagram Analytics
Too many businesses approach social media without a strategy in place. Investing time and resources into social media
without a plan, and without measuring results, is like spending your time and money in a casino. Sometimes you win big, and
other times you walk away with nothing.
At the end of the day, you need to understand the data of what works for your business. This empowers you to make
informed decisions that will create the kind of growth you need to achieve your business goals.

Let’s think of an example: your business is selling fine art landscape prints and you use Instagram as a gallery to showcase all
of your work. As a part of your strategy, you might want to begin testing images that show your prints framed on the walls of
beautifully designed interiors to appeal more to prospective buyers. You’ve also heard that Instagram Stories are a great way
to showcase your business while still keeping to a specific aesthetic in your profile gallery.
By using the data from your Instagram analytics on how your audience is engaging by liking, commenting, and clicking,
you’ll be able to see what content is resonating and what isn’t. You’ll be able to see if images of your p rinted products
perform better than showcasing the image itself, or if different post types such as carousels and videos get better
reach and engagement.
From here you’ll be able to do comparisons and make a decision about your content mix, and whether you need to get your
audience imagining what your print would look like on their wall, or if you need to be showing more detail shots.

How to Access Your Instagram Analytics
Right now, Instagram analytics are only available to Business
Profiles. If you’ve been running a personal account so far, but
you’re serious about using Instagram to grow your photography
business, then we recommend making the switch.
If you’re already set up with a Business Profile, then you can
easily access your analytics in the Instagram app by navigating
from your settings to your Insights tab.
Currently, Instagram’s native analytics only give you data on
the past seven days for many of the metrics that it tracks. It also
takes seven days to report on other metrics, such as followers.
So this means that unless you’re using a third-party app to track
your Instagram performance, you’ll need to look at your
Insights data on a weekly basis to get a healthy idea of how your
content is performing.

Instagram Activity Insights
The first section you’ll see when accessing your Instagram Insights is the
Activity tab. Here is where you will see the Interactions on your profile for the
week, and how your profile was discovered. Instagram defines Interactions on
your profile as Profile Visits and Website Clicks.
Contact requests will be tracked as well, depending on the options you’ve
chosen in your profile (email, phone calls, or directions).
Because Instagram doesn’t allow links in posts, and relegates them to your
profile, you may want to track the ratio of profile visits to website clicks.
AdStage estimated that at the end of 2019, the average click-through rate on
Instagram ads was only 0.44 percent.
While this isn’t a perfect comparison, it does give us an interesting benchmark. If
we’re actively trying to promote a product launch or new offering in our organic
posts, we’d be curious to see if our click-through rate was to go up. Depending
on what your goals are for your photography business and posts, you can do
similar calculations for Emails, Phone Calls, and Get Directions clicks.

When you scroll down in your Activity tab, you’ll also see the Discovery
section. Here you can see your account Reach on a daily basis for the past
seven days, as well as how many Impressions you received. Reach is the
number of unique accounts that have seen any of your posts, while
impressions is the total number of times that your posts have been seen.
Your impressions will probably always be higher than your reach simply
because users often see your posts more than once.

Instagram Content Insights
The second tab available in your Instagram Insights is for the Content you’ve posted in the past week. Here you’ll see the
performance of your Feed Posts, Stories, and Promotions:

This is where you can see how many posts you’ve made in the past seven days, compared to the prior week.

Further down on the Content tab, you can see the three most recent feed posts and stories you’ve shared and the number of
impressions they have gotten. If you’ve shared a post or story recently, it can give you a skewed sense of the data. For
example, if you just posted something an hour or two before checking this data, your most recent feed post will probably
have a lot fewer impressions. So keep this in mind when examining your numbers.
Now, if you were to see similar numbers and you know that you didn’t just post something, then it would be important to ask
yourself some questions about what changed from post to post. For example, did you try posting a completely different kind
of image? Were you testing out new hashtags? Or did you try posting at a new time? Any number of these factors could cause
a big change in whether enough people engaged with your post to signal to the algorithm that it was content worth
distributing further.
If you’ve been boosting Instagram posts, you’ll also find information about
your promotions here.

Historical Content Insights on Feed Posts
One area that Instagram does give you historical insights beyond the past
week is your post performance. By clicking on See All, either for your feed
posts or stories, you can analyze what content has been the most effective.
The maximum lookback window is two years, and you can analyze by post
type (Photo, Video, Carousel, or Shopping Posts which are only accessible
through certain partners like Shopify) and by engagement type (Likes,
Impressions, Comments, etc.).
While the two-year lookback option is nice, when you’re analyzing your
content, try looking at different time periods. You might find more
actionable insights by looking at a 30-day window because your style or
strategy could have shifted (right image).

Individual Post Performance
To see how a specific feed post performed, you can click on it either from
Insights or from your profile. You’ll see a small link in the left-hand corner
to View Insights (left image).
Here you will be able to see the same metrics, but only for a specific post,
instead of for your overall account. At the top, we can see how many likes,
comments, shares, and saves the specific post got. Further down, we can
also see how many Actions – and which Actions – were taken on our
profile as a result of the post.
While this information is nice, the data that we find to be the most
valuable is under the Discovery section. Here we can see how many
follows we got and what our reach was.

With the right hashtag strategy, you can greatly increase the number of accounts you reach and engagement on your images.
While Instagram Insights won’t tell you which hashtags are the ones that spark the most engagement or impressions, you can
usually guess. To do this, look at the hashtags you’ve used for a post, and if you find that you’re in the top section of a
particular hashtag feed, you can guess that it’s what worked for you.
Hashtag performance will vary from post to post, and day to day. So when you dig into the performance of your individual
feed posts, be sure to pay close attention to where your impressions are coming from. If you see that you’re getting a lot of
impressions from accounts that don’t follow you, then it’s worth taking some extra time to see if any hashtags you’ve used
have made it to the top of their feed.

Historical Content Insights on Story Posts
With stories, the historical insights that you can see are a little different. Instagram only gives us a 14-day window and we
can see performance based on metrics like Follows, Impressions, Link Clicks, Forward, Exited, etc.

Because some metrics that stories are measured by are different from feed posts, let’s look at how Instagram those unique
metrics:
• Taps Forward – This is the number of times someone taps to skip
to the next piece of your story. Instagram’s algorithm can look at
this as a sign of people not being engaged with a story. So if you
use stories to show people your editing process and use text like
“Tap to Edit,” just be aware that Instagram might not see this as a
positive engagement. Try adding text to these stories so that
people will hold their thumb down and pause the story, thereby
showing the algorithm that people were engaged.
• Taps Back – This is the number of times someone taps to go
backwards to a previous piece of your story. A tap back lets
Instagram know that people want to re-review your story and
this sends a message to the algorithm that they want to spend a
little more time on it.
• Replies – This is the number of times people send you messages
through the Send Message option on your story. When people
send you messages from your stories, it shows a very positive
level of engagement to Instagram, and your stories will show up
more often at the top of people’s home screens as a result. So
experiment with asking questions or soliciting feedback to get
more replies!
• Exits – This is the number of times someone leaves the stories
viewer to return to their main Instagram feed. If you have a
string of stories that have an overarching narrative, ideally you
want a lower number of exits. But if you’re posting stories
sporadically, this metric might be less meaningful to you.
• Next Story – The number of taps to the next account’s story.
While slightly different than exits, it’s helpful to look at this
metric in a similar context. If you post one-off stories, then
this metric will have less value to you. But if you’re posting a
string of videos in your stories, or text/image posts that tie
together, and you have a high Next Story rate, this could be a
sign of poor engagement.

Individual Story Performance
As with individual feed posts, you can see the performance of
individual stories as well. However, you can only see the detailed
performance data of a story during the 24-hour window that it’s
live. To see the data of a live story, click on the bottom left-hand
corner.

By default, this shows you who has seen your story. But in this new window, if you toggle to the graph icon, you will be able to
see the data that has been collected on your story:

Keeping tabs on your daily story performance can help you to learn what kinds of posts are the most engaging to
your audience!

Instagram Audience Insights
When you navigate to the Audience tab in your Insights, you will be able to see how many followers you have, your follower
growth, as well as basic information about who your followers are.
The first metric that you’ll get is your follower count and its growth over the prior week. Unfortunately, Instagram does not
give you a longer lookback window on this, which would be really valuable to photographers looking to grow their audience.
There are some third-party apps that will track this information for you, but so far Instagram doesn’t offer the nice historical
data that Facebook does.
So for now, if follower growth is important to you, take a look at this metric on a weekly basis. The nature of Instagram is that
people follow and unfollow pretty regularly, so don’t check your follower count on a daily basis. You’ll just make yourself
crazy that way. But check your Insights, and if you’re seeing that week over week your follower count is growing, then you’re
doing something right. If you see a spike in followers over the prior week, take note of that and look at your feed post and
story insights. This will help you understand if a specific post helped grow your following for that week.

You’ll also get your top locations in your Audience Insights. You can toggle between Cities and Countries and this
information can be especially useful if you have a local business. For example, if you sell photography props within a certain
radius, but your following is located outside of that radius, you might want to shift your strategy to use more local hashtags
or geo-tags (below left image).
You’ll also get your top age ranges and binary genders. For gender, you can click between Men and Women to see the
breakdown. This is particularly helpful in making sure that you’re reaching the audience that you’ve defined in your ideal
client avatar exercises (right image).

Lastly, Instagram gives you information on when your audience is
online. It gives you the breakdown in both Hours and Days. When
you’re looking at a breakdown of hours, you can pan through each
day to see when your followers are online the most (right).
Looking at the breakdown can help you decide which days of the
week are most valuable for you to post. Check back regularly
because this data changes depending on how users interact with
Instagram.

Using Instagram Insights to Make Strategic Decisions
Sometimes being on social media can feel like you’re posting to please the algorithms. But those algorithms have been
designed to try to help us have the best possible experience when we’re on social media. So if you approach your overall
Instagram strategy as trying to provide value to your audience, and look at your Insights as a tool to measure how well that
strategy is working, it’s not just a shot in the dark anymore! Instead you’ll be making informed, strategic decisions about what
to post and when. By using your Insights as guideposts, you should find that you’re more easily able to achieve your goals and
see results on Instagram!

“In my experience it does not work to try to find the
single best avenue and then concentrate on that. For
people to become familiar with your photography they
have to see it coming at them from multiple sources.”
– Jim Richardson

It takes hard work to get a photography business off the ground. And while we talk a lot about having a strong
marketing strategy and using effective tactics, one of the best ways to reach a broader audience is to get media
coverage of your business.
Back before bloggers, YouTubers and Instagrammers gained near-celebrity status as influencers, you had to rely on
newspapers or magazines to cover you. Getting press was usually the territory of PR firms that commanded top dollar to get
their clients mentioned where it mattered. These days, there are so many ways to have your business featured. If you can
define the niche audience you serve, there are bound to be online magazines, blogs, and influencers who are a good fit.
Media coverage can come in many forms. One of the most valuable is content created about you or your photography work
with a link back to your site. The more of this kind of attention you can get from reputable online sources, the more you’re
able to show search engines that your website is valuable. But even social media mentions on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube,
or Twitter can add a lot of value to your business by driving qualified traffic to your site!
One of the best things about getting media coverage in today’s digital age is that you don’t have to have a big budget to get
started. You do, however, have to think like a PR agency. It takes some savvy and know-how to get the coverage that can
mean growth for your photography business. So let’s talk about what you need to know and do to get your own media
strategy in place!

Step 1: Know Who You Want to Reach
If you were to hire a PR agency, one of the first questions they would ask you is who your ideal client or who is your audience.
You need to clearly define who matters to you and why. Too many photographers want to reach and serve everybody. But
you need to begin to really dig into the niche of who is an amazing fit for your business.
If you haven’t already defined your ideal client avatar as we discussed in Chapter 3, think about three to five of your favorite
past clients and what they have in common. Think about their demographics, their profession, their income, interests, and
beliefs. What are the problems you’re trying to help them solve? Write the answers to these questions down and keep them
somewhere that you can refer to them.
Then, think about what kind of media they consume. Try to be really specific when you think about where your ideal client
hangs out, especially online. For example, don’t just say “My ideal client spends time on Facebook.” Instead, you want to think
about the groups they might hang out in or the Pages that they might check up on regularly.

[I like to get] my favorite clients together for semi-annual dinners. I call it the "People
Who Should Know Each Other" dinner series, and we get designers, makeup artists,
agents, creative directors, photographers and editors together for small (5-8 people)
dinners at local restaurants a few times a year.
– Doug Levy

Step 2: Find Out Who Is Already Speaking to Your Ideal Client
Next, ask yourself who the influencers are that matter to your ideal client. The kind of person who obsesses about Sue
Byrce’s newest class is likely different from the one who watches every single one of Scott Kelby’s webcasts religiously . Even
if they are covering similar content, their style and approach is different, thus so is their audience.
Now begin to think niche, instead of celebrity. The Ahrefs blog has a great rundown on figuring out who the Sharks are
versus the Big Fish, Small Fish, and the Spawn. For most of us, the Sharks and the Big Fish are too big for us to fry. The Spawn
aren’t worth our time. So we need to find our Small Fish, which means finding people who are niche influencers.
If you’re struggling to come up with a list of outlets and influencers, take a few moments to spy on your successful
competitors. Use Moz’s Open Site Explorer to see what domains are linking to your competitor’s site. Just plug in the domain,
and you’ll be given stats about your competitor’s site.

Click on “Inbound Links” and choose to see “Follow” links. These are the ones that search engines see as passing authority on
with the link.

Then you’ll be sure to find some great gems of potential media outlets:

Step 3: Create an Outreach List
Once you’ve begun to get the hang of the kinds of media outlets or influencers that are already engaging with people who fit
your ideal client profile, it’s time to make an outreach list.
If you’re struggling to flesh this list out, start with one or two influencers or outlets. Then start looking at who follows them.
Check out the profiles of their followers. Chances are you’ll be able to mine some good niche influencers by digging into this.
You can also subscribe to the Group High newsletter, where you’ll get monthly lists of influencers in specific niches.

First, figure out who you are as a photographer. Then, send promos which support
that identity. Develop an "A-List" of potential clients who you would love to work with.
These should be agencies & brands whose marketing and brand messaging is in line
with your style of shooting. The A-List gets the most frequent (and more targeted)
promos. Additionally, you can cast a wider net (maybe with less frequent updates) by
sending "overview" promos and updates to as many other agencies you can find. You
never know when an agency might land a new account that suits your style.
– Cory Johnson of Kremer/Johnson

Step 4: Familiarize Yourself with Your Outreach Targets
One of the biggest outreach sins is to email someone, asking them for press, without knowing anything about them. You need
to learn everything you can about the influencers and sites you want to have feature you. This way you can understand what
you offer to both them and their audiences.
Some of the most established blogs and websites actually have a set protocol on how they want to be contacted. So make a
note of the following things:
• Lots of publications have feature sections. Ask yourself what sections of the blog, magazine or news site are a good fit to
feature your business.
• Has content like yours been featured before? If so, are you offering a new perspective or spin?
• Who is the best contact person? Again, larger websites or newspapers have multiple writers so figure out if individual
writers accept pitches or if you need to contact a generic newsdesk email.
As you’re doing your research and building your list, check out these outreach tools that Shopify recommends. Some tools
are extensions that help you see under the hood of a website which will let you know some real-life numbers about their
visitors and if this outlet is worth your time. Other tools scrape data on influencers which you can use later to put together
more relevant and meaningful outreach emails!

Step 5: Figure Out What You’re Going to Pitch
Before you begin emailing your media prospects, you need to figure out what you will be asking them to feature. Remember,
the media doesn’t exist simply to promote your business. So you need to think about what’s in it for them.

Many blogs, websites and influencers live and die by their traffic and engagement numbers. So your pitch needs to be able to
drive traffic for your media targets. In order to do that, it needs to interest their audience. Whether it’s a passion project
you’ve been working on, or a new product that you’ve just released, here are the questions that you should be able to answer
for media outlets when you’re pitching:
•
•
•
•

How is this story or product relevant to their audience?
Is this something their audience will care about?
Is this newsworthy?
If not newsworthy, can it somehow evoke an emotion in their reader? Will it delight them, surprise them, entertain
them, etc.?
• Why is it important for them to run this story now?

Step 6: Craft Your Outreach
Now that you’ve compiled your outreach list and know what to pitch, it’s time to start reaching out. Some bigger blogs
will have a section where you can submit your business to be featured, but this isn’t the most effective way to go
about media outreach.
Instead, you want to write about what it is you can offer this blog, newspaper, or influencer. Do you have a photo series that
would be the perfect tug on the heart strings of a blog’s readers? Or maybe you have a new piece of software or a preset pack
that an influencer can review. Talk about the benefit to the influencer or blogger, as well as the benefit to their audience.
Here are some best practices to keep in mind when crafting your outreach email:
• Keep it short!
Most of the people you’re emailing are extremely busy and don’t have time to read a seven-paragraph email. Make it
scannable and succinct.
• Share something specific about their brand, product, or blog that you like.
It’s important for these influencers to know that you know who they are and what they do. No one wants any of this “I’ve
been a long-time reader.” It sounds phony.
• Be specific about how your product, article, or photoshoot could be of interest to them AND their reader.
This is a great place to tie in something that they have shared before. For example, “I loved the dudeoir mermen
photoshoot you shared back in July, and I think that you and your readers would love my sexy lumberjacks
calendar shoot.”
• Express your gratitude.
Thank them for their time and consideration, just for reading your email! Remember, they are busy, and acknowledging
that their time is valuable can go a long way!
• Make sure to follow up!
Remember how we said these people are busy? Do yourself and them a favor by politely following up!
You can also improve your chances of getting your email opened and replied to by using a strong (non spammy!)
subject line. If you’re promoting a product, offer them a sample and include a phone number if they have questions. If
you don’t hear back, feel free to follow up in a week. If you don’t hear back after that, move on. You can always come
back to that influencer in a few months.

A well-written submission through a big brand's 'Contact Us' website link almost
always penetrates a brand's marketing armor and is seen by decision makers... I
believe most people underestimate how common it is for a key decision maker to be the
primary filter for those messages and therefore provides a direct communiqué to a
photographer's prime target. If you word the email well, you'll either get a response
from the decision maker or [their] subordinate who has received a direct mandate
from the decision maker to follow up with your message. Either way, the clever
photographer has accomplished what they long search for pretty easily and conveniently.
– Nayo Martinez

How to NEVER Approach Someone
We’ve all been on the receiving end of bad outreach. If you’re working on building a photography business, then
you’ve probably been on the receiving end of at least one spammy email like this trying to sell you on something like
crappy SEO services:

Maybe you haven’t gotten a spammy email yet, but bad outreach is everywhere. And bad outreach is one of the best ways to
ensure that someone doesn’t work with you!
When doing outreach, whether for press, networking opportunities, or places to show our work, it’s important to have the
right etiquette. The people that you want to work with, who can open doors for your photography business to grow, are busy.
They don’t want to sort through spammy emails or vague requests that offer to “see how we can help each other.”
You need to make sure that your outreach doesn’t end up in the digital equivalent of the circular file. So here are some things
you should make sure to never do when doing outreach:
1. The Generic Outreach Email
Because they’re generic, these emails read like spam to the person you’re trying to reach. Typically, they display
no understanding of the person you are trying to reach, the actual needs or interests of that person, or the
specifics of how you can help.
Here’s another example. Internationally renowned fine art photographer Brooke Shaden shared one of her biggest
outreach mistakes on her blog:

The first time I wrote to galleries I was 22 years old. I put 100 gallery emails, after a ton of research, in
the TO line of my email. Not the BCC line… And I hit send. It was a terrible move, the kind that many less
optimistic people would give up at after receiving some very harsh emails back, such as I did.
Because she sent a single email to 100 different galleries, even if they were a perfect fit for her art, these emails were not
customized to the people who were receiving them. Most galleries probably just deleted the email. Maybe a few of them
reported it as spam. Those few who took the time to write back a harsh email were likely in the minority. But we can see
from this example that a worst-case scenario when we do generic outreach is that we potentially alienate people who
could be beneficial to work with.
2. Mass Emails
Taking another cue from the above example, never mass email people. Even if you do remember to put all the email
addresses into the BCC line, people can spot a template email from a mile away. That’s because, by nature, it’s generic.
Yes, emailing people one at a time will be more time intensive, but it’s worth it to craft personalized outreach because it
will be vastly more effective!
3. Template Emails
Influencers can get hundreds of emails a day and can usually recognize a template email immediately.
The Ahrefs blog shares examples of common templates like the ones below that somewhere along the line people were
taught to use in their outreach. Avoid them.
•
•
•
•

Hey, I just found your post: http://post1
It links to this post: http://post2
I have a similar post: http://post3
Please link to me too

In fact, if you can, avoid template emails all together. Ok, so we’re not telling you to write 100 emails from scratch. But your
outreach needs to be crafted to the specific person you are trying to work with, with a specific reason that benefits them.

If you must use a template, follow these best practices:
• Tell the person you’re contacting which of their articles or posts made you want to contact them, or why you want your
work featured in their publication or gallery.
• Let them know what you thought of that article or why you’re a fan of their publication.
• Then tell them how your photo series, article, or service relates to them and their audience.
• Explain what makes what you’re offering unique and why they should be interested.
• Ask them what they think.
This template practically forces personalization!

I know we live in a digital age, but maybe get old-fashioned and actually look up the
name of the person at the publication or the person that runs that conference and
hand address a letter to them. And I know it sounds corny as hell, but you can print up
a little foldable brochure now. If I was trying to get work right now, I would do that.
Because I just think that now so few people send anything by mail, and you can stand
out that way.
– Rick Smolan

Honing Your Outreach Skills
While doing media outreach to get press coverage is an important activity in your marketing wheelhouse, it’s not something
you do once and then forget about. It might take time to get traction. Initially, you might get frustrated by the rejections, or
you might not even hear back from certain outlets. Know that this is totally normal and ok.
Think of media outreach as a new skill that you need to hone over time. You’ll begin to pay attention to what works, and what
doesn’t. You’ll begin to improve your research skills, figuring out what kinds of influencers are the best fit, and you’ll also
figure out how to send better emails.
Over time, you’ll also get some wins. They may be small, but remember: it’s the small fish we’re after! As you get better at
outreach, and begin to build a healthy portfolio of press and links to your site, you’ll naturally be able to go after bigger
outlets and bigger opportunities! All the while, your photography business will grow, attracting the right kind of clients!

“I do think hyper concentration on details of your website,
social media, and those types of efforts are the time
wasters. No one thinks about you more than you do. So
make an impression in a specific thought-out way, but
then just do it quickly and don't sweat the details.”
– Reuben Krabbe

Photographers are, on the whole, control freaks. We tend to get emotionally invested in our work and a little touchy about
accepting help, even when we need it. But when we’re knee-deep in post-processing and five weeks behind on our web
galleries, most of us start to feel ready to let go of a few things.
Smart delegating can be the difference between a normal amount of stress and a serious case of burnout. While we would all
love to have complete autonomy over our photography, from planning the shoot to delivering the files, the fact of the matter
is that once you reach a certain workload, one person simply can’t do it all. Delegating tasks is not a sign of weakness and it’s
not a cop out, it’s good business. But you don’t want to hand over your reins to just anyone, so let’s talk about some of the
options that are available to you as a photographer.

Outsourcing
Turning over tedious tasks that aren’t in your wheelhouse can not only increase your efficiency, they can open up time for
you to pursue things you might have thought were still out of your reach. Freelancers can be very affordable, especially if you
consider how much more appealing you will be to your clients when every aspect of your brand is professionally done. Want
to start a photography blog to drive traffic to your site? Hire a writer. Need a social media manager to plan a stand-out
Instagram gallery? Find one! Everything from photo assistants to web developers is available to you if you just know where
to look.

Finding Freelancers
There are a slew of services that will help you find a freelancer for your project, but it’s important to know the pros
and cons of the service you choose, and how to use it to find what you need. Here we’ll talk about three of the frontrunners: Upwork, Fiverr, and People Per Hour. They’re by no means your only options, but you’ve got a great shot at
finding affordable, quality work with any of them, and you’ll also benefit from an extra layer of protection that’s not
available to you on Craigslist. More on that below.

Upwork
Upwork is well known in the freelancing world and like pretty much anything that exists, some people love it and some
people hate it. Despite its clear popularity, Upwork has been under fire for everything from its fee structure to its bright
green color scheme. As with all three of the services we’ll cover here, signup is free. Upwork has a wide range of professionals
and a robust infrastructure, with features that make it an attractive choice if you can live with the trade-offs.
Pros:
• Projects can be structured as hourly or at a fixed rate. Freelancers can screenshot their work for hourly projects to keep
you updated on their progress.
• The mobile app continues to improve over time. As of right now, you can check on projects, payments, and proposals, and
stay on top of your messaging.
• Freelancers can take tests for certifications that prove their abilities. These tests tend to be very in-depth and can be a
good indicator of their skill level.
• Their business tools make it easy to see current and past projects at a glance.
• There are several measures in place to protect both you and your freelancer on the payment side of things. You have a
window of time to view your freelancer’s hourly progress before they are paid, and fixed project payments go into
escrow until work is complete.

Cons:
• The messaging interface can get clunky, particularly if you work multiple jobs with the same client. Using milestones for
fixed rate projects can help with this, and you can archive old conversations.
• The fee structure is steep, especially on the freelancer’s side. More experienced professionals may pad their pricing to
accommodate the loss.
Point of Interest:
If you work with a team, you can form an agency to collaborate and share information. (Freelancers can do this, too!)

Fiverr
Originally named for the $5 “gigs” many of its freelancers offered, Fiverr has professionals at nearly every price point and
sellers of all skill levels. It’s comparable to Upwork in many ways, with a few twists. Many freelancers (and clients) choose to
utilize both and maximize their online footprint.
Pros:
• Here you’ll find the best fee structure of the three services. This is perhaps the most tempting feature, since Fiverr still
offers many of the amenities you’ll see elsewhere.
• Fiverr Pro freelancers bring more experience and expertise to the table. They proudly tout that only about one percent
of the applicants who undergo their targeted vetting process earn pro status. The application for this status requires
specific examples of past work and asks questions about their equipment and social network presences.
• Freelancers can offer specific services for a set price, saving you the trouble of posting a job and sifting through
mountains of proposals. If you’re needing a logo, for example, finding a freelancer whose portfolio fits your style and
putting in a request is far more efficient than putting out a posting.
• The mobile app is, for the most part, on par with Upwork. You can accomplish nearly everything you would need on the
go with the features it offers.
• Their business tools are competitive, pulling just ahead of Upwork with their intuitive invoicing.
Cons:
• Most freelancers agree that Fiverr is a better shake for buyers than sellers, and many have found that the support team
tends to side with buyers. This is a big negative, because a freelancer who is being treated fairly does better work and will
often charge more reasonably. A freelancer who is wary of being cheated may charge extra in anticipation of losses and
may not care to go the extra mile.
• Fiverr’s messaging system is the only one out of the three that does not have an integrated video chat option.
Point of Interest:
Some of Fiverr’s marketing is geared toward an edgier audience. For example, the new account email includes a call to action
button that reads: “Get sh*t done.” If that’s your speed, this is your service. If you prefer traditional office etiquette, you
might consider looking elsewhere.

PeoplePerHour
PeoplePerHour combines the best of Fiverr and Upwork in some ways, and has a decent setup for international work.
Reviews show a lot of polarization about this service. It has a loyal following which claims PeoplePerHour is the best of its
kind, but there are those who actively discourage others from using it due to their own poor experiences.

Pros:
• Buyers can post jobs and receive bids from sellers, or they can purchase “hourlies” (“gigs” in Fiverr) at a pre determined price.
• Fixed rate payments go into escrow to protect both buyer and seller, as with Upwork.
• “Project Streams” keep all the info from your job in one place. This is somewhat possible with Upwork’s messaging
service and on Fiverr, but PeoplePerHour seems to be the leader here.
Cons:
• There’s a clear slant toward the UK in both their marketing language and their payment. If you work in dollars, be wary of
exchange rates and hidden fees.
• Information on updated fee structures can be challenging to find.
• If you do have a dispute with your freelancer, there are reports that PeoplePerHour will not allow you to leave a poor
review following the dispute process.
Point of Interest:
Freelancers can show testimonials from clients outside of PeoplePerHour. This gives you a better -rounded idea of
seasoned freelancers who are new to the service. However, you don’t necessarily have a guar antee that these
testimonials are the real deal.

How you act in front of, speak to, and ultimately do the work for the client matters.
Professionalism matters. Kindness and being easy to work with will get you way
further in this career than fancy business cards or a flashy website.
– Dave Brosha

What to Look for in a Freelancer
If you’re hiring a professional because a particular task is not in your skill set, it can be challenging to know what you’re really
looking for. Stick to finding a good, experienced freelancer that you trust to make smart judgement calls. Let’s look at some
ways to spot a high quality freelancer:

Good Freelancers:
• Have good ratings. An experienced professional will have positive reviews and testimonials from satisfied customers.
Keep in mind that buyers can sometimes be difficult, and don’t be put off by one negative review if the majority of them
are overwhelmingly positive.
• Show samples of past work. Their portfolio will have examples of well-done projects. Also look for freelancers with live
links to paid work that appears online.
• Are qualified. If they don’t have a degree or years of experience in their field, look for certifications achieved through the
service you’ve chosen or ratings they’ve received on specific skills.

• Communicate professionally. Grammar is important, but also pay attention to tone. Are they overly casual when you
have a big project at stake? Do they ask you intelligent questions about your project? Do they respond promptly to your
inquiries?
• Know their field. Freelancers should use software, techniques, and equipment that are standard for their industry. Does
your potential assistant know how to sync an off-camera flash? If your potential photo editor isn’t using Photoshop or
Lightroom, do they have a good explanation for why, or are they just not getting enough gigs to shell out for the
subscription fee? Does your potential photo blog writer know the difference between noise and grain?
Freelancers who don’t meet all of these qualifications aren’t necessarily bad, but may be inexperienced. Feel free to lend a
helping hand here and there to up-and-coming professionals, but save your most important projects for people who have
already proven themselves capable.

How to Start Off on the Right Foot
It’s perfectly natural to want a test run before turning over important projects, but asking for free work is not only against
policy on most sites, it’s bad form. Instead, post a sample project with short-term parameters. Be clear and upfront that there
is the potential for more work once you find the right freelancer. Be ready to throw away a little money here, but set yourself
a limit. While some freelancers will be willing to do a sample at a reduced rate, others will charge full price, and they are
entirely within their rights to do so.
In general, you’ll have a better working relationship with your freelancer if you do your part to make their job go smoothly.
For example, if you’re looking for a photo editor to handle your post-processing, be sure to:
• Give them samples of your previous work or the link to your portfolio, so they can get a feel for your style.
• Know what level of edits you’re looking for. Do you want basic retouching or the whole nine yards?
• Have a general idea of how much work you’re assigning. Freelancers have to budget their time around multiple clients, so
this may determine how they prioritize your work.
• Avoid micromanaging. If you end up editing for your editor, you aren’t saving yourself time or money! Find a freelancer
that you feel confident in and don’t settle for someone you’ll constantly need to clean up after.
Humans are, of course, fallible. Prepare yourself for some growing pains as you and your new collaborator find the best way
to work together. And keep in mind: humans are not the only way to get unnecessary work off your plate! There are also
many apps and online services that can increase the efficiency of your workflow, which we’ll discuss in the next section.

Automation
While a human touch is invaluable to the creative process, there are certain things you don’t have to rely directly on another
human to complete. For example, every photographer’s workday is filled with tasks that require a minute or less of time.
Some of these are communication-based, like responding to social media comments; others are on the housekeeping end of
the spectrum, like when you are working late and need your usual dinner order sent to your studio.
It would be a waste of your resources to hire someone to complete these menial recurring tasks, but they still add up to a
surprising amount of time over the course of a day. They sometimes occur when you’re in the middle of something else,
requiring you to quickly switch gears at the expense of your focus. You can automate some of these processes using an online
or app-based service and keep your headspace clean for creativity. Or YouTube. Or Whatever.

Automating Social Media Accounts
Social media management is one such task. In today’s market, social media is the fastest way to get your brand in front of
faces, but keeping up with it is a job in and of itself. We briefly mentioned social media managers in the previous section, and
they are certainly a great resource for staying on top of your posting calendar. However, your social media – even your
business social media – can be an intimate and personal way to communicate with your audience. You can certainly be
forgiven for wanting to keep a firm hand on its message.
That’s where automation comes in. You create the posts, you plan the posts, and an intermediary service sends them out to
your social media accounts at the right time. If you’re working with other brands who have strict requirements about what
can be released and when, it’s a huge load off your mind to simply schedule that post ahead of time. Two of the stand-out
options for social media automation are Buffer and Hootsuite.

Hootsuite
Hootsuite is packed with features and offers extras at the free level compared to its competitor, Buffer. It’s a powerhouse for
large-scale businesses and includes detailed analytics at the higher pay levels. However, its interface, while pleasingly
customizable, is on the clunky side and can require extra effort to read at a glance.
Pros:
• You can manage your ad campaigns alongside your posting schedule, or you can use their standalone service (Hootsuite
Ads) in conjunction with their social media management. You can also use Hootsuite Ads with Buffer if you want to have
your cake and eat it, too.
• Responding to social media comments is simple and you can organize your dashboard to see them in a way that makes
sense to you.
• You have the option to give your entire team access, allowing different team members varied levels of access.
Cons:
• Manually scheduling your posts is the only way to guarantee your posts will go out in the order you decide.
• Business plans get pricey very quickly.
Point of Interest:
Going back to Chapter 4 for a minute, keep in mind that neither Hootsuite nor Buffer are visual planners. If a super cohesive Instagram gallery is a must for you, you may wish to use your social media management service in
conjunction with an app like Plann.

Buffer
Though Buffer technically offers the same service as Hootsuite, it’s a world away in terms of both interface and features.
Small-scale business efforts are where this service shines, and its features at the Pro level and above are sleek enough to
make up for what it lacks in other areas.
Pros:
• Monitoring RSS feeds is a lot more straightforward, helping you keep your finger to the pulse of your industry while you
plan your own content.
• Buffer’s user interface is the clear winner here. Although Hootsuite can be set up to give you more information in one
glance, it has an outdated feel.
• Use their graphics tool, Pablo, to create unique and visually appealing social media images in minutes.

Cons:
• There’s no ad management feature. You’ll need to integrate an additional service into your workflow for that.
• You cannot reply to comments without Buffer Reply, a separate service with its own pay structure.
• Fewer social media platforms are supported in comparison to Hootsuite.
Point of Interest:
New on the scene is Buffer’s latest tool: Analyze. Though Buffer’s basic analytics pale in comparison to Hootsuite’s, this
standalone may be the answer Buffer users have been wanting.

Automating Miscellaneous Tasks
For the day-to-day bits of work that take away from
your concentration, “if this, then that” automation can
make your different apps play nicely together and save
you time and mental energy. Services like IFTTT and
Zapier aim to save you time by eliminating small,
necessary tasks from your workflow (and in some
cases your life). These services are like gold to those of
us who have little to no experience with coding, but
who have a lot of code-related processes that clutter
up our lives.

My biggest waste of time has been self-doubt.
– Elise Swopes

Here’s an example: It’s always a good idea to know how much time you’re investing in your photography. It’s helpful for tax
purposes and for setting realistic pricing. Many of us use a basic Google Sheet to document that time. Ironically, this adds
time to that time and entering it piecemeal into a spreadsheet is tedious.
An “if this, then that” process can log time you physically spend at work (or on location) to your spreadsheet for you, using
location data from your phone. Work with international clients? Log the exchange rate each day. Want it to look like
someone’s at home when you’re working late at the studio? Have your smart porch light turn on at a certain time, if your
smart watch detects that you are at work. Mute your phone when you’re consulting with potential clients without awkwardly
pausing to do it yourself. You won’t realize how much time you were spending on the minutiae of your day until it’s all being
handled for you.

IFTTT
IFTTT is aptly named for the service it offers: If This, Then That. With a healthy stock of “applets” verified by major
technology players like Amazon and Google (and more being created every day), it’s a steal for the price. Which is nothing.
Pros:
• Compared to Zapier, there’s more in the way of home automation here. While this isn’t exactly a work perk, you’ll see an
increase in your focus and productivity when you can keep your home tasks running in the background.
• Mobile apps for both iOS and Android keep IFTTT in your reach even when you’re out of the studio.
• The simplified interface is ideal for people who need an easy solution to a complex problem.
• Did we mention it’s completely free? Because it’s completely free.
Cons:
• You’re limited to one process per applet. There are no chains here, which seems fair since there are no fees either.
Point of Interest:
IFTTT is a great backdoor for integrating different brand names that don’t otherwise work well together.

Zapier
“Zaps” replace applets here, but they are essentially the same thing. Zapier offers a more in-depth approach to “if this, then
that” processes, but it comes at a price and there are trade-offs.
Pros:
• There is a free account available, but it’s limited. However, you can try out premium features for 14 days.
• Easily create chain reactions to accomplish multiple things in one zap.
• Detailed zap editor allows you to put together a workflow that works for you, with a lot more information at your
fingertips.
Cons:
• There is no mobile app, which makes sense when you see how their interface works. However, it’s a significant downside
in a working environment where mobile technology fuels progress.
Point of Interest:
While it’s lacking in home automation, Zapier does have many recognizable business names in its corner. There’s plenty of
functionality to justify their paid plan.
Though we’ve covered some of the major players in each category, they are by no means your only options. It’s a fast-paced
topic and services are constantly integrating new features or dropping support for old ones. Be sure to do your own research
before committing to any service!
Don’t stand on pride if you find that success in your photography career is leading to backlogs in your editing queue and
missed calls from your clients. This just means it’s time to expand, and it has never been easier to find good help and
resources than now. Take a deep breath, find the things that are causing you to fall behind, and look for the right person or
service to efficiently and creatively get those things off your plate.

“If you're trying to stand out from the noise level – and
the noise level's pretty insane out there – you have to
think of how to make somebody think, ‘Wow, this
person, just every single time, goes the extra mile.’"
– Rick Smolan

We can’t think of any other industry that has benefited more from modern technology than photography. From the everexpanding technology inside the camera to the tools that help us market ourselves, there seems to be no end to the ways
that we as photographers can enhance our creativity, efficiency, and reach through modern tools.
This chapter is going to explore what we see as the essential new tools of modern photography and exactly how they can
help you do things that, once upon a time, would have been difficult or even impossible for a photographer. In particular, we
want to focus our attention on the tools that help you reach and market yourself to clients and potential clients. This is the
world of communications and there’s a whole host of applications just waiting for you to download them and make your life easier.
But, before we get to each tool, remember that they all have their own learning curve – and cost structure. You’ll need to
evaluate how much effort and money you want to invest in these things. They can all be very useful, but also sometimes more
demanding – or even complicated – than you may need. Here are the tools that we think are worth the investment of time or
money. You may not need every one we list, so creating your own configuration from it will help you put together a suite of
services that caters to your own particular business needs and desires.

Productivity Apps We Recommend
Obviously, communicating your photography services is key in getting your name out there. And with so much to try to keep
track of, putting in place the right set of helpful technologies to manage and organize your work makes a huge difference in
your day-to-day life as a photographer. Let’s start by looking at the tools, apps, and platforms that can best aid in your daily life.

Gmail
Gmail has not only done a stellar job of putting their entire suite of applications together (and made it accessible from
everywhere you are), but has also integrated tons of plugins and third-party add-ons to enable a lot of work to get done from
right inside your email client. The key in picking major platforms from which to communicate (like email) is in embracing one
that can grow with you (much like picking a camera system). The Google Suite, which also includes calendars, chat, contacts,
spreadsheets, slides, and much more, is a juggernaut of a platform that will continue to offer the tools you need as you grow
and evolve.
Once you’re in the Gmail system, you’ll notice that it is also a great place from which to call people (Google Voice), organize
video chats (using Google Meet), share your calendar (with a rep, client, or production team, for example), sign documents
(using HelloSign for Gmail) and many other features you may find useful, some of which we’ll get into further on.

UberConference
This app offers a hassle-free way to create conference calls with larger groups. If you’ve ever tried to get a bunch of people
on the phone at the same time, you know how complicated it can be to organize a time that works for everyone and a number
for all parties to dial into. UberConference has made it incredibly simple to set up a group call on any device, and provides
tools you never even knew you needed, like the ability to share your screen and get an indicator of who is speaking at any
given time.

Relationships and first impressions – there’s nothing better than hearing, ‘It’s good
to see you’ from a friend or client.
– Gareth Pon

Zoom and BlueJeans
Zoom and BlueJeans are both standalone alternatives to Facetime or Google (platforms not everyone is on), and both
provide a very easy way to set up a video chat with one or more people and share documents. These days, face-to-face video
chats are the communication method of choice and Zoom, especially, has proven itself to be an incredibly valuable tool. If you
aren’t well-versed in it, it’s time to get used to using video chat, as it allows a much more personal conversation than an email
or even a phone call and helps establish those tight bonds that help drive business.

FreshBooks
Hopefully, as a professional photographer, you’re spending your time on three main things: shooting, post/delivery, and
estimates/invoicing. And if you’re like most photographers, it’s that last one that you’re least versed in. FreshBooks to the
rescue. FreshBooks is an all-in-one business finance management dashboard, featuring the ability to create estimates,
invoices, and a whole lot more. And while managing your financials might seem like an internal-facing part of the business, in
fact, it turns out to be one of the major touchpoints with clients throughout the life of your relationship with them.
FreshBooks is tailor-made for a photographer’s needs specifically because it works both as your own financial books and as a
hub for your interfacing with clients, all the way through a project’s timeline.
Of special note is FreshBooks’ way of creating reusable entries for estimates and converting them to invoices. It cuts out a
ton of the long, drawn-out work when dealing with bids, RFPs, and billing. It even offers direct ACH money payments that
will go straight to your bank account.

Slack
Slack jumped on the scene a few years ago and quickly took over as one of the most popular tools for day-to-day
management of projects, offering a whole suite of ways for people to share documents, chat, look at a project schedule, and
much more. It’s a hefty platform for only a few people, so this is for the bigger photography business. If you have people in
different cities – galleries, agents, studio managers while you’re on location – then Slack provides a solution to have as much
of an intimate work environment with everyone on the same page as possible. For you smaller businesses and individual
photographers out there, you may want to put together your own, simpler system using more of the specific tools mentioned
throughout this list.

Dropbox
You likely already know Dropbox as a shared cloud storage space, and perhaps have even used it to deliver assets
before. Dropbox recently started offering Dropbox Business, which provides even more tools and space for
photographers to organize themselves. With Dropbox Business, you get to organize by project and invite others into
your folders, with a variety of permissions and editing rights. With the ability to access files both from a browser and
from your mobile device (as well as other applications’ ability to access Dropbox), this is our favorite cloud storage
option. And it’s good not just for photo files but all kinds of documents you will need as a photographer, from your W9
to your bio, logo, headshot, and so much more.

Pixieset or Evlaa
Creating online galleries for your clients is a crucial part of the photographer’s workflow and there are quite a few options
here. Our two favorites integrate directly into Lightroom, which cuts down significantly on the back and forth with clients. By
syncing client feedback to your Lightroom Smart Collection, whatever the client chooses gets updated right where you work.
Gone are the days of typing out file numbers and matching it up to whatever app you’re editing in. You can set parameters for
the ability to download files, add a watermark, rate images, and leave comments.
Of the two, Pixieset is a bit more robust, offering a rudimentary store (you’ll still need to figure out printing and shipping, but
you can certainly make sales here), while Evlaa is your more straightforward gallery posting plugin.

SmugMug
If you really want to take full advantage of online galleries with a lot of features as well as the ability to sell your prints
through your online portfolio, consider SmugMug. With the subscription, you get seamless integration into Lightroom and
the ability to store all your photos in the cloud, create individualized galleries for clients, save portfolios of your work for
presentations, and have access to a robust selling platform with impressive back-end data to keep track of where your
customers are and what their activity is on your galleries.

Buffer
If you are not into spending half your day on social media, Buffer has streamlined the process of posting to multiple channels.
So rather than jump around from platform to platform, posting randomly and trying to figure out what it all means, Buffer
allows you to do it all from one place: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest all now have a single home from
which you can post and analyze your posts to gain better insight into what is working for you.

SurveyMonkey
We like SurveyMonkey for its ability to gain quick information about how regular people view the wo rld. This can be
great to take a reading on your potential clients. How do couples pick their wedding photographer? Where do photo
editors go to find new talent? SurveyMonkey can give you insights into your business that you would be hard -pressed
to find anywhere else. And they make it very easy to get a survey made, with options to use templates so you don’t
have to do everything from scratch.

Portfolio reviews are where it’s been at for me. It’s the best way to make those
connections and connect a face to a name – people want to know who you are, not
just what you can do.
– Kate Woodman

Writing Tools We Recommend
As a photographer, you are likely a naturally visual person. Sometimes this means that the part of the business that involves
the written word can seem foreign or out of your wheelhouse, yet writing for photographers is a constant need. From the
copy on your website to writing up treatments, there are more times when you just need to sit down and write than most
people imagine. Once again, it’s new technologies to the rescue! The following list is an excellent set of resources for you to
wrangle words like a pro.

Google Docs and Google Slides
The actual writing of words or creating of slides is something pretty much any word processor or presentation software can
do, but the Google Suite stands out above the others by being a truly collaborative space from which to share and co-create.
As a photographer, both your written documents as well as your presentations often need to be accessed by many people for
comments and added material. For many of us, rather than download and email the document we create (which you can still
do), we simply share the document with our collaborators and clients, or email out a link. They can go to the file itself online
and, depending on what rights you give them, can edit, comment, and share it on their own.

This is extremely helpful in many stages of development – from concept to production. By co-creating a presentation, other
people involved can add in thoughts. As photographers, we are especially happy to have folks like hair, makeup, and
wardrobe add in their own looks for a shoot to help a client understand the vision. Likewise, clients can add notes and the
pre-pro deck can be a living document accessible to all, from anywhere. It’s also very helpful in accessing all these documents
from any device, anytime.

Mailchimp
At some point nearly every person doing their own marketing comes to realize that a simple email client just isn’t enough for
mass communications. This is where an application like Mailchimp comes in real handy. With Mailchimp, you create large
mailing lists and easily send off updates when you have them (finishing a new assignment and sending it off to your list is a
great way to remind people you’re still around, working, and doing amazing stuff). You can also use it to announce a new
offering, discount, or even just a look at the industry to get your clients thinking about you.
Mailchimp offers design tools so you can easily add in your new photos and create “campaigns” that look great. They also
offer tons of analytics so you can see who opened your mail, what they looked at, and what they clicked. This allows you to
learn from what you did right and what didn’t work so you can fine-tune your messaging in the future. This is pro-level
marketing and works for many brands and individuals as a main resource for getting business.

Scrivener
When larger writing projects surface (like, say, you want to write a book on photography), few tools help as much as
Scrivener. With a fullscreen interface that focuses solely on your writing, you can tune out everything else except the words.
But don’t be fooled by the simplicity – Scrivener’s real power is in organizing long writing projects, allowing you to create
outlines, chapters, and even characters and locations, which can all be used and accessed as you write. Scrivener is used by
professional writers all the time and is constructed with authors, and screenwriters, in mind. Also, outputting from Scrivener
is a very powerful process that allows you to create manuscripts, eBooks, and much more.

Design Tools That Are Helpful
As a photographer, you have a huge advantage when it comes to design, in that you already possess one of the most
important elements of a great design: imagery. However, the art of design; graphic elements, layout, and typography is still a
complicated process requiring careful consideration and taste. The following tools can be essential in designing everything
from your social media posts to your business cards to a website and even a photo book. And all of them offer a variety of
well-designed templates as a starting place for any endeavor.

Adobe Creative Cloud
When it comes to designing graphics, we have found Adobe to offer the greatest range of options, and we especially love the
way they work together and how the mobile apps work with the desktop apps. Lightroom Mobile has translated many of the
editing tools that are used in the desktop app and saving color palettes or graphics you create in one app automatically shows
up in the others.
Adobe has also, smartly, organized bundles for their mobile apps specifically to accommodate different kinds of users. If you
like to create graphic-heavy posts in social media, there’s a bundle that includes Lightroom, Spark Post, Spark Video, and
Premiere, all for mobile, with a group monthly rate. Likewise, if you want to use their apps for scanning and signing
documents, the Document Bundle, with Acrobat Reader and Adobe Scan, is a great option.

But in our opinion, there are two must-have apps for design. The first is Adobe Spark, which will help you create graphics for
nearly any need – from email headers to social media posts to website graphics. You don’t need any design experience to
create very good-looking graphics with impressive type treatments. And the other app that is just pure fun is Adobe Capture.
This impressive app features the ability to capture color palettes (which then save to your desktop applications), vector
graphics, textures, new brushes, and it will even look at any type and give you a font option for it. We don’t know how it does
it, but it’s a little bit of magic that is actually very useful as a design tool.

Wix and Squarespace
You’re already well-aware that you need a website, but if you’re like a lot of people, that’s something you’ve always assumed
was someone else’s skillset. No longer. Squarespace really opened the door for creating very quick templated websites that
look great and can be a beautiful portfolio for you. Their designs work right off the bat, in both web and mobile, and there’s
little you need to do other than put in your own copy and imagery.
For those of you looking to get a little more into the design of it and customize your site, we recommend Wix. The learning
curve is only slightly higher than Squarespace, and it has its own mobile editor to customize your mobile experience even
further. But it offers tons of add-ons and features to make nearly anything you could want in a website, including a store,
various gallery types, and tons of design tools at your disposal. Being WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get), none of it
entails needing to know any code. That said, you can build a beautiful site on your own and then turn it over to a programmer
who can then do further coding within it, too.
The publishing side of things has also come a long way since the days of trying to secure a URL and port your site over to it.
With both platforms, the process is easy and all-inclusive. You can have an entire site up and live in a matter of hours, with no
programming experience at all.

Keynote
When it’s time to design a really good presentation, Apple has a very nice and robust offering. Much like Powerpoint,
Keynote is built to design presentations and decks, but with a special attention to layout, typography, and transitions that
impress. Being designed by Apple means that the interface is just more familiar and more carefully laid out. And if you’re
already using the OS, then you can enjoy collaboration features, live streaming, syncing of documents across devices, and
even save your work as animated GIFs.

Moo
For the basics, like business cards, postcards, and flyers, we like Moo. They have excellent design templates, great font
choices, and they do a great job with materials and printing. They also deliver their products in a timely fashion and in
very nice boxes, with great presentation. Their online design tool is top notch and makes it easy, even for the non designers among us.

Artifact Uprising
When it comes time to make a custom book, photo album, or even a framed print, Artifact Uprising is our recommendation.
As a photographer, it’s nice to deliver assets that you know will have a bit of a wow factor and show your attention to detail.
Ultimately, it’s these kinds of things that house your work for your clients to enjoy and so picking a vendor that lives up to the
quality you and your clients expect is a good thing to do right the first time. Artifact Uprising is all about the aesthetic and
you’ll feel good about having end products that look great.

Places to Find Templates
One very smart and efficient way to design and create materials that aren’t your primary business of photography is to use
templates. The world of templated designs has come a long way since the days of picking a brochure look in Microsoft Word.
Today, entire websites are dedicated to providing ready-to-use, beautifully laid out compositions in everything from
websites to presentations to magazine layouts. There’s a treasure trove of great starting places for you to begin any project
from, just a few mouse clicks away, so you never need to waste time trying to figure out how to make something that isn’t
your core competency.
Many of the applications listed above have templates built in – from email templates within Mailchimp to website templates
within Wix to presentation templates within Google Slides or Keynote. But when you have more complex or detailed needs,
sometimes it’s helpful to find something that feels more like how you’d do it. The following sites are deep resources for
photographers and designers looking for exactly the right look, without having to make it from scratch.

GraphicBurger
GraphicBurger is a website with so much good-looking stuff that it’ll make your head spin. From customizable logos and
graphics to presentations to Photoshop mock-ups to brochure designs, this is a one-stop shop for downloadable templates
that will help any project you’re working on look amazing. The hardest part is deciding which one to use.

Envato
Envato has a lot of the same things that GrahpicBurger has, so you’ll see some overlap here. But Envato goes a tad deeper for
more intricate design needs, including a large database of typefaces, stock photos, music, video, and design elements.

The Noun Project
If you’ve ever found yourself trying to create iconography, you know what a grueling and exacting process it is. The good
news is that the Noun Project has gotten many incredible designers and allowed them to upload entire sets of iconography in
a whole variety of looks that are available as PNGs or vector art, which can be used at any size and in any application. These
can be great assets for everything from logo design to web design.
As you can see, there’s quite a few tools available for photographers. One nice rule of thumb when deciding on any given new
technology is to let demand determine which ones to embrace. For example, if you’re working a ton and getting business just
fine without sending out emails, maybe you can wait on Mailchimp until your business needs it or would benefit from it.
Likewise, subscribing to the Noun Project might not be necessary if you’re doing a website and like the icons that Wix or
Squarespace are providing just fine. Take a look at the entirety of your business and use new tools specifically to fill in for
areas that could really help you do more with your photography business. Then, get back to shooting.
These tools are meant to enhance your core offering of photography, not take over for it. So, pick and choose wisely, get up
to speed quickly, and then enjoy being the well-rounded photographer who uses technology to enhance your business.

“Simply just showing your work isn’t enough anymore;
any good editor or buyer has a litany of great talent at
their disposal. If you’re showing an editor or potential
buyer your work, it’s best to have a great idea or
concept ready to share.”
– Keith Ladzinski

Whether it’s due to lack of technological know-how or personal choice, there are still those who stay offline as much as
possible. Despite the fleet of online resources available to both photographers and their clients, many consumers remain
mistrustful of – or confused by – internet-based communication, booking, and payment.
Don’t write this entire category of potential clients off, though! A lot of photographers will agree that offline marketing is still
the best way to find local work that your social media accounts could be missing out on. Combined, offline, and online
marketing provide powerful brand recognition, and strategic use of them together will close the gaps that you’d see in your
marketing reach with only one or the other.
Ready to add some old school to your marketing campaign? It’s time to dive into the different ways you can get started right
now to build an even stronger brand in your community and beyond.

Flyers
You know the phrase about throwing it all against the wall to see what sticks? That applies to photography marketing, too.
Those little flyers with the tear-off strips at the bottom might seem a little dated, but they’re also high-exposure and
incredibly low-risk. Find bulletin boards – in grocery stores, coffee shops, local retail stores – and put up a poster or flyer
offering photo sessions, featuring an upcoming gallery show or providing information about your editing services.
Family-owned restaurants are often happy to feature flyers and posters in their windows, too. (And how could it be a bad
thing for your clients to subconsciously associate you with their favorite food?) Local boutiques and coffee shops will
sometimes even give you a table or a stretch of wall to showcase your work and drum up some interest.
Always ask first, and if you ever see anything that says “No Soliciting,” don’t even bother. Making a pest of yourself is
counterproductive. Also, be aware that the location your marketing material appears in is a reflection on you and your work.
You wouldn’t want to advertise yourself online next to a bunch of scammy click-bait, would you? It’s the same here. People
who read your flyer next to something clearly disreputable will probably get a certain impression of you… and not a good one.
Always ask first, and if you ever see anything that says “No Soliciting,” don’t even bother. Making a pest of yourself is
counterproductive. Also, be aware that the location your marketing material appears in is a reflection on you and your work.
You wouldn’t want to advertise yourself online next to a bunch of scammy click-bait, would you? It’s the same here. People
who read your flyer next to something clearly disreputable will probably get a certain impression of you… and not a good one.

I shot a portfolio of architecture and then cold called about 300 architects,
developers, and interior designers… One of those clients ended up being 30-60% of
my sales in the following years.
– Reuben Krabbe

Business Cards
No, business cards are not dead. It might be faster for you to share contact information digitally, but that info quickly
becomes lost in the jumble of contacts your client keeps in their phone. The magic of business cards is that they tend to pop
up in unexpected places at unexpected times. The seed you plant when you meet a potential client might wander around a
little before taking root, but everything they need is right there when it finally does.
Business cards have changed a lot in just a few years. You can get a decent set at just about any price point now, with custom
designs. They’re even starting to appear in different shapes and sizes than the traditional wallet-sized rectangle. Just about
anything that stands out is a good thing, but remember the purpose of your business card: you want it to stay with your client
after you’ve said goodbye. An oversized card might be a good gimmick when you first meet, but it can easily get lost with the
other bills and papers hanging around your client’s house. Something that fits where a credit card can is usually a safe bet.

Postcards
Sending out a cold run of postcards can increase awareness of your brand. It’s one of those “I didn’t know I wanted that until I
saw it” things. Businesspeople who have been putting off headshots may not bother to shop around if your contact info
arrives on their doorstep, and that goes for pretty much any photography need.
Of course, you’re sometimes marketing to clients you’ve already served. The great thing about portrait photography, for
example, is the potential for lifelong repeat customers. Engagement shoots lead to weddings, which can lead to maternity
shoots and Fresh 48s, followed by smash cakes, family portraits, senior portraits… the list goes on and on. If you play your
cards right (no pun intended) you can earn a place as the “family photographer” by taking an interest in these life events. A
congratulatory postcard when a maternity shoot baby has arrived or when a senior portrait client officially graduates will be
one of those above-and-beyond gestures that clients really appreciate.
Some photographers choose to send out postcards to past clients during the holiday season. It’s a perfect blend of sweet and
savvy; you’re showing a client that they are still in your thoughts during a special time and reminding them of your services as
they look around at how their family has grown in the past year. New Year’s portraits, anyone?

Special Discounts and Freebies
Don’t get excited yet! These aren’t for you. But that jolt of interest you feel when you see the words “discount” and
“free” is exactly the response you want from your clients. Throw in an engagement mini shoot if they bump their
wedding package up a tier. Offer a Fresh 48 discount if they book a maternity shoot. Turn digital files over to cloud fearing customers on a custom flash drive.
A fun idea to get customers booking ahead for upcoming seasonal events is to host a giveaway in advance. The first person
who pops by your studio to sign up gets a free canvas print from their shoot!
If portrait isn’t your genre, you can still offer incentives for your clients to book on the spot or within a certain time frame
from their first consultation. Offer a referral discount when a satisfied customer sends you more business. There are
hundreds of ways to reward your customers for putting their faith in you, and you’ll be rewarding yourself in turn with repeat
customers who love the way you do business.

Probably one of the best, tried and true, guaranteed avenues for successful
marketing is networking. Most photographers hate this answer. I don’t mean,
however, the type of networking where you have to constantly be schmoozing and
going to mixers and events. Instead, find a way to network with and work with the
people who have relationships with your target clients. For example, when there is a
makeup brand I want to notice me, I’ll start reaching out to their brand
ambassadors and lead makeup artists to try to plan some creative shoots. When we
work together I know that the brands will start to hear my name and become
familiar with my work.
– Lindsay Adler

Networking
Art Walks, trade shows, and county fairs, oh my! Don’t make the mistake of turning your nose up at folksy community events.
For the price of an application (and sometimes a tent cover), you can get a pretty incredible amount of brand exposure,
whether you make sales on the spot or not. And since more often than not there are food trucks nearby, it’s almost
guaranteed not to be a waste of your time. Some things to remember:
• Book early for a good spot. Think about the flow of foot traffic. Will people see you soon after they arrive when they’re
still excited? Or will they be tired and on the way out? For outdoor events, think of where the sun will be in relation to
you. Comfort is key for these long-haul events – for you and people stopping by your booth.
• Have a children’s activity set up. Keep it front and center! Not only will children encourage their families to stop at your
station, they will have something to occupy themselves while their parents talk to you. This can be something as simple
as a coloring book and a few crayons, or you could have beads and yarn to make jewelry. Parents won’t stick around or
remember your name if they’re trying to keep their bored children corralled long enough to talk pricing.
• Have business cards or other merchandise handy to give out. Professionals don’t stop for long at most booths, but
they’ll pick up your swag and hopefully see it later on.
• Remember that you’re playing a long game. You probably won’t walk away from the first experience rich. In fact, you
may lose some money on it at the front end. But networking pays off in complex ways, and you never know when a friend
of a friend of a friend is going to become the customer who puts you on the map.
Look also for local business breakfasts. Some communities will have a monthly meetup of local professionals, hosted by a
different organization each time. It’s an opportunity to exchange information and share trade secrets. You might go looking
for corporate photo gigs and leave with the name of someone who can help you beef up your social media presence.
In the same vein, always keep an ear to the ground for professional development opportunities. Workshops, seminars,
symposiums, and conferences require some planning, but they’re great professional resources. They’re only a Google search
away, and they’re an easy way to widen your circle offline. Other professionals that you’ll meet can give you tips on what
associations are worth your time (and money) to join and what professional communities to steer clear of. Don’t worry, you
can find your new work buddies on LinkedIn, Instagram, or Facebook once you’re back in the studio.

Sharing What You Know
Paid or unpaid, speaking opportunities are an often underestimated launchpad for budding professionals. When we’re
trying to get our foot in the door, often we run into this bizarre
concept of needing experience to get experience. But even if
you’re starting with gatherings of 10-20 people, every speaking
opportunity adds credibility to your brand. Enough free gigs under
your belt can lead to paid gigs down the road, which only adds to
that credibility. Eventually you may find yourself teaching
community classes or hosting your own workshops.
Speaking of teaching, check into adult education in your community to find opportunities to share your expertise. Boards of
education can be good places to start, as well as community
colleges. Another easy Google search will give you some good
ideas about where this kind of thing is housed in your community
or in neighboring ones.

I think doing public speaking and
sharing stories about the art have
been the most successful avenues for
me. Not every crowd has people that
can afford the large prints, but
sometimes there are. Either way, it
helps to hone my message, improve
my storytelling, and help people
understand my motivations and
approach even more.
– Trey Ratcliff

TIP
Let’s cheat a little bit on our offline theme here and remember that setting up your own webinar is a piece of cake these days,
and there are several websites that offer you the tools to host an online class about pretty much any subject you feel
qualified to teach. Or look for guest video hosting opportunities to show off your skills.

You don’t have to choose just one of the things we’ve listed here. You can use several, or even all, of them together or at
different points throughout your business year. Getting clients isn’t always about what you do, sometimes it’s just about who
you know. Networking can yield you a healthy address list for promotional postcards, and stand-out business merchandise
can facilitate your networking!
Now combine your offline efforts with your online presence and you’ll see how easy it can be to grow your business quickly with the
right contact list. Tweet about your latest giveaway to generate a little hype. Throw a picture of your event booth up on Instagram.
Announce the details of your very first big time speaking engagement on your Facebook business page. The business world is a big
place, but with the right combination of real-world and internet marketing, you can make it a whole lot smaller.

I can't do networking events because my social anxiety prevents me. However, if I
can teach a small class, give a lecture, or host an exhibition of my work, I am put in a
position where I am meant to talk about what I do. This helps me tremendously in
utilizing word of mouth and networking.
– Brooke Shaden

“One success generally is followed by another. But
remember that success is something that follows you…
not the reverse.”
– Anne Geddes

Social Media Sites

Photographer Databases

Facebook – 51-58, 60, 62, 107, 109-130, 143-155
Instagram – 58-68, 122-131, 155-162
Twitter – 69-80
LinkedIn – 80-89
Pinterest – 89-99
Flickr – 45, 99-107

Workbook – 38
Found – 38
American Photographic Artists (APA) – 38
American Society of Media Photographers
(ASMP) – 38

Online Portfolio Sites
Behance – 40, 45
500px – 40, 45
Tumblr - 41
DeviantArt – 41, 45

Website Building / Template Designs
SmugMug – 29-32, 100, 107, 183
Squarespace – 29, 34, 40, 41, 94, 185
Wix – 29, 34, 41, 94, 185, 186
GraphicBurger – 186
Envato – 186
The Noun Project – 186

Software & Services
Photoshop – 17, 28, 70, 176, 186
Lightroom – 29, 33, 41, 70, 176, 182, 183, 184
MailerLite – 34
Mailchimp – 34, 37, 39, 184, 186
ConvertKit – 34, 37
Leadpages – 34
Instapage – 34
Wishpond – 34
AWeber – 37
Constant Contact – 37

Analytics
Google Analytics – 16, 41, 133-143
Facebook Insights – 56, 58, 143-155
Instagram Analytics/Insights – 122, 155-162

Productivity Apps
Plann – 67, 177
Gmail – 37, 181
UberConference – 181
Zoom – 182
BlueJeans – 182
FreshBooks – 182
Slack – 100, 182
Dropbox – 29, 182
Pixieset – 182
Evlaa – 182
SurveyMonkey – 183

Social Media Automation / Scheduling Tools
Buffer – 112, 177-178, 183
Hootsuite – 58, 66, 67, 76, 78, 86, 177, 178
Tailwind – 98
IFTTT – 178
Zapier – 178-179

Writing Tools
Google Docs – 183
Google Slides – 183, 186
Scrivener – 184

Design Tools
Adobe Suite – 184
Keynote – 185, 186
Moo – 185
Artifact Uprising – 185

Keyword Research Tools
Audiense – 73
FollowerWonk – 73-75

